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ABSTRACT 

Even though a plethora of research is devoted to explicating caregivers' 

experiences, comparatively there is a dearth of information about care recipients. The 

purpose of this study was to further theoretical and empirical understanding of care 

recipients' experiences within care relationships. Specifically, this study was 

concerned with identifying the strategies elders use to seek care and how the 

processes and characteristics of individual, interpersonal, and structural levels interact 

to affect elders' care seeking. 

A synthesized symbolic interactionist and life span developmental framework 

informed the research. Multiple qualitative field work methods (semi-structured 

interviews, participant observation, focus group) were utilized to collect information 

about care recipients who were representative of the variety of care relationships 

within a life care retirement community. 

The care seeking process emerged as a sequence of activities engaged in as 

elders elicited care from others and negotiated care with others. Of most conceptual 

interest, however, was elders' dependency work: The work elders engaged in as they 

not only sought care for a specific need but also situated each care occasion within 

past experiences of care and future possibilities for care. Dependency work was 

agency in action, serving to define the_everyday lives of elders involved in care 

relationships. The findings of this study suggest the need for viewing care recipients 

as agents, actively being with others in their delicate dance of dependency. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLEM: SEEKING CARE 

An increase in chronic illness and an increase in functional disability are 

becoming a more common feature of life. Individuals who have chronic illnesses or 

functional disabilities often require some type of care from others in order to meet 

their needs. As individuals age, the likelihood of experiencing chronic illnesses or 

having functional disabilities increases, therefore, the elderly are among those most 

likely to require care from other individuals. 

14 

Individuals may use a variety of strategies in seeking care. Of interest in this 

research are the strategies which elders use to seek care from other individuals. Also 

of interest is how individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics interact to affect elders' care seeking. 

There is great latitude in what may be defined as care. Care is a very 

ambiguous term (Gaut, 1983; Kitson, 1987). Dictionary definitions do nothing to lend 

clarity to the word. Care is defined as "close attention or careful heed; a liking or 

regard; charge; protection; quality; something to watch over or attend to; a 

responsibility" (Webster's, 1982). Care may relate to the affective aspects of a 

relationship, such as an individual's attitude toward another; "I care for you." Care 

may also describe a commitment of responsibility of one individual for another; "I'll 

take care of you." Care may additionally refer to the behavioral components of an 
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activity; "I'll take care of that for you." Finally, the word care may be used to denote 

watchful attention to detail, i.e., "I took great care with that." 

The ambiguity of the term care extends as well to an elder's potential care 

outcomes. The care received by an elder may be successful (the elder's needs are 

met), it may be satisfactory (the elder is content), or it may be merely that which was 

expected (the elder anticipated nothing else). The outcomes of satisfaction, success, 

and expectation may actually be quite independent of each other. For example, the 

elder may be satisfied with the care slhe has received whether or not it meets herlhis 

needs, perhaps because it is all the elder assumed slhe would receive. 

Even the term caregiver is fraught with ambiguity. As used in this research, a 

caregiver is any individual identified by an elder as someone who is expected to, or 

who actually does, provide care to the elder. Therefore, a caregiver may be part of 

the informal caregiving system, such as family or friends, or the caregiver may be 

part of the formal caregiving system, such as a home health care or nursing home 

employee. 

Research which focuses on the ways in which elders seek or negotiate care 

with their caregivers is virtually non-existent. An understanding of the range of 

strategies elders use to seek care would be very helpful to care providers as they 

interact with older adults. This knowledge could enhance care providers' awareness of 

the myriad of ways elders may affect or contribute to their care, care relationships, or 

care outcomes. The purpose of this research is to identify the strategies elders use to 
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seek care and to describe how individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics interact to affect elders' care seeking. 

In order to set the stage for the need to conduct this research, this introductory 

chapter addresses the problem of the lack of knowledge of elders' care seeking 

strategies and the concomitant lack of knowledge of the effects of the use of these 

strategies on the care elders receive and on elders' care outcomes. The sections are 

organized in terms of (1) Introduction, (2) Statement of the Problem, (3) The Need to 

Attend to the Problem (4) Research Perspective: Privileging Elders' Voices, (5) 

Consequences of Not Addressing the Problem, (6) Research Purpose and Questions, 

and (7) Significance for Nursing. 

Introduction 

The research problem is that there is little or no information on the strategies 

elders may use to seek, leaving health care professionals unaware of how elders may 

act to affect care relationships in which elders are involved. Horowitz (1985, p. 200) 

points out, "It is somewhat ironic that when we discovered the family caregiver we 

seemed to forget about the older person as the recipient of care." The lack of research 

on elders is substantiated by Barer and Johnson's (1990) five year literature review of 

the years 1983 to 1987. These authors found that rarely was the care recipient 

interviewed. This omission creates a gap in our knowledge about the characteristics of 

care recipients, the subjective experiences of care recipients, and the extent to which 

the care given meets care recipients' needs or creates stress. The gap in knowledge 



about elders in general, or elders in a care relationship specifically, is reinforced by 

others (Dunkle, 1983; Lee, 1976; Parsons, Cox, and Kimboko, 1989; Thomas, 

1987). 
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Literature from the social sciences and health sciences is, however, replete 

with articles on caregivers, primarily their burdens, stresses, needs, and concerns 

(Archbold, 1980; Archbold, 1983; Baillie, Norbeck, and Barnes, 1988; Barusch, 

1988; Cantor, 1983; Cohen and Eisdorfer, 1988; Colerick and George, 1986; 

Dillehay and Sandys, 1990; George and Gwyther, 1986; Johnson and Catalano, 1983; 

Lynch-Sauer, 1990; Montgomery, Gonyea, and Hooyman, 1985; Motenko, 1989; 

Norberg and Asplund, 1990; Phillips and Rempusheski, 1986; Phillips, Rempusheski, 

and Morrison, 1989; Poulshock and Deimling, 1984; Quayhagen and Quayhagen, 

1988; Pruchno and Resch, 1989; Soldo and Myllyluoma, 1983; Wilson, 1989; 

Worcester and Quayhagen, 1983; Zarit, Reever, and Bach-Peterson, 1980; Zarit, 

Todd, and Zarit, 1986; c.f. any issue of The Gerontologist). The literature also 

reflects a primarily one-way picture of care relationships, i.e., the caregiver gives, 

even though burdened, and the care receiver takes, and is grateful. In concert with the 

one-way flow of aid, authors also generally avoid discussion of the nature and 

progression of the care relationship or else imply that, if not static, the relationship is 

primarily deteriorative, with the caregiver giving more and more over the duration of 

the care relationship as the care recipient requires and takes more and more (Sager, 

1983). 
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When faced with the plethora of literature which described the care 

relationship between caregivers and elders as primarily one-way, negative and steadily 

deteriorating, the researcher began reflecting on her clinical experiences with older 

adults. In contrast to the prevailing view in the literature, the researcher had 

witnessed and experienced dynamic and fluid caring relationships, played out in the 

day-to-day life of individuals. A give-and-take on the part of both the caregiver and 

elder appeared necessary, since the care relationship was never static. Whether related 

to individual issues (such as physical or cognitive capacities) or interpersonal issues 

(e.g., processes and characteristics of relationships) or structural issues (Le., 

administrative or organizational components), an ongoing negotiation of roles, 

expectations, and responsibilities on the part of the individuals involved in care 

relationships was required in response to the continuing changes and transitions in 

these care relationships. 

It appeared elders were a diverse group and this diversity affected their 

interactions in care relationships. Elders' heterogeneity seemed to contribute to the 

diverse strategies they employed in seeking and negotiating care. While some elders 

were able and willing to verbally indicate to others the who, what, when, where, 

why, and how of the care they wanted, many elders went about their care seeking in a 

much more subtle and non-verbal manner. Often, elders' behaviors provided the only 

indications that they wanted something from someone and, in the absence of the 

ability to say whether or not the care met their needs or was provided to their 

-_ ... ------------------
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satisfaction, behavioral indicators were all that could be drawn upon by their 

caregivers to determine whether or not the care provided actually met the needs of the 

elders. 

Statement of the Problem 

The dearth of literature that focuses on elders in care relationships, the 

multitude of literature directed towards caregivers' experiences within these 

relationships, and the researcher's clinical background, which contradicted a globally 

passive view of elders within care relationships, contributed to the formulation of the 

research problem. We do not know the strategies elders may use to seek care and, as 

such, we are also grossly unable to identify the relationship between elders' use of 

specific care seeking strategies on the care elders receive. 

This serves to complicate the issue further, since there is every indication that 

what is important to elders in terms of care is not the same as what caregivers deem 

important. Various factors have been proposed as influencing elders' care 

relationships. Some of these factors are the different styles of coping elders may 

employ, the different levels of resources on which elders have to rely, the different 

meanings of activity and participation in various roles, and different perceptions of the 

relationship between the elder and the caregiver (Burbank, 1986; Lazarus and 

DeLongis, 1983; Parsons, Cox, and Kimboko, 1989; Phillips, 1989; Rakowski and 

Clark, 1985). The differences may be among elders as a group as well as between 

older and younger cohorts. 
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To be most effective, however, care must be placed within what the recipient 

of care thinks is appropriate and worthwhile (Brown, 1986; O'Neill and Sorensen, 

1991). Where un shared meanings of care differ, dissonance may occur, resulting in 

relational problems and dissatisfaction with care received. The dissonance may 

revolve around two central issues. Elders and caregivers may have different 

perceptions about whether or not a particular behavior is caring and, even if a 

behavior is identified as caring, elders and caregivers may disagree on its relative 

importance. 

Research on the work of family caregivers demonstrates family caregivers and 

health professionals may disagree on whether or not a particular behavior is caring. 

"What many family caregivers consider their most important work (protection) is 

often not considered at all by health care professionals" (Bowers, 1987, p. 20). To 

carry this to its logical conclusion, the perceptions of what are and are not caring 

behaviors likely differ between caregivers and elders who seek care. 

Research also supports the issue of differing care importance hierarchies 

among elders and family caregivers. The primary finding is that the relationship 

between the caregiver and care recipient is more important to elders than the technical 

aspects of care which are provided (Grau, Chandler, Burton, and Kolditz, 1991; 

Parsons, Cox, and Kimboko, 1989; Pillemer and Moore, 1989; ), therefore, even if 

technical care provision is flawless, elders' experiences in care relationships may not 

necessarily be positive. Research on formal caregivers, i.e., nurses in hospitals, 
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reveals opposite findings: Instrumental nursing behaviors, the more technical aspects, 

are identified by patients as indicative of care more so than the expressive nursing 

behaviors, the more psychosocial activities (Brown, 1986). Additionally, research on 

behaviors of nurses perceived by hospitalized patients as indicators of care supports 

that "in most situations the nurse cannot assume that a well-intentioned nursing act 

will be experienced as care" (Brown, 1986, p. 62). 

In summary, the care expectations of elders may not be congruent with the 

care expectations held by caregivers, either in terms of what is identified as care or 

how important a particular care activity is. Indeed, it is quite likely there will be a 

mis-matching of the care which elders seek and the care which they ultimately 

receive. Part of this disparity relates to the terminological ambiguity of care, yet 

much more is potentially related to the fact that caregivers have very little information 

about the strategies elders use to seek care and how these subsequently relate to the 

care elders actually receive. The next section provides information on the size, extent, 

and importance of specific issues which interact to highlight the necessity of 

addressing the research problem. 

The Need to Attend to the Problem 

Several issues make it imperative to address the research problem. These 

issues include the increasing proportion of older adults in America, the rising 

incidence of chronic conditions among older adults, the concomitant proportionate 



increase in functional impairments among elders, and the resultant increase in the 

need for, and use of long-term care services. 

Those Affected 
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The aging of the population is one of the United States' most significant 

demographic phenomena of the twentieth century. The number of individuals age 65 

years and older has steadily increased since 1900 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1984). 

In 1989, the 65 and older age group comprised 12.5 percent of the population 

(AARP, 1990). Projections suggest 17 percent of the population will be 65 years and 

older by the year 2020, with an increase to 22 percent by the year 2040 (Social 

Security Administration, 1988). 

A major issue related to the phenomenal increase of the older population is 

that in living a longer life, people are more likely to acquire one or more chronic 

conditions. Close to 90 percent of adults age 65 and older have one or more chronic 

conditions (Young and Olson, 1991). In particular, the oldest old are much more 

likely to have chronic conditions, and more of them, than their younger counterparts 

(Strauss, Corbin, Pagerhaugh, Glaser, Maines, Suczek, and Wiener, 1984). 

The increase in chronic conditions has tremendous implications for America's 

health care system. Chronic conditions can result in decreased functional abilities, 

which may impair individuals' abilities to function independently. As people age and 

become more frail, the number of disabilities and impairments they experience 

increases (Rosow, 1982). In turn, their demand for health care services and nursing 
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care increases. Data from the National Health Interview Survey of non

institutionalized individuals show that 23 percent of all older adults, and 

approximately 50 percent of individuals age 85 years or older, are unable to perform 

at least one of the activities of daily living without assistance (National Center for 

Health Statistics, 1985). These figures increase when institutionalized individuals are 

considered. The type of services required by older adults, in general, and by older 

adults with chronic conditions or decreased functional abilities, in particular, are more 

often long-term care rather than acute care. The next section distinguishes long-term 

and acute care services, describing the magnitude of long-term care provision. 

Long-term Care Services 

Even though an increasing proportion of the population requires long-term care 

services, our present health care system focuses primarily on acute care provided in 

hospital settings. Two primary characteristics distinguish acute from long-term care 

services (Kane and Kane, 1987). First, a blend of health, personal care, and social 

services comprise long-term care, unlike acute care which focuses primarily on health 

services. Additionally, long-term care is provided over a sustained period of time to 

individuals who have lost, or have never had, certain functional capacities. In 

comparison, acute care is short term and focused on disease rather than disability. 

Many individuals equate long-term care with nursing home care, but rather 

than equating long-term care with the places it is provided, long-term care is most 

appropriately defined by the type of services required (Kane and Kane, 1987). These 
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services range from instrumental activities of daily living, such as housekeeping, 

cooking, cleaning, shopping, and laundry to the more taxing basic activities of daily 

living, which include bathing, toileting, feeding, moving, and other physical care 

services. Long-term care services are provided in a variety of settings, however, over 

70 percent are provided in the community and, more specifically, 85 percent of this 

community-based care is provided by families and friends (AARP, 1988). Even so, a 

significant amount of financially and emotionally draining long-term care services are 

provided in institutions. 

It is readily apparent the number and proportion of older adults is increasing. 

Concomitantly, there is an increase in the number and proportion of older adults with 

chronic conditions who have some type of limitation in their functional abilities. 

Taken together or separately, these phenomena increase the likelihood that most older 

adults will need long-term care services. The increased number of elders who require 

long-term care services makes it imperative we understand the ways in which elders 

seek the care they want. The relationship of elders' care seeking strategies to the care 

which elders actually receive is also important to understand, as care outcomes may 

be related to the strategies elders use to seek care. The next section highlights the 

importance of attending to elders' perspectives in relation to care seeking, instead of 

taking caregivers' proxy responses for elders in regard to these issues. 
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Research Perspectives: Privileging Elders' Voices 

Elders, as care receivers, have not been studied in relation to their 

expectations of their care relationships, the factors which influence their satisfaction 

with the care provided to them, or their reactions to the care they receive. Mittenness 

and Barker's (1991) research on elders' chronic illness hierarchies demonstrates the 

value of research which focuses on elders' perspectives. Elders organize multiple 

(:hronic illnesses into hierarchies which differ across individuals. The particular 

hierarchical ordering of specific chronic illnesses affects whether or not care is 

sought, as well as elders' satisfaction with the care received. Unless elders are asked 

about their perspectives, this information remains unknown to health care providers, 

thereby contributing to dissonance within care relationships. 

When research accords elders a voice, it is often with the implicit or explicit 

purpose of demonstrating the declines experienced in old age or the negative aspects 

of the care relationship. There is little research focused on the positive aspects and 

resources of aging and even less directed to positive elements of the care relationship. 

Most of the current literature guides researchers to adopt a perspective where elders 

and society engage in a mutual, reciprocal withdrawal from each other and elders 

suffer from irreversible decline. Attention directed to the negative aspects of care 

seeking, while negating the positive aspects that may be of primary interest to elders, 

is missing an important part of the care equation, just as research which focuses on 
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one side of the care dyad, i.e., the caregiver, negates the other very important partner 

in care, i.e., the elder. 

An old saying certainly applies here, "It's tough tellin', not knowin'." Since 

we know so little about the objective and subjective experiences of elder seekers of 

care from their perspective, it is difficult to a priori state the benefits that will accrue 

to us, or ,to them, as a result of increasing our knowledge and expanding our 

perspectives in this arena. Potential outcomes of an increase in our knowledge include 

using the knowledge to (1) bolster an older adult's self-esteem, (2) help elders avoid 

situations which take away choice and independence, (3) assist in preventing social 

practices that deny meaningful roles to older persons, (4) uncover new support needs 

of elders which were not previously identified, (5) identify direct care needs of elders 

which heretofore were not apparent, (6) have a more comprehensive understanding of 

elders, (7) recognize the heterogeneity among elders, and (8) understand the health 

care resources which elders perceive are available to them (Lee, 1976; O'Neill and 

Sorensen, 1991; Thomas, 1987). 

Consequences of Not Addressing the Research Problem 

The consequences of not addressing the research problem are great. One of the 

major consequences in continuing along the current research and service trajectory is 

the continued provision of poor or ineffective care to elders. Without understanding 

elders' experiences in specific care settings, care provision may be directed at 

problems, deficits, and issues which are potentially inconsequential or detrimental to 
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elders. A focus on care outcomes, as directed by many funding agencies, at the 

expense of the process of care is an example of this. The continued interaction and 

co-creation of care by involved individuals captures the processual aspect of care 

experiences. Perhaps elders would have more "productive outcomes" if a similar 

amount of attention in care encounters was focused on process. 

Old age is often associated with physical disability, decline, mental 

incompetence, illness, disease, role loss, and lack of meaning. Poor health and 

advanced age are often thought to be synonymous. Institutions are established to "take 

care of" these problems for elders. Notice this is not with elders; the focus truly is 

one of supplanting and not supplementing the strengths of those who need the care. 

This approach effectively strips any sense of agency!, autonomy, self-control, and 

competence from elders who enter into these care relationships. Until we understand 

how elders seek care, we have little guidance for making the changes in the health 

care system that may seem warranted. This point of view is supported by research on 

work in hospital contexts (Strauss, Fagerhaugh, Suczek, and Wiener, 1985, p. 3), 

"reform without prior understanding can only lead to ineffectual reform, or even to 

measures that will make matters worse -- a not unusual outcome of much reform 

action. " 

I An agent is "an individual or substance of such a nature that it has the power to 
produce the required product" (Harre, 1980, p. 38). Human agency is how humans make 
choices and direct their own lives (Murphy, John, and Brown, 1984). 
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Research Purpose and Questions 

This study is designed to ascertain the care seeking strategies used by elders 

who reside in a life-care community in Phoenix. The research also examines how 

individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and characteristics interact to affect 

elders' care seeking. The two questions which guide the proposed research are: 

1. What are the care seeking strategies elders use? 

2. How do individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics interact to affect elders' care seeking? 

The stimulus for elders' care seeking will likely be of the typical long-term 

care type, however, acute and episodic care situations will not be excluded from the 

research. This is primarily because the need for acute care may be interspersed with 

the need for long-term care services. With the current dearth of knowledge about 

elders' care seeking, it is premature to arbitrarily curtail elders' descriptions of 

specific types of care relationships. 

The specific aim of this qualitative research is to uncover something "That's 

Interesting" (Davis, 1971) about older adults' care experiences. That is, instead of 

merely reaffirming the usual and expected, this research intends to contribute to an 

understanding of the common sense and scientific perspectives on the reality of care 

experiences of the elderly through intensive examination and critique of some of the 

most common and routinely taken-for-granted assumptions about these experiences. 
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Significance for Nursing 

Nurses provide an increasing amount of care to the elderly in a variety of 

settings. More knowledge about elder-caregiver dyads in multiple settings may help 

nurses plan appropriate strategies for meeting the health care needs of older adults. 

Awareness of the strategies elders use to seek care and how these relate to elders' 

care outcomes may enable nurses to maximize care relationships through (1) fostering 

the individual and collective strengths of the people involved in the relationship, (2) 

providing additional support in the areas of the relationship where difficulties are 

experienced, (3) facilitating the relationship to enable the participants to maximize 

their care experiences, and (4) teaching elders effective care seeking strategies. 

Nursing is concerned with both health and illness and, as such, requires 

research which addresses the unique experiences of individuals whether healthy or ill. 

Care experiences, especially in long-term care, occur during periods of health, illness, 

and disease. The proposed research has the potential for providing information on 

elders' care seeking across periods of health, illness, and disease. 

An understanding of the positive aspects of care relationships and care contex.ts 

may enable nurses to design care settings and implement care relationships which 

maximize older adults' potentialities and strengths. Nurses particularly need to 

become aware of the positive aspects of the experience of aging. Research to date has 

focused on the decrements and declines associated with aging, yet older adults have 

numerous strengths they may call upon as resources. Continued development, self-
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help and self-care behaviors are among these strengths evidenced by aging individuals 

(Braden, 1990; Reed, 1983). Nurses need to learn about these and other potential 

strengths of elders. 

There is, likewise, a crucial need for nurses to become aware of the 

constraining influences of the many care contexts elders negotiate. A two-way 

influence is implicit, whereby individuals affect the care context and the care context 

acts to affect individuals. The reciprocal effects of these interpersonal and 

organizational forces influence the care context as it is experienced by individuals. 

The effects are not only on the elders who may seek or receive care, but also on the 

caregivers and organizations who deliver services and provide care. These influences 

are often subtle, with individuals being unaware of the tremendous power the forces 

have in shaping and constraining the type of care that may be sought or received. 

This research seeks to make some of the conditions which influence elders' care 

experiences more apparent. An understanding of some of these conditions may prompt 

nurses to search for additional covert and subtle influences, thereby becoming 

increasingly cognizant of the individual, interpersonal, and structural forces which 

affect nursing's care provision. 

An additional imperative is for nurses to acknowledge the situational, 

historical, and interactional complexity of care settings and care experiences. As 

Phillips (1989) points out, the images and personal construction of care relationships 

are based on perceptions of reality, not necessarily historically accurate details. When 

- ---------- ------------
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considering a variety of care contexts, this issue of potential mismatching of 

perceptions becomes even more crucial. Each individual involved in a care 

relationship has a perspective of the other individual, as well as a unique perspective 

of the relationship. Recognizing this fact and moving on to determine how to 

maximize care experiences in the face of this is critical for nurses as they strive to 

provide individually based, appropriate care. 

Summary 

This first chapter addressed the research problem, the associated issues and 

their magnitude, as well as the consequences of not confronting the problem. The 

significance for nursing is tremendous, given the anticipated increase of older adults 

in the general population and the requisite long-term care services that are, and will 

continue to be, required by these individuals. The following chapter explicates the 

theoretical and empirical perspectives underlying this research. 
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THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
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This chapter contains an overview of the theoretical orientation of this 

research. Many individuals hold the opinion that the researcher should go into the 

field tabula rasa when conducting qualitative research. Yet, in this day and age no 

one, educated or not, could expect to be uninfluenced by theories and perspectives 

which are the lens through which phenomena are (or are not) viewed. Paradigms and 

worldviews influence theory and research by providing a set of blinders, a set of 

questions as well as a set of answers to those questions (G. Morgan, 1983; Hanson, 

1958; Weekes, 1986). Each individual enters situations with unique experiential, 

educational, theoretical, and philosophical backgrounds that influence the observations 

s/he is able to make (Weekes, 1986). With this in mind, it becomes vitally important 

to acknowledge that there are a variety of perspectives individuals may hold. An 

openness to critical dialogue and reflection about these perspectives is necessary. 

Therefore, this chapter makes explicit the theoretical perspectives which have most 

affected the researcher. 

The first section is an overview of the contextual world view which is 

foundational for this investigator. In the second section, the social psychological 

perspective of symbolic interactionism is presented along with its basic principles and 

strengths. An explication of the developmental psychology perspective, specifically 

the dialectic life span development framework, and its associated principles and 

.. ----. ------ -------
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strengths is the focus of the third section. A synthesis of these two perspectives is 

given in the fourth section, whereby their complementarity and similarity is 

highlighted. The researcher's empirical observations and assumptions are in the fifth 

section. A sixth section delineates information on the biases and blinders associated 

with choosing these particular theoretical perspectives. The chapter concludes with the 

conceptual framework that frames the literature review found in chapter three. 

World Views as Foundations 

"[J]ust as the facts and methods of science are to be understood as shaped by 

theory, scientific theories, in turn, are shaped by superordinate philosophies" (Lerner, 

1986, pp. 24-25). One's superordinate philosophy, or world view, provides the set of 

assumptions underpinning one's research (Hultsch and Deutsch, 1981). The three 

most familiar world views in the study of human development are the mechanistic, 

organismic, and contextual views. Each world view has an associated developmental 

paradigm, held by those who ascribe to the world view, which logically flows from 

the assumptions of that world view. Hence, the mechanistic world view is associated 

with a reactive organism developmental paradigm, while the organismic world view 

leads to an active organism paradigm. 

Contextualism, as a philosophy of science, is the foundational world view of 

this researcher. Within this world view, reality is conceptualized as an ongoing, 

dynamic, and dramatic act or event, composed of continually changing patterns. 

Events are interconnected; specifically, activity is the result of the reciprocal 
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interactions between the individual and the context, both of which are continually 

changing. Reality is continually changing and novel, such that understanding of 

phenomena or situations is dependent on when they are examined. A single goal, or 

endpoint, of development is not assumed; rather, multiple patterns of qualitative and 

quantitative change lead to multiple patterns of development. This is precisely because 

changing individuals are continually affecting and being affected by changing 

contexts. This contextual world view leads to a dialectic developmental paradigm. 

Multiple philosophical positions and theories of specific disciplines naturally 

evolve from a contextual world view. Specifically the disciplines of sociology and 

psychology are influential in this researcher's outlook on care contexts and individuals 

within care relationships. More specifically, and flowing logically from their 

respective parent disciplines of sociology and psychology, are the two sub-disciplines 

of social psychology and developmental psychology. For this researcher, these two 

disciplines offer an intriguing framework and are most influential in understanding 

older adults in general, and specifically older adults as seekers of care. These 

disciplines are described and the theoretical stance of each one as it informs the 

research is elaborated in the following section. 

Social Psychology 

Social psychology considers the relationships between individual psychological 

attributes and social structures, situations, or environments (House, 1977; Jones, 
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1985). As defined in Social Psychology Ouarterly, the journal officially sponsored by 

the American Sociological Association, social psychology is 

the study of the primary relations of individuals to one another, or to 
groups, collectives, or institutions, and also the study of intraindividual 
processes insofar as they substantially influence, or are influenced by, 
social forces (1979, p. 4). 

Social psychology is a field claimed by both sociologists and psychologists, with 

resultant debates as to whether the sociological and psychological perspectives differ 

and, if so, how they differ (Boutilier, Roed, and Svendsen, 1980; Rosenberg and 

Turner, 1990; Stryker, 1977). Theories which are most reflective of a sociological 

orientation to social psychology, and which are used most by sociologists as compared 

to psychologists, include symbolic interactionism, social exchange theory, reference 

group theory, and role theory (Rosenberg and Turner, 1990). Symbolic interactionism 

is one of the two major theoretical foundations of this research. A description of 

symbolic interactionism, the principles derived from it that affect the proposed 

research, and its strengths is detailed in the following section. 

Symbolic Interactionism 

Originating from the Scottish moral philosophers (Smith, Ferguson, and 

Hume) and the American pragmatic philosophers (James, Dewey, and Mead), 

symbolic interactionism is best described as a philosophical approach for viewing the 

fundamental interdependency of person and society (Stryker, 1983; Stryker and 

Statham, 1985). Symbolic interactionism is most clearly situated within sociological 

social psychology, since it developed as a reaction against individualistic 
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psychological and behavioral theories, such as those of Freud and Watson (Mead, 

1934; Schellenberg, 1978). The interactional perspective of symbolic interactionism 

accords as much attention to the person as to society, thereby explicitly 

acknowledging the reciprocity of the individual and society (Cook and Pike, 1988; 

Stryker, 1977; Stryker, 1983). Neither society nor the individual is ontologically prior 

to the other; indeed, social structure and social person do not exist except in relation 

to one another. Taking Cooley's (1902) two sides of the same coin perspective to its 

logical endpoint, society creates the person, and persons, through interaction and 

becoming different, create society (Mead, 1934; Stryker and Statham, 1985). 

Symbolic interactionism has two variations, referred to as either the Chicago 

school versus the Iowa school, or people who study the self versus people who focus 

on the situation, or processual versus structural. The processual variant of symbolic 

interactionism focuses on the emergent quality of interaction; the process, actions, and 

behaviors of individuals which are indeterminate and continually evolving (Stryker, 

1983; Stryker and Statham, 1985). An attention to process is at the heart of 

processual symbolic interactionism, in recognition of life as ongoing activity 

(Schellenberg, 1978). 

In contrast, the structural variant of symbolic interactionism focuses primarily 

on determinacy, order, and stability, identifying that social behavior is influenced by 

structural constraints (Cook and Pike, 1988; Stryker, 1983). While acknowledging 

change and process, structural symbolic interactionists claim changes can be specified 
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and predicted, occurring less dramatically than the processual symbolic interactionists 

would allow (Fine, 1990). 

Snow and Anderson (1987) suggest the processual and structural symbolic 

interactionist perspectives "are neither mutually exclusive nor antithetical approaches 

to understanding the relationships among role, self, and identity. Instead, they 

supplement and complement each other" (p. 1368). Research which is sensitive to the 

conditioning processes of external forces while concomitantly attending to process and 

the negotiational aspects of interactions is most reflective of, and attentive to, real 

life. Simultaneous consideration of both the processual and structural symbolic 

interactionist perspectives frames the proposed research. 

Principles 

There are five basic principles of symbolic interactionism which inform this 

research. These do not vary across the two schools of symbolic interactionism, except 

with regard to how structural or negotiational aspects affect them. 

Emergent self. The self is not present at birth and emerges in the process of 

social interaction, experience, and activity as a result of the response of others (Mead, 

1934; Stryker and Statham, 1985). This points to the power of social forces, which 

act to shape the individual's self via communication (Fine, 1990). 

Reciprocity of individual and society. The individual and the environment are 

interdependent, affecting each other reciprocally (Mead, 1934; Stryker, 1983). As 

individuals affect and adjust their environment they become different; concomitantly, 



by becoming different individuals affect their community and the world, thereby 

individuals influence their own evolution. 
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Humans as self-reflective actors. Humans are actors, as well as reactors 

(Stryker, 1983; Stryker and Statham, 1985). Humans are not static; indeed, they are 

acting organisms who respond, make indications to others, and interpret their 

indications (Blumer, 1969). Individuals can view themselves as objects through taking 

the role of the other and, in so doing, can interact with themselves (Mead, 1934). 

This capability for self-reflection and evaluation is an esser.tial aspect of the human 

experience of the self, enabling individuals to see themselves as objects in most social 

situations. 

Meaning. Humans act toward objects, events, situations, or processes on the 

basis of the meanings these things have for them (Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934; 

Sugarman, 1990). The meaning of things is emergent, being derived from social 

interaction between the person and the environment. Shared meaning, which arises 

out of social interaction, drives the social process, while individual meaning becomes 

the backdrop against which people creatively choose behaviors. To understand social 

life is to understand the processes through which individuals interpret situations and 

construct their actions with respect to each other (House, 1977). Meaning figures 

prominently in this interpretation of situations and construction of actions. 

Social interaction. Society is interaction, a web of communication (Stryker and 

Statham, 1985). This interaction is symbolic, conducted in terms of the meanings 
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persons develop in their course of conduct with others in society. As individual life is 

active and dynamic, so too is social life a dynamic process, continually created and 

re-created as persons act with reference to one another. Social reality is negotiated in 

the course of social interaction (Stryker, 1983). 

Strengths 

Symbolic interactionism provides a framework from which to understand the 

reciprocal nature of self and society, thereby enhancing an understanding of social 

processes inherent in aging and care relationships. Continuous and reciprocal 

interactions occur between society and elders who seek care. These interactions act to 

shape and re-shape individuals' behaviors. Society, in this sense, may be viewed as 

specific others external to the self (caregivers, for example) or the broader 

conceptualization of the collective society (social policies, institutions, and 

organizations, for example). 

Symbolic interactionism is, as well, sensitive to the emergent properties of 

interaction, thus leading to a clearer sense of the processual and constructed aspects of 

social life (Jones, 1985; Stryker and Statham, 1985; Weinstein and Tanur, 1976). 

Relating back to the reciprocal nature of self and society, symbolic interactionism 

provides a framework from which to conceptualize social actors who can construct 

their lines of action, individually and cooperatively, and who can, as well, act to alter 

social structural conditions within which they interact (Stryker and Statham, 1985). 

Given this framework, it is apparent that just as the context of a nursing home, for 
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home's staff and residents alter the nursing home context. 
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An appreciation of individual roles is accented with the use of symbolic 

interactionism, as one is in a role when another individual is in a counter-role. Simply 

stated, one is a care receiver only when a caregiver stands in a counter-role. The 

emergence and shaping of the self occurs within role relationships such as this. The 

concept of roles is also informative when attempting to understand the self-reflective 

and self-evaluative nature of individuals. Through taking the role of the other (a 

caregiver, for example), elders can experience themselves as objects, leading to the 

ability to interact with themselves. Therefore, as long as one can imagine a counter

role, whether it exists as imagined is a moot point, for the very notion of an opposite 

role serves to frame subsequent behavior. 

The importance of individual meaning is thus highlighted. Indeed, a primary 

stance of both social psychology and symbolic interactionism is that the interactionally 

produced meanings which guide complex behavior may actually be more important 

and more stable than overt behavior (Jones, 1985; Stryker, 1983). The mental dossier 

that develops over time with continuing interactions between two individuals affects 

the care relationship (phillips, 1989). Individuals may hold quite disparate 

perspectives of care relationships, as these dossiers build over the history of the 

relationships. Of primary importance is that an individual perceives something to be 

true. Whether or not something is "factually true" is, therefore, irrelevant. 



Summary 

This section of the chapter provided an overview of the philosophical and 

theoretical perspective of symbolic interactionism. While this perspective is quite 

influential in this researcher's understanding of the experience of aging and care 

seeking, it is reinforced by the developmental psychology perspective of life span 

development. The next section highlights life span development and its effect on the 

researcher's perspective. 

Developmental Psychology 
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The developmental psychology perspective emphasizes (1) the unique personal 

history and patterning of individuals, (2) the dual processes of change and continuity, 

and (3) the interaction of internal biological or psychological forces and external 

social or cultural influences (Kimmel, 1990). Of interest are general and universal 

patterns of development and what produces them. 

Life Span Development 

Similar to symbolic interactionism, life span development is a philosophical 

orientation, consisting of general statements and premises which guide more explicit 

theoretical thinking and the direction of research and social policy related to human 

development and social change (Featherman, 1983). The term life span development 

was introduced by Baltes and Schaie in 1973. Life span development is concerned 

with the description, explanation, and modification, or organization, of the 
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Reese, and Lipsitt, 1980). 

Principles 
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Five basic principles provide the framework for life span development, as it 

informs this research. These principles include person-environment interactions, 

plasticity, development, conflict, and change. Each principle will be briefly described. 

Person-environment interactions. Individuals are both producers and products 

of their own development (Featherman, 1983). Interactions of person and environment 

are essential and reciprocal (Sugarman, 1990). These ongoing interactions are 

characterized by the dialectic process between polarities external and internal to the 

individual (Reed, 1985; Riegel, 1975). Individuals are open systems, in continuous 

interaction with the environment (Reed, 1985). A "developmental contextual" model 

assumes embedded ness of the individual, the society, and the species, such that 

changes in one level promote changes in the other two levels (Lerner, 1986; Reed, 

1985). 

Plasticity. Plasticity signifies "the degree of malleability of the individual in 

response to environmental stimulation, and the causes of variability within a species" 

(Scholnick, 1986, p. 131). The concept of plasticity clarifies that the development of 

individuals does not adhere to an invariant or inevitable course, rather the sequence 

and outcome of individual development is probable with respect to norms, rather than 

certain (Lerner, 1986). 
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Development. Development is a life-long potential which occurs via a dialectic 

process (Featherman, 1983; Schneirla, 1957; Sugarman, 1990; Werner, 1957). 

Development is "multiply-determined," being an expression of ontogenetic and 

evolutionary (biocultural or historical changes) principles (Baltes, Reese, and Lipsitt, 

1980). Development refers to a qualitative, as opposed to quantitative, change in 

organization of a structure (Reed, 1983). The orthogenetic principle characterizes this 

developmental change. Orthogenesis is an irreversible process, leading to increasing 

differentiation, generalized to more specialized, and increasing hierarchic integration, 

less organized to more integrated (Werner, 1957). 

Conflict. .. All dynamic systems, however stable, are always in fact undergoing 

slight perturbations" (Brent, 1978, p. 379). Increased tensions are integral with life, 

creating a stimulus for increased differentiation and hierarchical integration (Lerner, 

1986; Maddi, 1966; Maddi, 1971). Energy for continued development is generated 

from conflicts which are a result of person-environment interactions (Riegel, 1976). 

Change. Change is multidimensional and probabilistic, not deterministic. Life 

experiences are not additive. Changes occur at a variety of levels -- biological, 

psychological, and sociocultural (Featherman and Lerner, 1985), and must be 

conceptualized in the context of the other changes in which they are embedded. This 

points to the complexity associated with the interactive dynamics of these change 

processes which affect development. 

----- -_. __ ._-------------
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Strengths 

A life span developmental view leads to an understanding that aging is a 

developmental experience, not merely the decremental experience posited by the 

mechanistic world view. From this framework, it is possible to posit there are no 

actual losses that occur with aging. Instead, there are numerous changes that occur, 

which must be incorporated into an individual's life. Labouvie-Vief (1981) best 

describes this as a progression of developmental trade-offs, wherein certain lower 

level abilities are superordinated by higher level modes. This unlimited, life-long 

developmental potential accounts for an individual's ability to revise her/his structure 

in response to a perturbation, thereby providing for a new structure-function to exist, 

one which is irreducible to prior states of the individual (Lerner, 1986). The 

emergence of developmental resources (such as body transcendence, self 

transcendence, and wisdom) over the life span (Reed, 1986) are examples of these 

changes which facilitate well-being and continued development. Refinement of these 

developmental resources occurs with aging. 

With aging there is an increase in diversity, in part because of the 

developmental interdependency (Lerner, 1978) of levels involved in interactions and 

changes. The concept of dynamic interaction is a major factor accounting for this 

increased diversity, as the context is composed of multiple levels (the inner

biological/physiological, the physical/environmental, the social/experiential, and the 

historical/cultural) changing interdependently across time (Lerner, 1978, 1986). As 
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development progresses, the context becomes more vital to the individual's well-being 

(Reed, 1983). "The timing of the interactions between maturation and experience is a 

factor of critical importance in the determination of behavioral development" (Lerner, 

1986, p. 64). In considering the increased heterogeneity associated with aging, an 

individual's experiences which have acted, or are currently acting, throughout the 

course of her/his life span is crucial. The extent of diversity with regard to 

biocultural, experiential, educational, and philosophical backgrounds increases with 

age. 

Life span development reinforces that individuals have a capacity for change 

across their entire life span (Lerner, 1986). Specifically, the notion of plasticity 

"challenges both the inevitability and the necessity of decline in later life, and may 

provide the basis for multidirectional change patterns" (Thompson, 1988, p. 136). 

Acknowledgement of this premise leads to an understanding that the possibility for 

intervention exists along the entire life span. One does not necessarily need to 

intervene at a young age in order to effect a change. This emphasis on plasticity and 

variabilty, as prominent or potential features of aging, underscores the importance of 

age-irrelevance, whether in interventions or public policy (Featherman, 1983). 

Summaor 

Life span development is the second primary theoretical influence on the 

researcher's views of the experiences of aging and care relationships. This section of 

the chapter provided an overview of life span development, its principles that inform 
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the researcher, as well as its strengths. The following section of this chapter contains 

a synthesis of the two perspectives of symbolic interactionism and life span 

development. The simultaneous consideration of both perspectives strengthens the 

researcher's understanding of care experiences. 

Synthesis 

It is not difficult to see at once the complementarity of these two theoretical 

perspectives. Both symbolic interactionism and life span development recognize that 

social change and individual change are reciprocally and dynamically interrelated. 

Symbolic interactionism recognizes the self emerges in social interaction and life span 

development also holds this person-environment interaction, wherein development 

evolves through communication, to be integral. Both symbolic interactionism and life 

span development recognize the dialectical relationship of one's self and the world, in 

that the world has meaning only through one's embodied experience of it, but one's 

embodied presence has meaning only as it is actively engaged with the world. 

Featherman and Lerner (1985) point to the potential for cooperation between 

life span development and sociology, by indicating development is a population 

process of time dependent change within the individual, social aggregates and groups, 

birth cohorts, and whole populations. In social psychology, the individual is seen as 

the intersection of a variety of pressures, (1) immediate situational demands, (2) 

conflicting social expectations, and (3) internalized beliefs and values (Jones, 1985). 

Social psychology is concerned with how the conflict among these pressures is 

~ -------~------



resolved, thus providing yet another tie-in with life span development, as life span 

development posits the need for conflict as a perturbation for development, 

recognizing that resolving the conflict leads to development and qualitative change. 
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Symbolic interactionism and life span development are so complementary that 

it appears, on first glance, they are redundant. On looking closer, however, the 

usefulness of a synthesis of these perspectives is quite apparent. Life span 

development's primary focus is on the individual, while symbolic interactionism's 

chief concern is with the social, whether social is described as contexts within which 

interaction takes place or the processes by which humans affect each other as they 

come together in physical or symbolic space. As life span development is primarily 

individualistic and secondarily social, symbolic interactionism is the reverse. Most 

assuredly, each perspective acknowledges the reciprocity and interdependence of 

individual and society, as well as the importance of interaction. Yet drawing from 

their respective disciplines, those being psychology and sociology, life span 

development and symbolic interactionism remain true to their basic starting points. 

The preceding section of this chapter contains information about the 

researcher's world view and two of the theoretical perspectives which flow from that 

world view and frame this research. The next section includes information on the 

empirical observations and assumptions of the researcher. 
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Empirical Observations and Assumptions 

Laying bare of the researcher's basic beliefs is vitally important in qualitative 

research, since a researcher can only go so far in holding her/his preconceptions and 

beliefs in abeyance as the data are analyzed. The explication, therefore, puts some of 

the onus on the reader of the research product, as others who are removed from the 

experiential and perceptual constraints of the researcher, are sometimes in a better 

position to ascertain if these beliefs have actually been bracketed in the inquiry and 

analysis process. 

Empirical Observations 

Research experiences with older adults commenced in a master's in nursing 

program. Research topics included (1) an analysis of the effects of an emergency 

department environment on older adults, (2) older adults' experiences in a shopping 

mall, (3) self-care abilities and practices of elders living in a senior housing project 

and (4) rural, community-residing elders' health beliefs and health practices. These 

research experiences heightened the sensitivity to contextual influences and reinforced 

an awareness that older adults are an extremely heterogeneous group. 

Continued empirical research and theoretical musings have been an integral 

part of the doctoral program. Research topics included a grounded theory of 

successful aging, an ethnography of successful aging, and a qualitative exploration of 

the care relationships between residents and staff in a nursing home. The theoretical 

musings have led to papers on the positive aspects of aging and the positive aspects of 
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family care relationships. Each of these have reinforced the heterogeneous nature of 

elders. The doctoral work has also advanced an understanding of the positive aspects 

which may be a part of aging and care-receiving. This is an area long neglected by 

most researchers. Most recently, research on the cultural context of family caregiving 

has provided another vantage point from which to examine elders in a specific care 

context. 

Employment in a variety of settings, throughout the researcher's nursing 

career, has provided an opportunity for seeing elders as they interact with the health 

care system in numerous ways. Every aspect of hospital nursing, as well as 

psychiatric nursing, community health, and nursing homes have served as employment 

sites for the researcher and observations relevant to elders have been made in all these 

settings. Each research and employment setting adds more strength to the observation 

elders are probably the most heterogeneous group of any age group. These varied 

settings have also increased the researcher's awareness of the multiple influences 

which act upon older adults. Some of these influences are broad in scope, such as 

social policy and environmental conditions, while others are narrow. The narrow 

scope concerns itself with the individual and interpersonal levels as they affect elders. 

Older individuals have a range of life experiences to draw from as they face 

common and novel life situations. These historical influences may assist individuals as 

they integrate new experiences into their life framework. Alternatively, historical 

experiences may cloud elders experiences, as they provide some information pertinent 
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to the situation at hand, yet have few or none of the crucial details required to 

integrate them successfully with current life experience. This was revealed in the 

ethnographic study on successful aging (Russell, 1989), where informants identified 

past experiences were helpful in making the judgment they were aging well, while the 

very fact society had changed so much from the time in which they grew up meant 

the novel situations they faced required new adaptational skills and provoked a new 

set of stressors in their lives. 

As the incidence of chronic conditions becomes more frequent with aging, 

older adults are often constrained by biological conditions. These biological 

constraints may make it more difficult for elders to actively seek care and participate 

in their care relationships. Yet, perhaps individuals with some overwhelming 

biological constraints are able to make meaning and, in a slightly different and more 

subtle way, seek care from others. As an example, consider the following incident 

which occurred during fieldwork in the nursing home (Russell, 1990). 

Victor is a wheelchair bound resident. He is assisted with transferring 
to his wheelchair in the morning and remains there until bedtime at 
night. Victor calls for assistance when he feels the need to urinate. 
However, his requests are not always responded to by the staff. After a 
certain point in time, Victor can no longer remain continent and he 
urinates while sitting in the wheelchair. This causes a puddle under the 
wheelchair, as well as wet clothes. After he is incontinent, Victor no 
longer calls for assistance. Staff finally realize (or attend to the fact) 
that he is wet and that the wet floor is a safety hazard. Victor, 
however, seems to accept his wet seat and does nothing to seek 
correction of his situation. 
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In this scenario, Victor sought the care he needed by calling out to staff, or whoever 

would listen. There was no chance for him to negotiate his care while continent, as no 

one responded to his requests for assistance. Yet once he was incontinent, Victor 

received care. 

In an even more subtle way, a person with Alzheimer's Disease may be able 

to negotiate her/his care relationship. At mealtimes the more disabled Alzheimer'S 

disease residents are fed by staff. Subtle signs of care negotiation by these individuals 

may be tightly closed lips when they no longer want any food, or no longer want the 

type of food being offered to them. Spitting out the food or continual talking may be 

another indication of dissatisfaction with the type of food or rapidity of the food 

offering. These experiences, and more, have heightened the researcher'S questioning 

attitude and expanded the range of what the researcher views as care seeking 

behaviors and strategies. Even so, there are some individuals who may be unable to 

make any indications they want care or assistance. Thus, there is likely diversity in 

care seeking behaviors due, in part, to multiple contextual and personal factors. 

Assumptions 

It is vitally important to explicate one's assumptions prior to any research, but 

the imperative is greater for inquiry undertaken from a qualitative perspective. 

Quantitative research is designed with a set of checks and balances that disallow most 

biasing effects on the part of the researcher. In qualitative inquiry, certain 

mechanisms exist to enhance the trustworthiness and authenticity of the research 
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findings. Yet today it is more understood and accepted that the researcher is a co

creator (with the subjects, organizations, and readers being additional co-creators) in 

the fmdings. Objectivity, as identified in the quantitative inquiry paradigm, is not of 

the same concern to researchers espousing a qUalitative stance to inquiry. 

It is precisely because of this intimate co-creation of the research products in 

qUalitative inquiry that the researcher's assumptions should be explicated prior to 

initiating a study. Assumptions form the basis for what will, and will not, be attended 

to in an inquiry. Through thoughtful reflection and delineation of one's assumptions, 

sensitivity is heightened as to their potential effect on the inquiry. The following are 

seven broad assumptions of the researcher. During the research process, sensitivity 

was maintained to the potential effects of these assumptions. Opportunities for 

ongoing reflection and continual challenging and critical examination of these 

assumptions were built into the research process. 

1. Humans are open beings who are continually evolving and in the process of 

dynamic change. 

2. Humans of any age are active agents, meaning makers, and co-creators with 

their surrounding environment. 

3. Humans and society (their environment) are interdependent, reciprocally 

affecting one another in mutual ongoing development. 

4. Individual, interpersonal, and structural influences affect humans. 

5. Events are continually changing, novel, and interconnected. 



6. With advancing age, humans become increasingly heterogeneous. 

7. When individuals are in proximity to one another, interactions are 

occurring, whether or not it is readily apparent. 
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Other individuals may, and will, assuredly hold different assumptions. Of 

importance is that "the particular assumptions I make are determined by the 

philosophical view I hold toward the nature of human development" (Lerner, 1986, p. 

32). During the research process, and particularly during the interpretation of the 

findings, one's philosophical and theoretical position may be challenged, leading to 

the need to modify one's position by adopting a different position or revising the 

current position so as to account for conflicting information. The fact this may occur 

further reinforces the need for explication of one's superordinate philosophy and 

theoretical perspective, as well as one's assumptions. 

Of Backgrounds, Biases, and Blinders 

Each researcher undertakes herlhis study with a unique experiential, 

educational, theoretical, and philosophical background that influences the observations 

slhe makes (Weekes, 1986). The researcher's unique background provides a 

distinctive set of blinders that influences herlhis research; a set of questions as well as 

a set of answers to those questions (G. Morgan, 1983; Hanson, 1958; Weekes, 1986). 

Even though different individuals may have identical experiences, the unique 

background of each individual influence how slhe actually interprets the event. 

.. _-_ .... ~ .. -----------
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The implication of holding specific views to be self evident is these views have 

the potential to greatly affect the knowledge a researcher is likely to generate. 

Specifically, a researcher's superordinate philosophy and theoretical perspective 

affects issues of (1) what is considered problematic (the identification of the research 

problem), (2) how to find out the answers to questions of importance (the decision 

about method), (3) what is acceptable as data in illuminating the issue (the decision 

about what will be considered evidence), (4) what sources and settings to investigate 

in order to illuminate the issue, (5) the ordering and interpretation of data, and (6) 

what social implications the research may have (Archbold, 1981; Chinn and Kramer, 

1991; Kim, 1983; Meleis, 1991; Reed, 1989a). 

An important issue to identify is there are a variety of perspectives which 

individuals may hold. The preceding section of this chapter includes information on 

the benefits associated with the incorporation, synthesis, and use of the symbolic 

interactionist and life span developmental perspectives. In order to complete the 

analysis of these two perspectives for their use in this research, it is also necessary to 

explicate what biases and blinders they may contribute to the study. This step initiates 

the required critical dialogue and reflection, forcing an examination of these 

perspectives for their moral and ethical implications in terms of both what they state 

and what they make more likely (Archbold, 1981; Dowd, 1989; Reed, 1989a). 

Stated as a whole, the investigator believes aging is a developmental, not a 

decremental experience. Older adults make experiences, they do not merely have 
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experiences. Individuals can selectively choose from among a variety of experiences. 

Aging is a process of continuous and reciprocal person-environment interactions, 

wherein the person influences the environment and the environment influences the 

individual. Individuals actively make meaning and construct their lives and 

interactions with others through these meanings. Change is constant, evolutionary, 

and progressive, being stimulated by conflict and perturbations. Individuals become 

increasingly intra- and inter-individually variable as a result of their life experiences. 

Based on an appreciation of the increasing heterogeneity of individuals as they 

age and the complex nature of individual-environment interactions, the researcher 

believes in the need to investigate the uniqueness and contextually based aspects of 

individuals. The importance accorded to individuals as meaning makers and the 

tremendous importance this has for individuals' well-being drives home the need for 

understanding individuals in all their complexity. Given this outlook, it is unlikely that 

isolated and contextually stripped variables will appear in the reports of this research. 

Some other investigators do not relate to the need to attend to historical contexts and 

situational complexity in this same manner. This researcher's response is simply, nDe 

gustibus non est disputandum" -- one's tastes cannot be disputed. 

One issue symbolic interactionism has been faulted on is that it promotes a 

view of overly cognitive and overly rational actors (versus reactors) who continually 

strive and are able and desire to make meaning; as well as actors who examine 

alternative hypotheses as they meet the contingencies of everyday existence (Stryker, 
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1983; Smelser, 1988). Perhaps some individuals are merely reacting in certain 

situations. Perhaps some individuals are unable to make meaning and examine 

alternative hypotheses. Certainly some individuals are more physiologically capable of 

using their cognitive capabilities; yet can other individuals (those with Alzheimer's 

disease and other disorders which result in problems with cognition, for example) use 

different capacities to make meaning and retain their agency? Sensitization to this 

issue was maintained throughout the research process, through examining multiple 

explanations for what was observed during the research. 

An issue which life span development has been faulted on is its portrayal of 

aging as a developmental, not a decremental, experience. Seen through this lens, an 

overly optimistic view of aging may be the result. The experiences 'associated with 

aging are viewed in a positive light, part of the conflict and perturbations that 

promote requisite change for development. However, the researcher acknowledges 

there are decremental aspects associated with aging. Some conflicts and perturbations 

may not inspire development, i.e., which are more harmful (or decremental) than 

beneficial (or developmental). Further, everyone may not have to experience conflict 

and perturbations in order to develop. A sensitivity to this issue was maintained 

throughout the research. 

This section highlights some of the issues which the researcher maintained 

sensitivity to in this research. The last section of this chapter provides the conceptual 

framework of the research. Information is included on both defining the boundaries of 
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what the research examined, as well as what was of most interest within those 

boundaries. The reader will therefore be oriented to the framework of Chapter 3, the 

literature review. 

Conceptual Framework 

A conceptual framework identifies and defines the constructs/concepts under 

investigation, without specifying the relationships between the constructs/concepts 

(Phillips, 1986). This final section provides information on the constraints and 

facilitators operative at individual, interpersonal, and structural levels, sketching this 

information briefly so the reader is oriented to the more extensive review of each 

level within chapter three. 

Elders may be constrained or facilitated in their care seeking. Constraints are 

defined as irresistible restraining impulses or forces which serve to effectively limit or 

deny elders' care seeking. Facilitators are those things which make easier an action, 

operation, or course of conduct. Within the domain of the research, there are multiple 

constraints and facilitators which may affect elders' care seeki.ng. For heuristic 

purposes it is helpful to discuss these constraints and facilitators in terms of the levels 

at which each type is primarily operative. 

At an individual level, aspects of an elder's biology or psychology may act as 

constraints or facilitators. Biological processes or characteristics may be the most 

apparent constraining forces in an individual's care seeking. More subtle in their 

detection, yet surely as strong in their effects as constraints or facilitators, are 

-~-----~~------~------------
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psychological processes or characteristics. Although primarily operative on an 

individual and affecting an individual, the expression or presence of certain biological 

and psychological conditions may affect an elder's interactions on an interpersonal 

level. 

Processes and characteristics of relationships are of concern on an 

interpersonal level. The nature of the relationship, such as how personal or 

impersonal the relationship is and how long the relationship has been established, is of 

interest. The congruence of relational aspects among individuals in a care relationship 

may act to constrain or facilitate elders' care seeking. Strategies for care participation 

and negotiation, as well as affective components of relationships, are important to 

consider. 

The structural level is concerned with administrative, institutional, and 

organizational issues, because of the effect these overarching issues may have in the 

context of an individual's day to day life. Care relationships can actually be 

conceptualized as a microcosm of the overall society; a place where the structures and 

rules of the larger society get played out on a local level. 

Individual processes and characteristics are embedded within and affect 

interpersonal processes and characteristics, which, in turn, affect and are affected by 

broader structural processes and characteristics. To structure inquiry and attempt 

analysis at anyone of these levels without attention directed to the other levels is to 

ignore the interactional nature of the levels and the processes and characteristics 

---- .----.--. ---------
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within these levels. Chapter 3 contains literature pertinent to potential constraints and 

facilitators, elaborating on the individual, interpersonal, and structural levels. 

Summary 

This chapter contains information on the researcher's world view 

(contextualism) and the two theoretical perspectives which form the basis for the 

researcher's understanding of older adults. Delineation of general information about 

symbolic interactionism and life span development, their principles which inform this 

research, and their strengths was provided. The major assumptions of the researcher, 

as well as the biases and blinders that are associated with the theoretical perspective 

held were also described. Chapter 3 contains the literature review, structured around 

the conceptual framework explicated in the preceding section of this chapter. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
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The conceptual framework, explicated in the prior chapter, provided an initial 

orienting frame for the literature review which is presented in this chapter. The 

literature review presented in this chapter is brief, since it was meant to be a 

sensitizing frame of reference that guided the researcher in developing and refining 

questions and choosing further data sources to sample. The concepts reviewed are all 

suspected to affect care seeking or form its context, with some constraining and others 

facilitating care seeking. 

For heuristic purposes, the literature in this chapter is organized into 

individual, interpersonal, and structural levels, considering both constraints and 

facilitators operant at each level. Even though a topic's placement in one or another 

of these levels seems arbitrary, this reinforces the idea that processes and 

characteristics operant at a primarily individual level act to affect and are affected by 

processes which are primarily interpersonal in nature. Both individual and 

interpersonal level processes and characteristics affect and are affected by structural 

level processes and characteristics. 

Individual Level 

The individual level processes and characteristics which are most influential 

include developmental resources of aging, expectations, and biological conditions. It 

should be kept in mind that although the frame of reference for talking about each of 
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these processes or characteristics is the individual, and generally is the elder, these 

processes or characteristics influence others in contact with the elder. On an 

individual level, historical experiences, such as having contact (positive or negative 

experiences) with elders, may be of great importance in shaping individual's attitudes 

toward, and interactions with, elders. 

Developmental Resources of Aging 

A developmental resource is "an asset that emerges characteristically during a 

certain phase of a lifespan out of person-environment interactions" (Reed, 1986, p. 

368). Developmental resources facilitate well-being and continued development by 

serving as reserves which individuals draw upon in coping with difficulties, as well as 

by being assets which individuals use to structure their life and outlook (Ford and 

Taylor, 1983-1984; Reed, 1983). If successful aging is defined as "a matter of 

adapting to changing circumstances and statuses without undue disruption or 

suffering" (Hansson and Remondet, 1987, p. 264), developmental resources may play 

a significant role in an older adults' life. A review of the literature (Russell, 1991) 

revealed the existence of three key deveiopmental resources. These are (1) body 

transcendence (peck, 1968; Reed, 1989b), (2) self-transcendence, composed of 

introjectivity, generativity, and temporal integration (Gould, 1978; Reed, 1991), and 

(3) wisdom (Peck, 1968; Reed, 1989b). The relationship of an elder's developmental 

resources to her/his care seeking is of interest. 
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Expectations 

In the literature, a variety of issues related to individuals' expectations of 

themselves or of others consistently emerged. Under the rubric of this section, event 

appraisal will be described. There is great variability in how individuals appraise 

events, which ultimately affects their response to these events. This is supported by 

both a symbolic interactionist perspective, with its emphasis on differential meanings, 

and a life span developmental perspective, which considers the importance of 

normative age-graded, normative history-graded, and non-normative life events as 

influences in human perception and development. Variability in the processes of 

aging, the sources of stress, and patterns of coping arise not only from the 

environmental conditions of living, but also from the personal agendas and 

characteristics of individuals who both shape, and are shaped by, stressful encounters 

(Lazarus and DeLongis, 1983). The personalized significance of an encounter that 

makes it significant varies greatly between individuals, and even within the same 

individual during her/his life (Lazarus and DeLongis, 1983). The process of event 

appraisal reinforces how elders and caregivers may hold quite disparate views about 

the same event. If a care encounter is conceptualized as an event, event appraisal 

supports the view that what is caring to one person in the care encounter may not be 

congruent with what the other person perceives as caring. 

In the symbolic interactionist perspective, perceptions and expectations are 

vitally important in the subsequent framing of actions. Individuals of any age do not 
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respond to the environment as a given, rather, perceptions and expectations affect the 

ways individuals behave while interacting with each other (Lefcourt, 1973; Maurin, 

1983; Phillips, 1989; Stryker, 1959). The sense of freedom and control (both of 

which are assumed to be illusions) in any situation has been found to have a definite 

and positive role in sustaining life (Lefcourt, 1973). Research and observations of 

humans and animals has demonstrated the occurrence of a "Giving-Up -- Given-Up 

Complex" when there is a change in the environment about which a subject felt 

powerless to do anything (Engel, 1968). The characteristics of this Giving-Up -

Given-Up Complex are (1) helplessness or hopelessness, (2) a depreciated image of 

oneself, (3) a loss of gratification from roles or relationships, (4) a disruption of the 

sense of continuity between past, present, and future, and (5) a reactivation of 

memories of earlier periods of giving-up (Engel, 1968). Once more, what is 

significant about Engel's finding is that the important variable is not the external 

situation affecting the individual, rather it is how the individual perceives the 

situation. 

Biological Conditions 

Biological conditions may be potent forces in constraining an elder's care 

seeking strategies. Some of the more apparent constraining conditions are cognitive 

impairments (such as Alzheimer's disease) or conditions which result in specific 

physical impairments (such as strokes). These conditions may make it more difficult 

for elders to seek care, limiting the range of activities which they may use to alert 

~~ .. ~--~~~~~~---- -------
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their caregivers they need help or assistance. Conditions such as these may also lead 

to elders' incorporation of new and different care seeking strategies, when they are 

faced with the knowledge that strategies which once worked are no longer useful or 

possible. 

Additionally, biological conditions of an elder may constrain, or alternatively 

facilitate, provision of care by the elder's caregiver. Certain types of care may, 

perhaps, be routinely provided to individuals with a given diagnosis. This could occur 

whether or not the elder actually requires or seeks the care and, perhaps most 

unfortunately, care may be provided even when the elder is actively resisting it. 

Individuals with Alzheimer's who are unable to refuse to eat at the time caregivers 

provide the food and people with cerebrovascular accidents who are unable to speak 

but are forced to undergo routine bowel and bladder training are but two examples of 

routine care provision that does not necessarily take into account the preferences or 

needs of the individual. 

The rapidity or the unexpectedness with which a particular biological condition 

affects an elder may be another factor which affects her/his care seeking strategies. 

As an example, elders who experience a long-term chronic illness (such as chronic 

obstructive lung disease or arthritis) generally have a longer disease trajectory than 

elders who experience an abrupt change in their health (such as that experienced with 

a stroke). The more time an elder has been in a particular disease trajectory (Corbin 

and Strauss, 1988), the greater the likelihood the elder has sought and negotiated care 



relationships relevant to her/his particular illness, thus providing the elder with a 

history from which to draw related experiences. 
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This section of the literature review described some of the potential individual 

level constraints and facilitators which are of interest when investigating elders' care 

seeking. The next section of the chapter describes some of the potential interpersonal 

processes and characteristics which may act as constraints or facilitators in care 

relationships. 

Interpersonal Level 

On the interpersonal level, the issues of (I) the power of diagnoses, (2) 

control, (3) attitudes, and (4) care outcomes are of interest for the information they 

offer in relation to the research question. Each of these issues will be described in this 

section. 

Power of Diagnoses 

Compounded with framing caring and social relations into the language of 

business is the issue of diagnoses. Once diagnosed with a specific disorder, i.e., 

Alzheimer's Disease, all future interactions with staff or family may be tainted. The 

tendency for individuals to do this results from the need to "manage" behavior, 

wherein all behaviors of the individual are reconceptualized to fit her/his disease 

(Diamond, 1986; Lyman, 1991). This is an example of how one's spoiled identity 

(Goffman, 1963) can carry over to be a disadvantage in all future negotiations 

(Schmidt, 1981-1982). 
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Rosenhan and his colleagues (1973) discovered this phenomenon when doing 

social research in psychiatric hospitals. Several researchers admitted themselves to 

different psychiatric hospitals claiming they heard voices. Once admitted they ceased 

all abnormal behavior immediately, yet their diagnosis of schizophrenia carried over 

in their interactions with staff. Staff members continued to view the researchers' 

behavior as schizophrenic and interacted with them accordingly, actually avoiding the 

researchers as much as possible. 

In her research on the treatment of stroke patients in a hospital, Hoffmann 

(1974) described how staff responded to patients labeled with the diagnosis of stroke. 

Staff essentially had the attitude that "nothing can be done" to help stroke patients. 

The consequences of holding the attitude that "nothing can be done" are that staff try 

to maintain good patient morale by concealing from patients the permanency of their 

disability. This is, in part, related to the fact that staff are .oriented towards curing and 

healing and in the case of individuals with strokes there may not be the potential for a 

full cure. This attitude may, unfortunately, carry over to staff who assist elders in a 

variety of long-term care settings, being potentially related to the more intensive focus 

on acute care as opposed on long-term care. 

Control Issues 

The degree to which specific relationships are controlled by one individual, as 

opposed to joint negotiation, is of particular interest in examining care seeking. Issues 

such as autonomy, responsibility, control, and communication are appropriately 
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identified as interpersonal since their expression within a particular individual is in 

relation to another individual. Whether and how individuals are facilitated or 

constrained in terms of expressing themselves (Kaakinen, 1992), having choices ( 

Clark, 1988; Langer and Rodin, 1976), making decisions (Kapp, 1988; Ryden, 1985), 

or having a sense of control (Bowsher and Gerlach, 1990; Rodin, 1986; Rodin and 

Langer, 1977; Schorr and Rodin, 1982; Slivinske and Fitch, 1987; Smith, Woodward, 

Wallston, Wallston, Rye, and Zylstra, 1988; Taylor, 1979; Teitelman and Priddy, 

1988) is important for an elder's well-being. There are many declines associated with 

growing old that effectively limit an individual's ability to exercise even a modicum 

of control over her/his life. Research findings, such as those noted above, consistently 

demonstrate that individuals who are able to express themselves, have choices, make 

decisions, or have a sense of control experience a greater degree of physical and 

psychological well-being. Even though most research has been conducted on 

institutionalized (i.e., nursing home residents) elders, the studies tested broad 

theoretical ideas and, therefore, they are expected to have broader applicability than 

only a nursing home setting (Schulz and Hanusa, 1980). 

Attitudes 

On an interpersonal level, individuals' attitudes toward the elderly figure 

greatly into views held regarding the passive or active nature of elders, since attitudes 

toward elders may affect individuals' expectations of, and therefore interactions with, 

older adults. Most individuals ascribe to one of two outspoken and polemic positions 
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in their view of elders. The first, and most prevalent view, is elders are passive 

recipients of care, capable of little or no self-determination. This stance is associated 

with the requirement to care for elders. The second, and less accepted view, is elders 

are active agents; political actors who are a force to be reckoned with. A perspective 

of active negotiation of care, primarily self-directed by elders, flows logically from 

this view. 

The importance of understanding these views is based on the fact views of 

elders as active or passive actually underpin the political and social arguments for 

long-term care service provision. Adoption of the passive view is associated with a 

conservative view of service provision to elders: Others become responsible for an 

individual's care. Possession of an active view leads to a more liberal service 

provision perspective, whereby elders are responsible for themselves, directing others 

to provide necessary services. This section describes these two perspectives in detail, 

as they are extremely influential in the research. 

Elders as Passive 

Common stereotypical views of the aged portray them as collectively sick, 

asexual, dependent, intellectually rigid, weak, poor, and senile (palmore, 1990). In 

addition, older adults are thought to suffer from segregation, desolation, loss of self, 

and lack of meaning (Cole, 1984; Brody, 1990). Aging is thought by many to be 

synonymous with illness, disability, and death. This view accords little or no 



recognition to the fact increasing age is not in itself necessary for poor health or 

death. 
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A glance at some of our books, articles, greeting cards, and cartoon strips 

dramatically points out the negatives assumed to be associated with aging. Even 

children's books portray older adults as decrepit and tottering individuals in a 

continuing downward trajectory of ill health and increasing dependency (c.f. Fox, 

1985). Perhaps this is to be expected in the popular or folk press, however, the 

tendency for negative portrayal of older adults is even more prevalent in the scientific 

community. Research is primarily directed at the deficits and disabilities thought to be 

a natural concomitant part of the aging experience, without much attention focused on 

the positive aspects of aging, the societal influences on aging and how aging is 

perceived, or what aging means to those individuals most familiar with its process. 

The view of elders as becoming increasingly passive and dependent leads 

naturally to the search for problems and deficits in all elderly. Once an elder's tacit 

deficit is recognized, others who are socially mandated to care for her/him begin their 

care. Of importance is the attitudes toward elders shape care provision. A global 

negative view of elders, even in the face of some evidence which contradicts certain 

beliefs in the downward spiral of abilities and health, assuredly leads to paternalistic 

care provision meted out in rigid and dogmatic care environs. 
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Elders as Agents 

Negative views of the aged can be contrasted with the positive global 

assertions that elders, as a group, are well-off economically and socially (palmore, 

1990). Literature supporting this view is not often found in the scientific literature. 

Support for this position comes primarily from senior citizens' advocacy groups, such 

as the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) and the Grey Panthers. 

The conception of elders as agents leads naturally to the belief that older 

adults, similar to individuals at any age, are active meaning-makers and creative 

actors. From this symbolic interactionist perspective, elders do not merely react to the 

environment of social forces. Instead, as with all humans, elders interpret situations, 

construct their actions with respect to others, and are capable of self-reflection and 

evaluation (Blumer, 1969; House, 1977). Prime importance is accorded to individual 

meaning in this viewpoint. 

Beliefs that flow from adoption of the view of elders as active focus on older 

adults becoming increasingly forceful factors in budgetary and policy decisions 

(Strehler, 1985). In any research on issues of relevance to this age group, it is 

necessary to consider their voices. In specific reference to elders in nursing home 

settings, Diamond (1986, p. 1293) makes the following observation. 

They know a lot about how they would like their lives to be different, 
and analysis of their situation can provide concrete bases for change. 
Their everyday life provides the counter-logic against which to evaluate 
the industry, profit logic in which it is encased, and a point of 
departure for deconstructing it. 
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Many social policies do not adequately reflect an understanding of their 

implications for the everyday life of those individuals who live out the social policy 

whether they be the recipients or the givers of care. Inclusion of the perspectives of 

those who experience these policies in any setting, and specifically the nursing home 

setting 

is to conceptualize nursing home patients not just in terms of their 
sicknesses, but also as social and political beings, and to listen to their 
world, even its babble, for its social and political significance 
(Diamond, 1986, p. 1294). 

Essentially, adoption of this perspective fosters conceptualization of older 

adults as agents acting in their own behalf. Sensitivity to elders' agency demands that 

research acknowledge inherent capacities of elders, since these capacities are related 

to the range of care seeking activities of elders in similar situations. 

Care Outcomes 

Care outcomes appear to be associated with attitudes toward the elderly. The 

likelihood of unnecessary institutionalization is greater when families or hea1thcare 

professionals hold stereotypical assumptions about old age or the possible outcomes of 

care (Hansson and Remondet, 1987). Once institutionalized, negative attitudes of staff 

toward the elderly appear to be associated with poorer job performance (Grau, 

Chandler, Burton, and Kolditz, 1991). There are numerous articles and books 

documenting the existence of such negative attitudes toward older individuals among 

hea1thcare workers (Campbell, 1971; Coe, 1967; Evers, 1981; Fisk, 1984; Hatton, 



1977; Heller, Bausell, and Nimos, 1984; Kahn, 1983; Penner, Ludenia, and Mead, 

1984). 
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Feelings of self-worth and positive self-regard are essential for the 

maintenance of psychological well-being (Kaplan, 1975). With advancing age and an 

increasing number of stressful life events, chronic life strains, and daily hassles, there 

is an increased likelihood older adults will identify with devalued concepts, thus 

lowering their self-esteem (Krause, 1987b). Negative societal labeling of elders leads 

some elders to apply negative labels to self, similar to what occurs with individuals 

exposed to prejudice and discrimination (Holahan, Holahan, and Belk, 1984; Palmore, 

1990). A self-fulfilling prophecy may be the end result, with elders tending to adopt 

the dominant group's negative image of them and exhibiting behaviors which conform 

to this negative image. 

Much institutional care is unnecessary total custodial care. This is problematic 

in that it may become a self-fulfilling prophecy for the care recipient (Hutchison and 

Bahr, 1991; Kahn, 1975). Individuals in a custodial care context may experience a 

continual erosion of their concepts of self as competent as a result of the steady input 

from their environment which points to their incompetence. Chronic life strains and 

daily hassles that accompany care seeking may have a negative effect on the well

being of elders as a result of the elders being confronted repeatedly with evidence of 

self failure and increasing length of stay in a care setting (Kahana and Coe, 1979; 

Koger, 1980; Krause, 1987a; Pearlin, Menaghan, Lieberman, and Mullen, 1981). 
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Additionally, when others have few or no positive expectations of residents, a spiral 

of senility is often the result (Barns, Sack, and Shore, 1973). 

This section of the chapter presented an initial review of some of the most 

important interpersonal issues that affect elders' care seeking. The final section of this 

chapter discusses structural issues that affect elders as seekers or recipients of care. 

Structural Level 

The structural level constraints and facilitators relate to environmental, 

organizational, or administrative issues. In this section, a description of the potency of 

society, the framing of caring as a business, and an initial description of institutions 

for the elderly as total institutions is provided. These structural issues penetrate and 

affect issues on both the individual and interpersonal level. 

Potency of Society 

The most prevalent view of aging is that aging is composed of biological 

components. Little or no consideration is given to the social components of aging, 

i.e., the incapacities of old age are assumed to be rooted in irreversible biological 

decline, not in the social arrangements that influence how elders view themselves or 

how younger individuals view elders and think about old age. Durkheim (191511965) 

pointed out the potency of society, via the processes by which social factors penetrate 

and constrain individuals. From this framework, it is apparent that not only are older 

individuals constrained by societal forces, but individuals and collectivities of all ages 



are affected. Elders have no individual agency in this view, except as related to the 

role-based norms to which they are expected to conform. 
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Policy makers and individuals concerned with care of the elderly debate many 

terms associated with aging without an understanding of what these mean for society 

or for elders. Some examples of these terms are productive aging, premature decline, 

successful aging, imposed disability, functional impairment, and care receiving. 

Additionally, current social arrangements that focus attention on elders as a 

homogeneous group of individuals who are dependent, disabled, and isolated place the 

elderly in a marginal position in relation to the ongoing social order. These covert and 

subtle constraining forces are of interest, as organizations and caregivers may adopt 

this perspective of the aged wholeheartedly. The next section describes how these 

societal forces may act to shape care provision. 

Caring as a Business 

The growth of science and industry saw an increase in pressures to "master" 

old age, rather than to accept it as a normal developmental period (Cole, 1984). A 

concomitant phenomenon was the scientification of caring (Abel, 1991); an increase in 

the power of health care providers wherein experiential knowledge was disparaged 

and expert advice, which can inculcate values and morals, became more valued. Both 

the growth of science and industry and the scientification of caring are major factors 

affecting long-term care service provision in any setting. 
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Caring work and the social relations between patients and staff in institutions 

are often molded into the language of business. Investigations of long-term care 

institutions have revealed that investors in these facilities often have little or no 

interest in the welfare of residents, being content to receive unwarranted high returns 

on sometimes minimal capital expenditures (Diamond, 1986; Mendelson, 1974; 

Strehler, 1985; ). The primary focus becomes costs, beds, profit margins, cost

accountability, turnover rates, and bottom lines. "The power of this logic is such that 

these terms are made to seem reality itself, and dominate everyday life in the homes" 

(Diamond, 1986, p. 1292). 

Institutions for the Aged 

That institutions for the aged are so influential in the lives of the individuals 

who live or work in them is to be expected in light of their characteristics, which 

define them as total institutions. In total institutions, (1) people are handled in 

batches, (2) deviations stand out, (3) privacy is assaulted, (4) there is a lack of 

individuation and a loss of autonomy, (5) patients and staff are separated like castes, 

(6) patients are stripped of their adult competencies, (7) helping behaviors among 

patients are discouraged, and (8) patients are treated like objects (Goffman, 1961; 

Noelker and Poulshock, 1984; Richard, 1986; Schmidt, 1981-1982). Specifically in 

the case of nursing homes as total institutions, individuals are often moved to them 

involuntarily and, except for occasional hospital visits, may not leave the nursing 

home alive (Richard, 1986). In relation to continuing care communities, the potential 



is even greater that an individual will enter it and never leave, except for 

hospitalizations. Perhaps the range of institutional totality is different within the 

various sections of a continuing care community. Whether it is and what effect the 

difference may have on the strategies elders use to seek care is of interest. 

Summary 
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This chapter has presented some of the literature which has been most 

influential in directing the researcher's inquiries into elders' care seeking experiences. 

An ongoing literature review was an integral part of the research procedures. The 

next chapter describes the methods employed in the research. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is organized in three primary sections. The first section describes 

the appropriateness of qualitative methods for the research. Research procedures 

comprise the second section, including sampling, data collection, and analysis. The 

chapter concludes with a description of the evaluative criteria used in the research. 

Appropriateness of Qualitative Methods 

"Generally speaking, the goal of nearly all social research is to discover, 

describe, and render understandable the characteristics, causes, and consequences of 

social phenomena and reality, of the forms they assume, and of the variations they 

display" (Snow and Morrill, 1990, p. I). Qualitative research is uniquely able to 

address this goal, in all its complexity. 

Within the nursing literature, qualitative research is applauded for its 

contributions to the discovery of knowledge, yet is advocated by many researchers as 

only the initial step -- prior to testing knowledge via a quantitative approach (Atwood, 

1984; Hinshaw, 1979; Knafl and Howard, 1984; Rempusheski, 1985). This 

qualitative research, however, adopted the stance of Benoliel (1984), who eloquently 

stated: 

... such a perspective defines qualitative methods within the framework 
of traditional science and fails to take account of the basic assumptions 
underlying the qualitative paradigm. The argument here presented is 
that qualitative approaches in science are distinct modes of inquiry 
oriented toward understanding the unique nature of human thoughts, 
behaviors, negotiations, and institutions under different sets of historical 



and environmental circumstances. These approaches to inquiry are built 
on a world view and paradigm that take account of the symbol
producing nature of the human species, the act of interpretation as a 
basic human characteristic, and intentional or goal-directed behavior as 
a complicated human activity affecting individual and group endeavors 
(p. 7). 

Qualitative research is, indeed, consistent with nursing's philosophical beliefs 
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(Munhall, 1982). Certainly, as related to this research, qualitative methods were most 

appropriate for generating knowledge about the research question. Little is known 

about elders' care seeking strategies and the processes and characteristics which 

interact to affect elders' care seeking. Therefore, qualitative research which can begin 

to build a body of knowledge about these phenomena was required. 

Methods used in the research were of the type described by Snow and Morrill 

(1990, p. I), in that they have (I) been generally defined as qualitative in contrast to 

quantitative, (2) been wrongfully thought of as soft in contrast to hard, (3) been 

employed for the purpose of generating and analyzing data not normally tapped by or 

amenable to survey research, demographic techniques, or experimental procedures, 

and (4) typically required the researcher to spend time in the field observing, 

recording, and analyzing the behaviors, activities, and productions of the objects of 

inquiry. 

The research procedures are best described as pragmatic, not following in total 

the tenets of anyone specific qualitative method. Thorne (1991) has actually argued 

that nursing's purposes necessitate methodological variations in qualitative research; 

departing from the methodological orthodoxy of the approaches of phenomenology, 



grounded theory, and ethnography. Certainly aspects of grounded theory and 

ethnographic techniques are apparent. The next section of the chapter delineates the 

set of research procedures followed in the research. 

Research Procedures 
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The research procedures focus attention on specific issues within the research. 

Three primary issues will be presented. In the first section, a discussion of sampling 

is introduced, focusing on sampling decisions, access, and informant criteria and 

protection. The next section describes data collection procedures. It is within this 

section that the conceptual framework presented earlier (individual, interpersonal, and 

structural levels) is attended to. The third section delineates the analysis, considering 

field notes, memos, and analysis of other data. 

Sampling 

The research was concerned with identifying the strategies elders use to seek 

care and how the processes and characteristics of individual, interpersonal, and 

structural levels interact to affect elders' care seeking. This section presents 

information relevant to sampling; the setting of the research, access to the facility, 

sampling decisions, and characteristics of the informants. 

Research Setting: Description and Access 

The setting of this research was a continuing care retirement community 

(CeRC) in the southwestern United States. Located in a planned retirement 
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community, Paradise West2 was conceived by the community's residents and opened 

in 1983. Since opening, Paradise West has had an ongoing waiting list of individuals 

seeking to enter. The facility had 249 apartments, 100 garden homes, and 100 care 

center (nursing home) beds. Paradise West also operated an adult day care, referred 

to in this document as "the center" or "Metro Adult Day Center," which provided 

care to residents of Paradise West and some non-residents who had, primarily, mild 

to moderate cognitive impairments. 

Within Paradise West a wide range of care and care relationships occurred .. 

While many individuals were able to care for themselves totally, many elders living in 

Paradise West required some type of help or assistance from another individual. This 

help was sometimes minor, as where an elder required periodic assistance with 

transportation to and from a physician's office, or more major, such as assistance 

with showers and ambulation. 

In general, elders called upon a variety of individuals within Paradise West to 

assist them with their care, including (1) family, primarily spouses, (2) friends and 

neighbors, (3) residential aides, (4) other facility staff, such as dining room staff, 

security guards, and the social service director, and (5) other formal caregivers, i.e., 

staff of the care center or Metro Adult Day Center, as well as the nurse who operated 

their health clinic. Some elders relied on individuals outside of Paradise West to meet 

2 The name of the facility, names of informants, and other identified people or 
places in the data are pseUdonyms. 

. .. _--_ ... _--_._----------------_._-_ ... _._-_ .... 
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their needs. These individuals included paid helpers, children or other family 

members, friends, and staff of various service organizations in the surrounding area 

(for example, the Morning and Evening Visitor Program in which an individual came 

into an elder's home for either one hour in the morning or one hour at night for 

companionship and assistance with some minor activities of daily living). 

The researcher identified Paradise West as a potential research location after 

discussion with several health care professionals in the retirement community led the 

researcher to believe the facility would allow the research to be conducted. In 

addition, the researcher's prior employment as a health care professional in that 

retirement community similarly reinforced the expectation that Paradise West 

provided an excellent living environment for its residents. Access to Paradise West 

was granted by its administrator. The administrator introduced the researcher to the 

facility's social service director, who served as the contact person throughout the 

research. 

Research Proceedings: Interviews 

In order .to answer the research questions, there was a need to sample 

individuals who had been, or were currently, involved in care relationships. The 

'ability to understand and communicate in English was an additional criterion for 

elders in this research. The social service director identified (1) residential aide, (2) 

family, (3) Metro Adult Day Center, and (4) combinations of two or more of (1), (2), 

or (3) as the primary types of care at Paradise West. After receiving human subjects 

- -------- --_. __ ._. -------



approval from the University of Arizona (see Appendix A), using a purposive 

sampling strategy individuals were identified who were, or had been, receiving care 

in the above categories. The social service director sent a personal letter to each of 

these residents which briefly described the researcher's background and the research 

and asked them to indicate to her if they would be interested in participating. Once 

replies were received, the researcher contacted the elders who agreed to participate, 

setting a mutually convenient day, time and location to meet and conduct an 

interview. 
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The purpose of the interview was to access the perspective of the person being 

interviewed, eliciting detail and information in the person's own words about the 

subject of the interview (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Lofland, 1991; Patton, 1990). A 

total of 15 interviews were conducted. Of this number, 12 were unique interviews, 

i.e., with different individuals. One individual was interviewed twice and another 

individual was interviewed for a total of three times. Prior to the start of each 

interview, a disclaimer (see Appendix B) was provided to the elder, which each elder 

read or the researcher read to her/him. The elder kept the disclaimer. If the elder had 

any questions these were answered at the time they were raised, whether prior to or 

during the interview. 

Interviews were semi-structured. Their focus and content changed across time, 

as dictated by the emergent patterns in the data. A sample of the initial questions 

asked of elders is in Appendix C. Since interviews evolved over time, the questions 
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deemed appropriate for the initial interviews served only as an orienting guide for the 

interviews and did not strictly regulate the conduct of subsequent interviews. Ranging 

in length from 55 to 150 minutes, the average interview was just over 106 minutes. In 

all, 27 hours of interviews were conducted. Four elders received primarily residential 

aide care, five received care primarily from their families, and three received care 

primarily from the center. Elders ranged in age from 76 to 88 years old. 

Research Proceedings: Participant Observation 

In addition to the more formal interviews, the researcher became a participant 

observer at the center, the adult day care. Incorporation of a participant observation 

component into the research helped the researcher to more fully secure what Snow 

and Anderson (1987, p. 1343) described as "perspectives in action" as well as 

"perspectives of action." Perspectives in action "refer to accounts or patterns of talk 

formulated for the purpose of realizing a particular end or accomplishing a particular 

task in a naturally occurring situation that is part of some ongoing system of action," 

as when an elder made a request for some type of care from a staff member. 

Perspectives of action, on the other hand, "are constructed and articulated by 

individuals in response to the queries of researchers or other outsiders," as when an 

elder told the researcher about a specific experience of asking for care. Within this 

research, participant observation provided the researcher with an opportunity to 

observe care relationships and care interactions between elders and their caregivers. 

The observation of daily life and activity as enacted by elders at the center maximized 

- - ------------------ -----
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the researcher's ability to grasp motives, beliefs, concerns, interests, and unconscious 

behaviors of those studied and allowed the researcher to see the world as those 

studied saw it (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Pelto & Pelto, 1978). 

Paradise West's social service director took the researcher to the center for her 

initial introduction to the center's director. The researcher was invited to return at any 

time. On the first day at the center as a participant observer, the researcher was 

introduced to staff and residents as a nurse working towards a Ph.D. in nursing at the 

University of Arizona, who was interested in how elders worked with others to get 

the help or assistance they desired. On subsequent trips to the center, on encountering 

a different resident attending the center, or when one of the original elders was 

unclear about the function of the researcher, the introduction was reiterated. No elders 

or staff refused to allow the researcher to be at the center. 

The researcher was at the center on 14 occasions over a period of six months. 

Observation hours ranged from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., with six episodes in the 

morning hours, four observations in the afternoon hours, and four occasions where 

observations spanned both morning and afternoon hours. Observations ranged in 

length from two hours to seven and one-half hours, with an average observation of 

slightly less than four and one-half hours. In total, 61 hours of participant observation 

was conducted at the center. In addition to the conscious decision to space 

observations throughout the day, there was a similar decision to make observations 

throughout the week, as the center was open Monday through Friday. Four 

.. - .-.-.... --... - .. -.-.----.------



observations were made on Mondays, four on Tuesdays, three on Wednesdays, one 

on Thursday, and two on Fridays. 
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A specific strategy employed during the participant observation was 

interviewing by comment (Snow, Zurcher, & Sjoberg, 1982). Interviewing by 

comment complimented the use of questions in interviews, contributing to the 

elicitation of verbal data that furthered the understanding of the research problem. 

The researcher maintained a careful attention to the incorporation of this strategy in 

her encounters with elders and staff. General and commonplace comments as well as 

comments informed by social psychological principles were an integral part of the 

participant observation. 

Research Proceedings: Focus Group 

A focus group was conducted as the last stage in the research process. 

Inclusion of a focus group seemed pertinent for the following reasons: (1) elders, in a 

group setting, could describe their care experiences, feelings, and beliefs with a 

minimum of direction from the researcher, (2) the researcher could listen to elders 

make comparisons between their own experiences and those of others, and (3) a 

breadth of information could be obtained in a relatively short period of time. 

Upon request by the researcher, Paradise West's social service director 

approached four elders from the CeRC who recently had received some type of care 

from other individuals and who were considered articulate and talkative to invite them 

to participate in the focus group. None of these four individuals were interviewed 

- - - - ----------- -----
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singly. The researcher and these four elders (three women and one man) met in a 

private conference room at Paradise West. Following explanation of the research and 

presentation of the disclaimer, the elders discussed (1) their experiences as care 

recipients, (2) how the rules of care relationships are learned, and (3) their 

recommendations for other care recipients. The focus group lasted one and three

quarter hours. 

Research Proceedings: General 

Five interviews and the focus group were audiotaped in their entirety and 

transcribed by the researcher. During the other seven interviews, detailed notes were 

taken by the researcher during the interview. Following completion of the interview 

the researcher immediately expanded the notes as she typed them into the computer. 

Since early attempts to take notes during the participant observation created such 

interest and were so distracting to staff, who then piqued the elders' interests, a 

decision was made to make no recordings at the center (unless the researcher was 

hidden from the view of everyone). The researcher then, at the completion of every 

excursion into the field, sat at the computer and typed in detailed notes. The primary 

reporting of concrete events and things in the fieldwork proceeded at as Iowa level of 

abstraction as possible, with interpretations of events and things bracketed for easy 

recognition. All told, there were 11,938 lines of data from the interviews, 8,876lines 

of data from the participant observations, and 2,070 lines of data from the focus 

group. 
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Interviews were useful for obtaining information primarily about individual 

level processes and characteristics, while the participant observation component was 

useful in gaining information about the processes and characteristics of interpersonal 

and structural levels. The methods described in this section provided a variety of 

information about the different levels. Since a continual questioning attitude was 

maintained not just with respect to the findings which were emerging but also to the 

methods used to elicit those findings, an additional method of data collection (the 

focus group) was used as the final stage of the research. The next section of this 

chapter describes the data analysis process. 

Analysis Procedures 

In this section the use of field notes and memos is described, along with the 

approach taken in analyzing and making sense of the mass of data that was ultimately 

collected. 

Field Notes 

Field notes were written after every excursion into the field. These notes 

contained detailed and thick concrete observations of field experiences. Attention to 

several principles was maintained when writing field notes. The continual attending to 

these principles facilitated data analysis, helping to eliminate obscurity and 

uncertainty. 

Within the field notes it was clear who was speaking and how this speech was 

obtained. This principle also applied to observational field note entries; it was clear 



who was being observed and how the observation took place. Summary terms and 

conclusions were not entered into the field notes. Instead, the field notes contained 

primarily thick concrete descriptions of actors, behaviors, and contexts. Descriptive 

observations were detailed primarily in the field notes, with theoretical and 

methodological observations being reserved for memos. 
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Other critical points followed when writing field notes to minimize loss of data 

included (1) writing orienting) memory-jogging field notes while in the setting, (2) 

writing more expansive field notes when out of the setting (whether in a private place 

in the facility or after leaving the facility), (3) not talking about the observation before 

it was recorded, (4) setting aside adequate time to complete the notes, and (5) 

sequencing the notes in the order they occurred (Field and Morse, 1985; Spradley, 

1979; Spradley, 1980). 

Memos 

Theoretical memos are the way researchers keep track of theoretical ideas and 

continuously link and build them (Strauss, 1987). Memos were written during the 

planning stages of the research, as well as while the research was being conducted. In 

addition, memos were written even as the dissertation took final form. 

The following list of memo principles was followed when writing and 

reviewing memos. 

1. Memos were written regularly, from the first days of the research project, 

as well as in conjunction with collecting and coding data. As field notes were written 



with every entry into the field so memos were written after excursions into the field 

or into the data. 

2. Data were drawn upon to inform the analytic content of each memo. 

3. All memos were referenced as to the field notes or data from which they 

emerged in order to permit returning to the memo's original stimulus. 

4. Memos were reviewed periodically, being examined and sorted for the 

potential yield of new insights into the data. 
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5. When an idea occurred during data recording or coding, that process was at 

least momentarily interrupted and a memo was initiated immediately. 

6. Memos (the researcher's thoughts about the data) were kept separate from 

the data. That is, memos were not entered into the field notes without bracketing and 

making it apparent where the data stopped and the memo began. Data were not 

entered into the memos, except in cases where it was useful for illustrative purposes. 

When this occurred, the data were clearly identified and demarcated from the memo 

itself. 

Analysis 

Since analysis is a process of questioning and discovery, analysis proceeded 

concurrently with data collection, in keeping with the advice of authors from a variety 

of traditions (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1980). 

Within this research, several types of analysis were useful in relation to different 

issues and at different stages in the research process. 
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Several of the analysis matrices, listings, tables, and diagrams detailed in 

Miles and Huberman (1984) were useful throughout the research process, as helpful 

techniques for data reduction and organization. Forcing herself to layout material 

clearly and succinctly is one way the researcher determined whether or not she 

actually understood the information gained from various informants and sources. 

Miles and Huberman's suggestions for data display were most helpful in framing the 

researcher's ongoing conceptualizations during the research process. Their techniques 

were helpful not just for the researcher, but also for members of the dissertation 

committee and engaged colleagues who participated in ongoing conversations with the 

researcher about the research products. 

A constant comparative method of analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was also 

employed. This reinforced the stance of the researcher to concurrently attend to data 

collection and data analysis and, at the same time, compare information collected with 

other information that had been or was being collected. The actual translation of this 

in practice resembled that described by Shelley (1986) when she described the 

situation of effort within each stage of a three-stage research process. In the first 

stage, observing and coding are of primary importance, with interpreting taking a 

back stage. In the second stage, observing begins taking a backstage presence, while 

coding and interpreting are at the forefront. In the third and final stage, observing and 

coding are of secondary importance, while interpreting increases in importance. 

Figure 1 displays this succinctly. 



Figure 1. Emphasis in Stages of the Research Process. 
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Even though Glaser and Strauss (1967) actually describe the constant comparative 

method as pertaining to the examination of the data in relation to an evolving theory, 

there is nothing to preclude using the tenets of this method of analysis to inquiry 

undertaken in other than a grounded theory framework. To this end, the bits of 

information gathered from each method of inquiry, different individuals, and different 

sites were compared to other information gathered. This practice generated new 

questions and issues for the research that would have remained unnoticed were a 

comparative stance not employed. 

The ultimate goal of social inquiry in an interpretive mode is to reconstruct the 

meaning or significance of social arrangements and practices through making sense of 

actions or practices (Little, 1991). Social phenomena are inherently diverse, reflecting 

both patterned regularities and creative innovations. During the interpretive analysis, 

attention to this aspect of phenomena was maintained. There were an infmite number 

of possibilities of how the phenomenon of interest (care seeking) could manifest itself, 

yet tllere were a more limited number of probabilities for its expression. One of the 
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tenets followed in the interpretive analysis and understanding of the various pieces of 

the research data was that the interpretation was actually a process of questioning and 

investigating. 

During the interpretive analysis process, suspicion was raised when it seemed 

as if everything was coming together into a neat and tidy package. There was no 

forced attempt to mold all the findings into a unified and well-ordered set of findings. 

A more useful outcome of the research is the diversity raised through attention to the 

tenets of theoretical sampling of data sources, such as individuals, relationships, and 

contexts. This is not to say that the analysis strived for cacophony in the end, rather it 

is to make clear that any research analysis which does not raise new questions or 

leave some questions unanswered or unclear is, perhaps, not being true to the data. 

An approach such as this fits with postmodern inquiry, specifically a 

deconstructionist perspective (Ellis, 1989; Rajnath, 1989). Deconstruction is 

concerned with focusing on the naive and commonsense viewpoint of a specific issue 

in order to undermine it, put it to question, and problematize it. The criticism and 

critique that follow from deconstructionist undertakings aim to uncover possible 

inconsistencies and insufficiencies of current practices. It is this questioning aspect of 

deconstruction that makes it a helpful strategy to use in analyzing the social realities 

of elders as they seek care, whether from an individual, interpersonal, or structural 

point of view. 
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The interplay between idiosyncratic and nomothetic perspectives was an 

integral part of the analysis. Spradley (1979) clearly describes the tension that exists 

between these two perspectives. 

In all social sciences, the concern with the particular is incidental to an 
understanding of the general. But ... the only place to begin is with the 
particular, concrete, specific events of everyday life. Then ... to more 
and more general statements ... In writing ... the concern with the 
general is incidental to an understanding of the particular. In order for 
a reader to see the lives of the people we study as they see themselves, 
we must show them through particulars, not merely talk about them in 
generalities (pp. 206-207, emphasis is Spradley's). 

Scott's (1985) work on peasant resistance in Malay is the archetype for researchers 

concerned with relating the idiosyncratic, or day-to-day individual features, to the 

nomothetic, or what it means in relation to the larger context. As related to this 

research, the care setting was considered a local moral world (Scott, 1985) of each 

resident therein. These local moral worlds were organized around what was most at 

stake for individuals and groups (Kleinman, 1991). Within this local moral world, the 

experiential domain of the resident, the flow of experience was organized in time 

duration and space. Limited resources and limited life chances were available within 

an elder's local moral world, as there was competition for scarce resources. Yet, with 

all the competition and individual interests, there were commonalities, such as 

language and other symbols, that united individuals within these local moral worlds. 

Once again, although elders within a care setting had particularities and 

idiosyncracies, the manner in which these were played out offered information to the 

nomothetic, or overarching, perspective of life for all in the setting. 
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This section of the chapter described the data analysis process. A description 

of the use of field notes and memos was provided, while laying the groundwork for 

the analytic process incorporated. Selective and cautious use of data reduction 

techniques, a constant comparative method of analysis, and simultaneous attention to 

the idiosyncratic and the nomothetic perspectives were all useful to the researcher as 

data analysis progressed. The final section of the chapter delineates the evaluative 

criteria upon which the final product can be judged by interested readers. 

Evaluative Criteria 

A variety of evaluative criteria are of interest in qualitative inquiry and 

individuals are generally quite interested in these, more so than in quantitative 

research. Perhaps it is because attention to the canons of quantitative research implies 

researchers have thoroughly, completely, and fairly performed their research. The 

sections of this part of the chapter are not meant to apologize for the nature of 

qualitative research, rather they are meant to be viewed and used by the researcher, 

and reader, as a way to make sure all points of view are represented and that the 

resulting product (the dissertation) will be believable and understandable to others. To 

this end, the issues discussed are trustworthiness, authenticity, and critical dialogue, 

critical reflection, and reflexivity. A brief description of each of these issues is 

provided, including how each was addressed in the research. 
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Trustworthiness 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) set forth trustworthiness criteria in their first book on 

naturalistic inquiry. These criteria roughly parallel the conventional (positivist) criteria 

of rigor, in terms of external and internal validity and reliability. Guba and Lincoln 

(1989; Lincoln, 1991) have recently modified their stance on their trustworthiness 

criteria, adding a second set of criteria which arise directly from a naturalistic inquiry 

paradigm. Within the research, attention was directed to specific trustworthiness 

criteria. 

Credibility 

The criterion of credibility in constructivist inquiry parallels the criterion of 

internal validity in positivist inquiry. Credibility is concerned with the isomorphism 

between the realities of those researched and the reconstructions the researcher 

attributes to them. Several techniques were useful in increasing the probability of 

attaining this isomorphism. 

Prolonged engagement. This is one of the essential aspects of field work as 

described by many authors. Prolonged engagement increased the likelihood the 

researcher was exposed to diverse ideas and perspectives from the field. Secondarily, 

prolonged engagement facilitated the establishment of a trusting relationship with 

elders and staff. An increased understanding of the setting was yet another benefit 

associated with prolonged engagement. Criteria for prolonged engagement were met 

in this research by pacing data collection over eight months. 
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Persistent observation. This technique adds depth, whereas prolonged 

engagement increases one's scope. Persistent observation, in combination with 

prolonged engagement, increases the likelihood the researcher was able to write a 

report which had the distinctive flavor of experiencing near (Geertz, 1973). The 

researcher spent several hours in the field weekly and consciously attended to minute, 

repetitive aspects in the setting which could have easily been overlooked without 

effort. 

Peer debriefing. Peer debriefing entails a process of extended and extensive 

discussion of one's findings, conclusions, and hunches with a relatively disinterested 

peer. This person was expected to engage in conversations and raise questions to 

challenge the researcher to help the researcher (1) process what was going on in the 

research setting, (2) understand how the researcher's values may have entered into the 

data, and (3) reduce the internal stress associated with fieldwork research. Two of the 

researcher's peers were involved in this process. 

Member checks. Guba and Lincoln (1989) describe member checks as the 

most crucial technique to use in establishing credibility. Member checks may be 

formal or informal, and may be conducted with individuals or groups. Their 

usefulness arises from the capacity to elicit comments, criticisms, additional 

information, corrections, and suggestions of issues missed. Member checking, in this 

research, progressed informally, with questions and issues entering into the natural 

stream of conversation with individual elders or small groups of elders. Several 

- .. _ .... _-_._._._-_._-----



meetings with Paradise West's social service director and more informal discussions 

with staff of Metro Adult Day Center were useful for raising, as well as clarifying, 

some questions and issues arising from the research. 

Transferability 
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The criterion of transferability in constructivist inquiry is parallel to the 

criterion of external validity, or generalizability, in positivist inquiry. Attending to 

this criterion in the constructivist paradigm shifts the burden of proof from the 

inquirer (where it is in the positivist paradigm) to the individual who seeks to apply 

the findings. The primary technique for establishing transferability is thick description 

(Geertz, 1973). 

Thick description. Providing a thick description involves an extensive and 

careful description of the time, place, and context of the research so that other 

individuals reading it will have a sense of the researcher having been there. More 

importantly, the thick description is useful for the reader to know whether or not the 

findings of the researcher might hold true in their setting, given the similarity or 

dissimilarity of the setting in which the reader is located. The descriptions provided at 

the beginning of this chapter and, as well, interspersed with the findings and in the 

last chapter are intended to give the reader information about the context of the 

research. 
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Authenticity 

Guba and Lincoln (1989) rightly acknowledge the trustworthiness criteria set 

forth in their earlier publication do not, in and of themselves, assure the constructions 

of the informants have been fully collected and faithfully represented. This is the 

purpose for their authenticity criteria. While the trustworthiness criteria relate to the 

correct application of methods, authenticity criteria attend to whether or not the intent 

of the inquiry effort was achieved. Guba and Lincoln's discussion of authenticity 

criteria center on evaluation research projects and they are overwhelmingly concerned 

with a pseudo-critical theory stance: Informants should have a better understanding of 

their experiencing of their world, be empowered as a result of the inquiry and strive 

to take action to make any requisite changes. Within this research, most of those were 

not of concern as the research was not action research (research conducted with an 

eye toward empowering individuals to make changes). Rather, fairness was the 

authenticity criterion of most interest in this research. 

Fairness 

"Fairness refers to the extent to which different constructions and their 

underlying value structures are solicited and honored" within the research process 

(Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p. 246). The role of the researcher was one of seeking out 

and communicating all possible constructions, along with their attendant value 

systems. Within the research, the multiplicity of methods and multiple data sources 

helped to ensure that most (if not all) viewpoints were represented. The identification 

--_. -_.-.-----------
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of particular stakeholders was a crucial part of understanding the constructions and 

values of the informants, as each type of stakeholder likely had differing perspectives 

on the research. Being faithful to the espoused point of view of the research, elders' 

perspectives, was an additional monitor for fairness. Since staff perspectives were not 

systematically solicited it was considered premature and unfair to raise any more than 

hunches in the findings as to staff's point of view of elders' perspectives and care 

relationships. 

Critical Dialogue. Critical Reflection and Reflexivity 

Engaging in critical dialogue about the research with colleagues who have both 

similar and contrasting positions on the research problem and methods may be the 

most effective way of coming to understand one's own perspectives. From this 

perspective, a researcher's substantive and methodological enemies are considered to 

be the researcher's best friends (G. Morgan, 1983). The fact two or more individuals 

dialogue about the research indicates there is a mutual concern with a common topic. 

Throughout the research, periodic individual meetings between the researcher and her 

dissertation chairperson occurred. Extensive notes were taken at these meetings. Their 

content was useful to the researcher, since they contained challenging and illuminative 

issues, attention to which strengthened the research product. 

Reflection is the process of pondering or meditating on one's reactions to field 

work experiences (Rubenstein, 1991). Retrospective in nature, reflection was the 

process by which the researcher critically examined her personal experiences related 
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to the field work. The process of critical reflection encourages researchers to view the 

research process itself as a form of social interaction, wherein the researcher 

converses with and learns about the phenomenon being studied (G. Morgan, 1983). 

An openness to critical reflection held the research open to different points of view, a 

highly desirable condition since it helped to minimize commitment to a favored point 

of view. 

Reflexivity may be thought of as an introspective analysis and understanding of 

a researcher's field work experience (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Rubenstein, 1991). 

The introspective analysis and understanding gained through this process was then 

used by the researcher to inform future action. Additionally, attention to the reflexive 

aspects of research compelled the researcher to analyze how her presence affected 

those being studied. 

Summary 

This chapter provided the rationale for using qualitative methods in the 

research. A description of the procedures that directed the research process, as well 

as the criteria for evaluating the finished product were also presented. In chapter five 

the findings are presented. 



CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS 
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The two primary research questions which guided the research and are to be 

answered in this chapter are: 

1. What are the care seeking strategies elders use? 

2. How do individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics interact to affect elders' care seeking? 

The first question, identification of elders' care seeking strategies, is answered in the 

first section of chapter five which focuses on the care seeking process. Within the 

first section a taxonomy of the sequence of activities in the care seeking process is set 

forth which delineates the phases and stages of the care seeking process. Information 

presented in the first section is intended to provide a cursory overview of the 

components of the care seeking process and elders' care seeking strategies, thereby 

laying the base for further expansion, breadth and detail in the following section. The 

second research question, how individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics interact to affect elders' care seeking, comprises the majority of 

chapter five, focusing on specific types of work engaged in by elders as they seek 

care. 

Qualitative investigations generally produce a plethora of data and the present 

study is no exception. An aspect of the present study design which added complexity 

to the report of the findings is that information was gleaned in a fashion that allowed 

--- ---.. - .... -_ .. -
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for elders' accounts, or recounts, of care seeking and dependency work concurrently 

with the collection of an outsider's perspective of their care seeking and dependency 

work in action. In order to remain true to each of these data sources, and to facilitate 

the reader's task, the presentation of findings is organized in the following manner. 

All excerpts from the data appear verbatim from the interviews or as written in the 

field notes. Information obtained during interviews or conversations with elders which 

reflects their accounts, or recounts, of their care seeking and dependency work 

(primarily perspectives of action) is identified by numbers such as 101 and 102. 

Information obtained primarily from the participant observation component of the 

research, reflecting primarily perspectives in action, is identified by the letters "po" 

before the numbers, i.e., pol and po2. Data obtained from the focus group is denoted 

by the letters "fg" and information from meetings with facility personnel is identified 

by the letter "m." 

Background Information 

Most inquiries yield information extending the realm of what is understood 

about phenomena. Qualitative investigations, in particular, increase understanding 

about phenomena from the everyday lives and backgrounds of informants. 

Distinctions in the professional literature often appear arbitrary, artificial, and 

irrelevant given the context of humans engaged in everyday life activities. Two issues 

highlighted as important in the professional literature were, not surprisingly, 

somewhat meaningless distinctions to informants in this inquiry: (1) identification of 

----- ._._ .... _--- ...... _-_ ..... 



formal and informal caregivers and (2) the use of the term "care." As an aid in 

understanding the presentation of findings, a brief description is provided of these 

issues. 
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This research had an explicit purpose to investigate elders' care relationships 

with any and all individuals they identified as caregivers. What emerged from the 

initial interview and participant observation experience, and confirmed with each 

succeeding excursion into the field, is the lack of distinction between formal and 

informal caregivers in the minds and daily lives of these elders. The security guard or 

dining room staff were just as likely to be named as caregivers as the nurses in the 

care center. The facility's social service director, who provided no physical care but 

did extensive care management, was more frequently mentioned in an interview than 

an elder's primary physician. Whether related to the ubiquitous nature of informal 

caregivers, which serve to increase elders' contacts with them, or whether there really 

is no true distinction between types of caregivers described in the gerontological 

literature, a key finding of this research is that information from informants was not 

divided by them into the commonly accepted categories of formal and informal 

caregivers. 

A second purpose of this study was to examine elders' care relationships, 

allowing them to define what care was to them. This served to confirm the ambiguity 

of the term "care." In initial interviews elders were asked to provide words which 

conveyed what the researcher meant by care. For example, the researcher asked, 
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"What do you call it when your residential aide helps you with your bath?" Responses 

given were functional, such as, "I just say she washes me down real good." Through 

interviews and interviewing by comment in the participant observation component of 

the research, it became apparent that words such as help, assistance, and support were 

more meaningful to elders than the word "care." Since the focus of the research was 

on all types of care situations and not restricted to nursing care, ~, questions 

asked of informants used the terms care, help and assistance. 

Care Seeking Process 

The initial concern of this study, elders' care seeking strategies, provided an 

orienting frame of reference to the data which emerged in relation to the care seeking 

process. Initially, care seeking was conceptualized as only the beginning phase of the 

care interaction. Early in the research it became apparent this was a forced and overly 

restrictive conceptualization of care seeking. Data revealed that, in terms of a specific 

care interaction, care seeking actually spanned from the onset of elders' deliberations 

about requesting help or assistance, through their negotiations with others on the way 

in which the care would be enacted, and ended with their evaluations of the care 

interactions. Until care was actually completed it was, by definition, still being 

sought. Additionally, once a specific care interaction was completed, information 

obtained from that care interaction served to inform future care seeking. Care 

seeking, instead of a discrete stage in the process of care, was reconceptualized as the 

process of care. 
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Care seeking was defined as a process whereby an elder engages help or 

assistance from another individual. The care seeking process, the sequence of 

activities that took place when an elder attempted to engage help or assistance from 

another individual, was composed of two phases. Phases were the major categories of 

the care seeking process which represented distinct divisions in the process. Each 

phase similarly had two stages, which were periods in the care seeking process that 

were unique from other periods (stages) by either content or purpose. Each stage had 

unique properties or attributes, identified as characteristics, which distinguished it 

from other stages. Interview and participant observation data supported the taxonomy 

of the sequence of activities in the care seeking process outlined in Table 1. In 

addition to the defmitions provided in the text, for the reader's convenience 

definitions of the terms used in Figure 2 are also provided in Appendix D. Supporting 

data for the care seeking process are provided throughout this section and the reader 

is encouraged to refer to Appendix E for additional examples of data. 



Figure 2. Sequence of Activities in the Care Seeking Process. 

I. Care Eliciting Phase 
A. Initiating Stage 

1. preferences 
a. desires for independence 
b. expectations for origination of care initiation 

2. beliefs 
a. appropriate caregivers 
b. potential contingencies 

B. Alerting Stage 
1. verbal 

a. statements 
b. complaints 
c. queries 
d. expressions of preferences 
e. directives 

2. nonverbal 
a. movements 

a.l. musculoskeletal pinpoint movements 
a.2. physical body relocation to a specific area 
a.3. looking around 

b. volitional noises 
b.I. sighing 
b.2. choking 
b.3. coughing 
b.4. devices (alert systems) 

n. Care Negotiating Phase 
A. Negotiating Stage 

1. content 
2. history 
3. doing 

a. doing by self 
b. doing with 
c. others doing 

B. Evaluating Stage 
1. feelings about care settings 
2. feelings about caregivers 
3. feelings about care 
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Phase 1, care eliciting, described elders' attempts to evoke assistance from 

other individuals. This first phase contained the initial stages elders went through as 

they decided whether they would seek care, for what reason, from who, in what 

manner, where, and when. The second phase, care negotiating, commenced when 

other individuals became involved with elders during specific care occasions. 

Although negotiations surrounding care and management of concerns were directed to 

the specific situation for which an elder was seeking care, the evaluations surrounding 

a given care occasion expanded the framework elders drew upon as they engaged in 

future care experiences. The stages within Phases 1 and 2 are described further in the 

following section. 

Phase 1: Care Eliciting 

The care eliciting phase of the care seeking process comprised two stages. 

First, an elder made a decision to initiate a call for care, considering personal 

preferences and beliefs about care and caregivers. The second stage ensued at the 

point at which the elder made an actual call for care, thereby alerting another 

individual that some help or assistance was desired. 

Stage 1: Initiating 

The first stage of the care seeking process began when the initial determination 

was made that the assistance of another individual was required, or might be required 

in the future. In the preplanning stage, elders' cognitive processes were focused on 

the beginning steps for eliciting care for a given care occasion. This stage was called 

. -~~~-.. -----------
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initiating. Two significant characteristics of Stage 1 were elders' preferences and 

elders' beliefs. 

Preferences. The specific preferences considered by elders as they initiated 

care were their desires for independence and their expectations for the origination of 

care initiation. Several elders commented about their desires for independence, 

relating these desires to whether a call for care would be initiated. One woman 

described how her independence affected what she asked others to do .. 

I'm independent as hell too. (laugh) [I asked if that in any way affected 
what she asked other people to do and she said] I suppose so, to a 
certain extent. Unlike a lot of people I plan ahead for things. [107-1, 
168-173] 

Consistently, elders reported they wanted to continue doing things for themselves as 

much as possible. This desire for independence was evidenced in those elders who 

were relatively healthy and active, as well as those who had serious health problems, 

such as blindness and severe osteoarthritis. 

Expectations for the origination of care initiation reflected a second preference 

of elders. In terms of the actual initiation of a care relationship for a discrete, specific 

need, elders expressed and exhibited varied opinions on whether they wanted a call 

for assistance to originate with themselves or whether others should see they needed 

something and go ahead and do it, ask if they could do it, or alert others to the fact 

that some assistance was required. The continuum of care origination induced from 

the data had four points (see Figure 3). 
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elder caregiver another asks caregiver 
asks asks caregiver does 

1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 

Figure 3. Continuum of Care Origination 

On the one end were specific elders, or elders in specific situations, who 

preferred, or were able, to ask for assistance. Overwhelmingly, elders desired to be 

the initiators of their care relationships. One woman described her preference for self 

initiation in the following manner. 

If I had something that I shouldn't be trying to do it, well, I'd call 
someone and ask for help. This service is already built in here for us. 
[105-2, 167-170] 

The next level on the continuum of care origination was the caregiver asking if 

the elder needed some assistance. One man stated, "They should ask me if I need help 

with something" [108-1, 849-850]. In the adult day care, this pattern was one of the 

more prevalent. 

Moving across the continuum of care origination led to less active involvement 

on the elder's part for the origination of care. The third level on the continuum 

involved another individual alerting a caregiver that the elder required some help or 

assistance. Others originating calls for assistance were rather common in the adult day 

care setting and reported by half of those interviewed. Generally, another individual 

originated a call for assistance when the elder was perceived as unable to 

communicate her or his own needs or if the other individual identified a need which 



the elder had either not identified or not acted on (Le., moving from a house to an 

apartment, finding a competent physician). One woman described how a friend of 

hers originated a call for assistance when he felt she needed care. 

I didn't know I had them [strokes] really. Just came on me during the 
night. Except that I guess I was slurring my words. So my friend said, 
"You better go and see the doctor." And I said, "I'm all, I'll be 
alright." He said, "Well, if you don't, I'm gonna call him." Which he 
did. And I got down there and, of course, I had had the stroke for 3 
days by that time. [104-1, 157-167] 

The last level on the continuum of care origination was the one where the 

elder had the least to do with actually originating her or his care. This fourth level 

was one wherein the elder preferred, or experienced, that the caregiver originated 

care without a specific call from the elder. One woman, who had a paid helper, 

described her preferences for caregiver origination in the following manner. 

It's hard for me to ask her sometimes to do things. I think they [people 
she hires to help her] should see what needs to be done and go ahead 
and do it without being asked. I don't ask her to do more. I'm afraid 
I'll lose her. My daughter is concerned that my apartment isn't as clean 
as it should be. Anne says she'd do whatever I ask. She goes in with 
me at the doctor's office - helps dress and undress me. I'm afraid I'll 
lose her. [103-1, 122-132] 
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Caregivers initiating care without a specific request from elders was most often noted 

at the adult day care. 

Beliefs. Elders' beliefs about appropriate caregivers and potential contingencies 

which they could face was the second significant characteristic of Stage 1. As part of 

initiating care, elders identified individuals they deemed appropriate to request 
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specific types of care from. Most elders described their decisions in the following 

manner: (1) you ask people to do things if it's their job to do them and (2) you don't 

ask friends or family to do things if you can pay for someone else to do it or if it's 

offered by the facility. One woman explained her decision making process in the 

following manner. 

[I asked about needing something from the grocery store and who she 
would ask] Well, if I had someone, a residential aide that was doing 
that on a weekly basis or something like that, why I'd probably let 
them do it. Because I feel like my son has taken over the business end 
of what I have, why he's doing all that's necessary. And, ah, since they 
give this assistance here, why I think that I should make use of it rather 
than to calIon my family. Because that's the reason I moved here. 
[101-1, 541-550] 

The participant observation highlighted how elders in the adult day care sought 

out appropriate caregivers. If elders needed to go to the bathroom they virtually 

always approached one of the nursing assistants, not the center's director, activity 

director, or nurse. If elders wanted medication they generally always sought out the 

nurse or the center's director, both of whom are licensed practical nurses. The 

following example clearly illustrated this consideration in the case of a man at the 

adult day care who was looking for the staff member who regularly brought him to 

the facility to request that he take him home early. 

Toward the end of the introductions Lewis started moving about in his 
seat. He is unable to turn his neck from side to side so when he is 
looking for someone he twists his upper torso around as opposed to 
merely turning his head. He appeared to be looking for someone in 
particular, as I was to the side and back of him and he didn't want me 
and he also didn't appear to want Julie, Susan, or Charlene at the front 



of the room. Mike was moving around in the back of the group and it 
appeared that Lewis was trying to get his attention. Lewis tried to make 
eye contact and raised his hand as if to call attention to himself. Lewis 
didn't say anything, but started to speak when Mike came close to him 
as he went into Roberta's office to weigh himself. After 5 minutes of 
trying to get Mike's attention, Lewis was able to get his attention. 
[po14, 296-315] 
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One of the more interesting things about identifying appropriate caregivers at the adult 

day care is that most of the participants had at least a mild to moderate level of 

cognitive impairment, yet they generally were able to request care from individuals 

who would respond to their calls. 

Beliefs about the potential contingencies elders, or their caregivers, may face 

were final considerations for elders before they moved on to the second stage of the 

care eliciting phase. Potential contingencies were the unexpected occurrences of care 

and care relationships which elders identified and, to the extent possible, planned for. 

In order to be prepared for these potential contingencies, elders adapted their 

environments or schedules. Elders considered their caregivers' lives beyond the care 

relationship and planned their calls for care around their caregivers' social lives or 

other jobs. Two elders described how they specifically considered their caregivers' 

lives as they planned for their care. 

I try to work around her social life. She bikes, plays bridge, tennis, 
and golf. [103-1, 143-145] 

Ray drives my car for me, takes me places. And when I want to go 
somewhere I'll call him and say something like, 'Ray, are you going to 
be free next Thursday? I think I'd like to go shopping.' And then he 
can tell me yes or no. I really am going to call and ask him that, 



because I'd like to go shopping for an Amigo next Thursday. I usually 
don't have any trouble scheduling things with him because I plan ahead 
and call him in advance. He helps out other people by driving for 
them, so I must be sensitive to that and to the fact that he might 
already have something else scheduled. We have a good relationship, 
and I do think that's important. [107-1, 294-309] 

User friendly environments were additional ways elders prepared for the general 

unexpected. This ranged from having alert devices strategically placed, living in a 

residence where conveniences (store, post office, bank, etc ... ) were available, or 

having a residence where care was provided as it became necessary. One woman 

described her planning around an undesired, but likely, occurrence of falling in her 

apartment. 

The alert system takes care of any falls if I need them. Regardless of 
where I am in the apartment. ... I do have a number of phones in here. 
And also pull cords. And then I wear this thing. So I'm really protected 
overall. [104-1, 39-42, 75-78] 

Progression. The length of time spent in Stage 1 was highly variable and, in 
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many cases, dependent on the specific circumstances of the care occasion. Progression 

emerged as a property of the category of initiating. In some instances there was 

almost no time spent in Stage 1, as evidenced in this example from the participant 

observation. 

Marsha went into the bathroom at the start of the movie, after finding 
out where her seat was to be. At approximately 10:45 Marsha came out 
of the bathroom. I wasn't watching her totally, but while she was 
making a slight curve to the right to come out of the bathroom to get to 
her seat she suddenly fell. She was using her walker. She fell on her 
back, hip, and elbows. As I saw her going down I raised out of my 
chair and then sat back down as there was sufficient staff to assist her. 



Sandy saw her going down at approximately the same time and, 
although she was standing at the front of the center by the windows, 
moved rapidly to go to Marsha. Roberta also came out of her office at 
that point in time and went rapidly to Marsha's side and said "Just lay 
there Marsha. Just stay down. Wait until I get Julie and we'll get you 
up. Are you okay?" [po13, 1156-1177] 

The emergency nature of the situation served to remove, to a large extent, the time 
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and need for volitional initiatory planning. In these cases, elders were moved, rather 

unceremoniously, immediately, and without much control, to Stage 2 of the care 

eliciting phase. In the absence of such a stimulus, the other principle condition 

prompting movement to the second stage was a conscious decision on an elder's part 

to actually seek care from another individual. 

Stage 2: Alerting 

After elders engaged in their preplanning and made a decision to evoke 

assistance from another individual, the next stage in the process was concerned with 

how they made it known to others they required help or assistance. Alerting was a 

term that captured this aspect of the phase of care eliciting. Elders alerted others to 

their desires for care in several ways, verbal as well as nonverbal. Often, several 

strategies for alerting were used simultaneously. 

Verbal. Verbalized alerting strategies included (1) statements -- "I need to go 

to the bathroom," (2) complaints -- "I don't feel good," (3) queries -- "Do I have any 

more medicine to take?" (4) expressions of preferences -- "I would like to go home 

now," and (5) directives -- "Get that chair out of my way!" 
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Nonverbal. Movements and volitional noises were two categories of nonverbal 

alerting strategies. Examples of movements which served to alert others that some 

help or assistance was required were raising one's eyebrows, going to the closet to 

get one's coat, squinting at the light, and looking around. Volitional noises included 

sighing, choking, and coughing, as well as noises which were assisted by some type 

of device, as in the case of an alert call button, a pull cord which rang into the 

nurses' station, or a bell. 

Transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of the care seeking process required an 

elder to initiate a call for care and alert someone to her or his call. At the point where 

another individual responded to the elder's call, Phase 2 commenced. 

Phase 2: Care Negotiating 

Care negotiating, the second phase of the care seeking process, was a give and 

take on the part of those involved in care relationships that served to form an 

understanding or agreement among individuals in those relationships for the enactment 

of help or assistance. Negotiating and evaluating comprised the two stages of the care 

negotiating phase. 

Stage 3: Negotiating 

The third stage of the care seeking process, negotiating, was concerned with 

the give and take of individuals in the care relationship around issues related to 

accomplishing care. Negotiations around care could be direct or relatively indirect or, 

in some instances, seemed not to even occur. Yet what appeared to be an absence of 

"""_ ... "-"------_._"_.------
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negotiating may not represent an inability to negotiate, or a lack of negotiating. The 

significant characteristics of the negotiating stage included content of negotiations, the 

history of the interactants, and doing. 

Content. There were numerous variants in the content of care negotiating. The 

content of the care interaction developed over time, as illustrated in the next example. 

[At the adult day care, Linda told me about the residential aide who 
helps her] She comes in every morning, except holidays and weekends. 
That was one of the conditions for me going back to my apartment. ... 
I had to agree to change my bed (that is, alter it so it would be closer 
to the floor), have the girl to help me, and start coming over here. 
They thought I needed to get out of my apartment and not just stay in 
there all the time without getting out. The girl is supposed to help me 
with my shower. I'm perfectly capable of doing that on my own. So 
she makes my bed for me. And then she'll pick up little things for me 
if I need them. My daughter keeps me pretty well stocked, but 
sometimes I need some things. . .. Looking back on it, I really didn't 
think I needed to come here at the time. And I really didn't want to too 
badly. But I wanted to get back to my apartment. So I came. Now, I 
think it was probably a very good thing to get me out of my apa,rtment. 
But I don't really need it now. But I keep coming anyway. [polO, 
1040-1063, 1114-1122] 

The following example demonstrated what one elder allowed to enter into the care 

interaction in a situation where she had fallen and the paramedics and fire department 

were called. 

And they started checking my bones and I said, "I don't need that. II I 
said, IIJust get me up on my feet and I'll walk in with a walker. II 
Which they did. They started examining me, you know, and I said, 
"No, just get me up, help me on my feet. II [104-1, 66-72] 

Care negotiating was episodic, with differing circumstances, and especially different 

caregivers, sparking new negotiations. The content of care negotiations was not fixed 
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but generally had some or all of the following components: (1) an understanding 

between the two individuals of the purpose of the care interaction ("just get me up on 

my feet" - 104-1), (2) the activities that needed to be done to complete the care 

interaction ("I had to agree to change my bed, have a residential aide, and start 

attending the center" - polO), (3) each individual's responsibilities (shorten slacks, do 

laundry - 103-1), and (4) a temporal orientation to the care interaction (first I get a 

shower, then I get dressed, then she'll get me a drink, and she'll put my clothes in 

the washer if I ask her to - 104-1). Direct, or indirect, care negotiations, however, 

were just one component of the negotiating stage. Another integral aspect of 

negotiating which served to facilitate the care seeking process was history. 

History. The prior interactions between elders and their caregivers, that is, the 

historical component of a relationship, were important in facilitating care seeking. 

History provided a backdrop of prior interactions and negotiations, both successful 

and not so successful, which informed interactants in their present care encounters. 

An example from the adult day care demonstrated the benefit of history between an 

elder and her caregiver. The caregiver was able to intercede on the elder's behalf, 

because of their prior experiences. 

Roberta came over to Lynette, who was sitting in one of the back rows, 
and said, "Lynette, you've got a dentist's appointment." Lynette 
smiled, nodded her head, and said, "Okay." The van driver who was 
there to take Lynette to her appointment had walked over to Lynette 
with Roberta. Lynette started to get up, this takes her a minute or so 
usually as Lynette moves her walker around and scoots her chair 
around a bit. After telling Lynette about her appointment Roberta 



moved back a couple of steps. The van driver moved forward, reached 
down, and put his hands under her upper arms to help her get up. 
Roberta said to him, "She doesn't like for you to help her." He 
continued to keep his hands there and questioned, "She doesn't?" 
Roberta said, "No. She likes to do it herself." Lynette looked up at the 
man and smiled and he removed his hands. It took Lynette about a 
minute to get up, but she did it on her own. [po9, 268-292] 

The benefit of knowing each other and being part of the other person's history was 

also exemplified during one interview where the caregiver and elder (who were 
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spouses) were together for the interview, since the elder had Parkinson's disease with 

resultant communicative problems. This example demonstrated the importance of 

giving and receiving subtle (and in some cases, often misread or misinterpreted) cues. 

[The elder's wife is speaking with the elder present] "His writing 
ability has left him. It used to be I could get a written message of what 
he was trying to communicate to me so that even if he couldn't get it 
out by talking he could write it and I'd understand it. But that doesn't 
work anymore. I've told him that it's a good thing I have always loved 
word games my whole life. Because what I do is sometimes find a 
word in his sentence and work around that. I can often figure out what 
he's trying to say just by picking up on a particular word that he uses." 
Barbara demonstrated this ability several times during our conversation 
after Lewis joined us. He would try and convey something to me or to 
us both and it would be almost indecipherable for me, but she was 
quite often (almost always) able to pick up on 1-2 words in his 
sentences and ask him if he was trying to say a particular thing. 
Virtually always he agreed that what she had come up with was what 
he was trying to say. [108-1, 596-619] 

Doing. The final significant characteristic of the negotiating stage was doing. 

Doing related to whether elders do for themselves, or work with others to accomplish 

their care, or if others do for elders. This characteristic was similar, in many 

respects, to the origination of care. The difference between doing and originating is 
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that originating had to do with who originated a call for assistance and doing related 

to who actually did the care. 

In this example of doing for oneself, a man described his experience of doing 

something on his own, even after he was approached by someone else offering 

assistance. 

I can't remember who it was, someone tried to help me out of the table 
chair after lunch one day. Or maybe it was dinner. And he knew I had 
problems. And he came to my chair and tried to help me and so forth. 
And I just told him, "Thank you. But I can do it myself." I, I, I 
acknowledged him, his offer. That he tried to help me, but thanks 
anyway. [102-1, 865-873] 

The following example illustrated an instance where the elder and caregiver 

worked together to accomplish an activity. 

He rose to a half standing position, holding onto his walker with his 
right hand and trying to get his wallet out of his left hip pocket with his 
left hand. Roberta said, "Here. Can I help you with that?" I didn't hear 
his reply. Roberta unbuttoned his pocket for him and said, "I 
unbuttoned your pocket for you." He was able to get out his wallet and 
give her the money. [po9, 446-456] 

The final type of doing is doing for, where elders perceived (or experienced) 

caregivers providing care to them. When doing for was experienced by an elder, slhe 

was not incorporated as a participant in the care and her/his self-care was, similarly, 

not promoted. In this example, one man described an experience with his wife, where 

his wife came in and immediately performed an activity for the elder, without 

attending to his preferences. 



She, I can't tell you what it is offhand. I don't remember what it was. 
But something else came up and she came in here and had the things all 
ready to go and bang, bang, bang. And I told her, "Let me do it! I can 
do this stuff. II I forget what it was. It was either getting dressed or 
something, I forget what it was. But she had things all ready to go and 
bang, bang, bang, I was finished. [102-1, 350-359] 

In order to begin evaluating aspects of one's care there had to be sufficient 
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information from the negotiating stage about which to make judgments. Once enough 

information was accumulated in terms of negotiating care and actually doing the care, 

the elder began evaluating her/his care setting, caregiver, and care, thereby initiating 

the transition from stage 3 to stage 4 of the care seeking process. 

Stage 4: Evaluating 

The final component of the negotiating phase was the periodic appraisal, or 

evaluation, engaged in by the elder to determine whether there was a need for further 

negotiations around issues of continuing, altering, or disbanding the care relationship. 

Three characteristics marked this stage: elders' feelings about care settings, elders' 

feelings about caregivers, and elders' feelings about care. 

Feelings about care settings. All elders interviewed had positive comments 

about the facility where they resided. 

This place is a godsend. It's just wonderful. [103-1,6-7] 

It's better than being in heaven, being here. They take care of you right 
away when you need something. [110-1, 115-118] 
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Several individuals were reluctant to provide any information on any care setting 

which was of a negative nature, but after receiving reassurances of anonymity many 

offered their feelings about specific care settings which were not as positive. 

I had told the doctor that I'd heard some complaints about the hospital. 
And he told me that I'd be going to intensive care after the surgery so 
he could be sure I'd be taken care of. Well, I hope I never have to go 
there again. [103-3, 85-90] 

Feelings about caregivers. Comments about different caregivers ranged from 

thinking an individual harsh to being truly appreciative of the caregiver's 

demonstration of caring. As an example of the harsh end of the continuum is the story 

of an initial diagnosis, related by an elder with macular degeneration. She was 

speaking about her ophthalmologist. 

He kept looking and looking. And I said, "What are you looking at?" 
He said, "Well, I'm seeing a little trouble here." And I said, "What's 
the trouble?" He said, "Well, you've got macular degeneration." Well, 
that didn't make me, I said, "I'd rather have cataracts." (laugh) But 
then he, when he got me out of the chair, I said, "Well, what exactly 
does this mean to me?" 'Cause I didn't know whether mine was like 
hers [an aunt who had macular degeneration] or, you know. And, all, 
he said, "Well, you're going blind and you won't be able to see." He 
said, "You'll never be stone blind, but you're going blind and you 
won't be able to drive a car, you won't be able to play bridge or read." 
He just went through the book and just threw it right in my face. I 
thought that was a little crude. Now, I like to be told by doctors, I like 
to hear, but I said, "Oh, I'd still rather have cataracts." ... Now I think 
that doctor could have had a little training. You know, he could have 
said it a little slower or he could have said, "Well," just gently. 
Although I knew, I had heard Dr. Richards say the same thing, when I 
heard him say it, it didn't apply to me. You see, when he was saying 
it, it was just wheeezz, right into your face. And I thought that was 
pretty bad, I really did. But, all, that was the biggest shock. I really 



knew it, you see, and it was really being brought right home to me. 
[106-1, 2380-2401, 2406-2418] 

On the positive end of the continuum was an incident related by another woman. 

One of the residential aides I had, who was really special, she acted 
like it was a pleasure to do what she was doing. She'd stop and get a 
breakfast bun and bring it in the morning; said she had one for herself. 
This is completely out of what they're supposed to do. I wanted a 
pillow so that I could set up when I was in the care center. She 
shopped and shopped and shopped. She got one for me. She never told 
anyone. I looked forward to her coming. The main thing for me, she 
enjoyed doing the work. [103-1, 266-278] 
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Feelings about care. Elders varied on their descriptions of how it made them 

feel to receive care from others. Some described themselves as being fortunate and 

pleased, as seen in the comment by one man, "I guess I'm just happy about it. I'm 

glad it's available II [102-1, 1059-1060]. Yet the vast majority of elders viewed 

receiving care as an obligation they did not like and wished they did not have to have. 

One woman described beautifully the omnipresent nature of her frustration about 

requiring help. 

But I don't sit around saying I'm frustrated, I don't think, but I know 
life is one huge mountain of frustration. I mean, I think it's so big that 
you can't, you can't, ah, you just can't talk about it you know. Ah, 
you know, people, ,IIOh I know what you're going through. II And they 
don't know AT ALL. And you could never tell them and you wouldn't 
want to. (laugh) So, ah, I don't know. I, I still, I think, well, I don't 
know. It's hard to know what is the worst part. (laugh) I don't know. 
Because it's, it's a lot. You see, it's from the time you open your eyes 
in the morning until you close them at night. That's, your frustration 
never stops. And I think that's what gets ya. [106-1, 497-514] 

. -"-"-"-'--'-"'-" .-----------
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Summary 

For an average care occasion, the typical transition through the care seeking 

process occurred in the following manner: An elder identified slhe needed help or 

assistance from another individual. The elder considered her or his preferences for 

independence and whether slhe expected to originate the call for assistance. Virtually 

simultaneously, the elder decided on an appropriate caregiver for the type of care 

required, which led the elder to consider potential contingencies that could be faced. 

After an elder clarified herlhis preferences and beliefs, the elder alerted a potential 

caregiver to her or his desire for care. At that point in the care seeking process, phase 

2 was initiated and the elder negotiated the care with a caregiver. Out of those 

negotiations came information used by the elder to evaluate that specific care 

occasion, as well as material which served to inform future care interactions. 

While accurate in one sense, presentation of the care seeking process as linear 

and consisting of discrete and sequential steps and stages belies the complexity of the 

process and interactiveness of the stages. When care was sought for a discrete need 

and elders were afforded the opportunity to progress through the stages as identified, 

the prior description was reflective of that particular care interaction. What the prior 

portrayal does not clearly indicate is the work elders engaged in as they not only 

sought care for a specific need but also situated a specific care occasion within past 

experiences of care and future possibilities for care. 

_ .. _-_. __ .. _---
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Care Recipients' Dependency Work 

Dependence was a major theme throughout this study, attributable, in great 

part, to the study's concern with care recipients since, by definition, care recipients 

had to rely on someone or something else for help or assistance. Surprisingly, 

however, what appeared consistently throughout the interviews and participant 

observation component of this study was the amount of work required of care 

recipients. While some of this work was physical, as when care recipients participated 

in their care, a majority of the work was cognitive. Since care recipients' work was 

directed toward their care relationships and care needs, it was focused on their 

delicate dance of dependency with others. The term dependency work captured the 

essence of what care recipients did as they sought care from others. 

Dependency work was the physical and cognitive activities of care recipients 

directed toward initiating, maintaining, and evaluating care relationships. Within 

every care occasion a significant amount of time and energy was devoted by elders to 

their dependency work. On a cursory glance, it was tempting to examine this 

dependency work only from an individual, care recipient, level. Yet it was apparent 

on closer examination that dependency work was affected not only by individual level 

processes and characteristics, but also the processes and characteristics of 

interpersonal and structural levels. Indeed, dependency work not only was affected ~ 

individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and characteristics, it affected each 

of those levels as well. 
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It was helpful to have an analogy to lend clarity to the researcher's thinking 

about the various levels. The analogy of fish in a fishbowl filled with water was a 

conceptualization which proved most useful. Think of the fish as the elders, 

representing the individual level processes and characteristics. The individual level 

comprises the physical capacities and cognitive abilities of elders that affect their 

dependency work. The water in the fishbowl represents caregivers and care 

relationships on an interpersonal level. It is within the interpersonal level that the 

characteristics of the relationships and the caregivers are of importance. Finally, the 

fishbowl itself represents the structural level, those administrative or organizational 

components which provide the backdrop against which care relationships are enacted 

interpersonally and evaluated individually. For purposes of this research the interest 

was focused on the elders' descriptions of individual, interpersonal, or structural 

processes and characteristics, as these affected elders' dependency work. 

In this section the second research question is answered, within the framework 

of elders' dependency work. In keeping with the original intent of this research, 

elders' perspectives of their care relationships, this section focuses primarily on 

information about these key aspects from elders themselves. Selected vignettes from 

other vantage points (i.e., the researcher or caregivers) which lend clarity to the 

interactiveness of the individual, interpersonal, and structural levels will also be 

incorporated. For simplicity, the term elder is used to refer to all informants in the 

study; all were or had been care recipients. 
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Dependency work can rightfully be described as agency in action, since, for 

their dependency work, elders engaged in physical and cognitive activities directed 

toward maintaining or making desired changes in their care relationships. The first 

portion of the following section lays the frame for considering elders' dependency 

work as agency in action. Following that, the next portion presents a detailed 

description of the three facets of dependency work. The chapter concludes with an 

example of dependency work in action, which demonstrates the complexity of this 

type of work. 

Agency in Action 

Human agency was evidenced in many ways. In this section, some of the 

elders' basic and general agentive efforts are identified. The movement is from the 

simple to the more complex. Examples of visible agency and invisible agency 

evidenced by elders are then described and the section concludes with elders' use of 

insight, which demonstrates the complexity of efforts engaged in by elders. 

At a basic level, agency was evidenced by elders spontaneously initiating 

interactions with caregivers. This was most often done through asking questions or 

seeking clarification about issues of interest. Field notes from the first participant 

observation experience, where the researcher observed elders' interactions with a staff 

member during the morning news session, highlighted this type of general agency. 

Some of the people asked questions, such as (1) Is cancer hereditary? 
(2) How do they count that many lightening strikes? and (3) What 
makes the stock market go up and down? [pol, 74-78] 

---------------------
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Elders also acted as agents when they experienced problems related to disruptions in 

their environments, patterns of activities, or preferences and sought clarification or 

changes. The first example demonstrated what often occurred when an elder's 

preferences were not being attended to in a manner acceptable to the elder. The 

second example highlighted an elder's expression of agency when her normal pattern 

of food intake was disrupted. 

Robert, one of the male residents, was directed by one of the nursing 
assistants to sit at our table and have something to drink. He said that 
he wanted to get home. The nursing assistant told him he needed to 
wait as the LPN had some medicine for him that he needed to get 
before he went home. He sat down for about a minute and then got up 
and went to the LPN's office. She told him she would bring his 
medicine out "in a minute" and told him to return to his seat. He did as 
she asked and within 2-3 minutes he received his medication and left. 
[po 1, 391-405] 

Julie passed around the cookies. She went to the table where Dawn was 
sitting and offered anyone at the table, including Dawn, at least 2 
cookies. Dawn said to her, "I'm not supposed to have these." Dawn, 
indeed, is not supposed to have foods such as that since she has 
diabetes. Her diet is different from that of other residents at Metro 
Adult Day Center and she has had at least one fasting blood sugar test 
since I've been at Metro Adult Day Center. Julie's response to her, 
however, was, "Well, I won't tell anyone if you don't." [po6, 319-331] 

Visible Agency: Or. "You can't do that to me. I won't stand for it" 

While most interactions were directed toward maintaining a smooth flow of 

interactions within relationships, elders sometimes evidenced their agency in a striking 

manner. Interestingly, when there was a rift in the flow of the care interaction, such 

as when an elder asserted her/himself, caregivers generally acted on the elder's 
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demands. Particularly (1) if the elders' agency created what caregivers might classify 

as an unsafe situation, or (2) if it demonstrated a lack of control on the part of 

caregivers, or (3) if it called the caregivers into question, the caregivers acted 

virtually immediately to address the demand. Some examples illustrate this point. 

In the first example, the elder was with a group of residents on a bus going 

into the city. She needed to use the bathroom (which was located on the bus) and 

started to do what she normally would in any other situation, that is, get up and go to 

the bathroom. The perceived unsafe nature of the elder's action, attempting to stand 

while the bus was moving was immediately noted by the caregiver. Without a 

legitimate reason, such as needing to go to the bathroom, the elder would not have 

been permitted to stand up on the bus. The safety aspect allowed the caregiver to 

delay the elder's actions momentarily but, eventually, individual biological needs 

became strong enough the field trip had to be diverted. 

She started to get up and Sandy (the nursing assistant sitting behind 
her) stopped her from getting up, saying, lIyou need to sit down until 
the bus stops. What's wrong Jane?" Jane told her that she needed to go 
to the bathroom. Sandy told her that they would be arriving at the 
theater within 5 minutes and asked her IIcould you hold it that 10ng?1I 
Jane said she could. However, we were farther than 5 minutes from the 
theater, more like 15 minutes. In just 2 minutes Jane was complaining 
that she really needed to go to the bathroom and asked how long it 
would be before we could stop. Sandy told her it would probably be 15 
minutes and if she couldn't hold it we could stop the bus. Jane said she 
needed to stop, so Sandy walked up to the front of the bus and 
whispered to Roger (the bus driver) that Jane needed to use the 
bathroom. Roger pulled into a quiet side street and stopped the bus. 
Sandy helped Jane to get out of her seatbelt and go to the bathroom. 
[pol, 252-275] 
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In most situations elders actually had a great deal of control. Those occasions 

where elders' actions demonstrated their control of situations and of their caregivers 

were interesting, both in terms of the elders' actions and their caregivers' subsequent 

reactions. The following example illustrated an instance where an elder took control 

and was able to direct her caregiver to get her sweater for her. As long as she was 

willing to be the focus of attention by caregivers and participants at the adult day 

care, this elder could accomplish what she wanted, whether it was to get her sweater 

or to avoid doing exercises for the moment. 

During exercises, Karen got up and Julie asked her, "What are you 
doing? Where are you going?" Julie had to callout to her across the 
room and over top of the exercise tape. Karen said, "I need my 
sweater." Julie said to her, "We'll get it for you after while." When 
Karen continued to stand up, although she was not making any 
movement to go and get her sweater, Julie called to Mike, who was in 
the kitchen. "Mike. Mike. Can you get Karen's sweater?" Mike walked 
over to where Karen had been sitting for the news and got her sweater 
and walked in front of Julie to take it to Karen. As he passed Julie, she 
said to him, "She just wanted to get it so she doesn't have to do 
exercises." Julie said this in a loud enough voice for me to hear it from 
the back of the room, over top the noise of the exercise tape. As soon 
as Mike gave her the sweater, Karen sat down and put it on and then 
resumed doing the exercises with the other residents. 

A second incident at the adult day care reinforced the control elders had, at 

least in certain matters. This incident highlighted how an elder's demands for care 

could conflict with the expectations of a caregiver. In this instance, when the 

caregiver was faced with repeated demands by the elder, the caregiver gave into the 



elder's demands. As a background to this scenario, note the electricity to the adult 

day care had been inadvertently cut off, leaving the center without lights. 

Francine, the woman who had wanted to go home who was sitting at 
my table, said to Sandy (as she was a table away from her) III need to 
go to the bathroom. II Sandy said something to Roberta who was 
walking by at that time (such as IIFrancine needs to go to the bathroom, 
can you take herll) and Roberta, who was also a table length away from 
Francine, said to her IIYou'll need to wait. We don't have any lights. II 
To which Francine responded, III can't help it. I can't wait. I still need 
to go. II Roberta looked impatient -- moving rapidly, grimacing, and 
raising her eyebrows. She said, 1I0kay. Wait a minute. You can go 
ahead and go over to the bathroom. II Then Roberta went back into her 
office and came out with a flashlight. She again said to Francine, IIGo 
ahead and go over to the bathroom. You can do that. II Francine said 
she couldn't go over to the bathroom by herself, she needed help. 
Roberta again looked impatient and started walking across the room and 
then her attention was diverted -- I'm not certain by what -- and, as 
Julie was walking by at that point in time Roberta asked her if she 
could take Francine to the bathroom. Julie got the flashlight from 
Roberta and went over to get Francine in her wheelchair from the table 
and take her to the bathroom. 

Elders sometimes called caregivers into question, challenging caregivers' 
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motives or actions. On these occasions there was a definite rupture in the transparent 

calmness and contentment of the setting. The following examples highlighted two such 

challenges. As long as these elders' requests remained relatively hidden from the rest 

of the center's participants they were of no immediate concern to the caregivers. Yet 

once the elders raised their voices or exhibited behaviors that, in the words of one 

caregiver, IImade a scene that we can't have happen, II their concerns were addressed 

virtually immediately. 



Roberta described some actions of Joanne's. "One day we were getting 
ready to eat lunch and Joanne wanted to go home. We were having 
something she didn't like or something. Well, we were busy and Mike 
couldn't take her home. Plus, we had to keep her here all day because 
her aide had taken Joanne's husband to an appointment and wasn't 
going to be home. Well, she wanted to go home and when Mike 
wouldn't take her, she hit him! It had been raining that morning and 
she had an umbrella and she just hit him across the arm with it. He had 
it out in front of him (she demonstrated how he held it in front of his 
body as if in a stance to ward off a blow). He wasn't really hurt, but it 
sure was a surprise!" [po9, 608-625] 

One resident (the one who helped with the news of the day) wanted to 
leave shortly after the news was over. He said that he needed to get 
back home because his wife needed him, "I'm certain of that." When 
he would walk up to staff and ask them to take him home, they would 
reply to him that they would take him in a few minutes. Then they 
would walk away from him, leaving him standing looking after them. 
He finally went up to Mike and said that he needed to go home right 
now and "I don't know why you all are keeping me here against my 
will. I have to go home!" I was standing close and Mike looked at 
me, told the resident he would be back in a minute, and then Mike 
went to talk to Susan. The resident was telling me that he needed to go 
home and he didn't know why everyone was lying to him. Mike came 
back at that time and said, "I'll take you home. Let's go home now." 
So, he went home. [po2, 171-192] 

The Invisible Expression of Agency: Deferral by Choice 

Elders sometimes made what appeared to be conscious choices not to exert 
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themselves or their control in a situation. It seemed to be a conscious decision since, 

in other situations, the same elder did express and act on her or his preferences. The 

following examples of the same elder illustrated this point. In the first example, the 

elder acted quickly and decisively to make certain the caregiver knew her 
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expectations, i.e., the caregiver was expected to immediately return with the elder's 

napkins. 

One resident, Sarah, has a drooling problem. She carries napkins with 
her all the time so that she will have something to use to dry up her 
drool. She was sitting toward the back of the room, waiting on 
exercising to start. One of the nursing assistants walked by her and 
said to her, "They're all wet here. I'll get you some dry ones." Sarah 
said, quickly and sharply, "Well, don't forget!" The nursing assistant 
brought clean napkins back immediately (as soon as she walked to the 
kitchen and back to the resident). [po2, 11-20] 

In this second example of the same elder, she described to the researcher how she 

used to enjoy laying on her couch for a brief nap in the afternoon but lately she either 

did not nap or took her nap in her bed. Her explanation for her change in behavior 

was related to the presence of another individual, a paid nursing assistant, in her 

home. 

She said that she often gets tired in the afternoon, "but sometimes I just 
get bored. There's nothing else to do. And I go to bed early at night. 
But I used to, when I got tired during the day, lay down on the couch 
for a little bit. But I don't now. " I asked why not and she replied "The 
girls [the nursing assistants from Relief Home Health Services] are 
there. They're usually watching TV and they like to sit on the couch 
sometimes." [po14, 1041-1050] 

In the second example, there was a clear decision made by the elder to put her 

preferences and patterns secondary to the comfort of her caregiver. This instance was 

most interesting, however, because of the relationship between the elder and 

caregiver: the elder paid her caregiver $15 an hour, since she was an employee of a 

nursing agency which provided in home care. In this case there was a definite 
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employer-employee relationship between the elder and her caregiver and one would 

assume the elder, who was paying a significant amount of money for her care, would 

direct her care and the caregiver and assure that her (the elder's) comfort and 

expectations would be primary. Interestingly, this did not occur. 

Logically flowing from the above example, an elder's reluctance to initiate 

changes on her/his behalf could be related, perhaps, to a perceived lack of support, 

since the elder was one individual in a relationship with another individual. Given this 

potential explanation, it was anticipated that strength resided in numbers and, 

therefore, when a group of elders were united in their desires they should be able to 

make their caregivers acquiesce and make changes in a situation. However, consider 

the following example. 

Once everyone was on the bus, the staff passed out small cups of water 
to all the residents. Some residents tried to refuse the water 
immediately, but were not allowed, even though the researcher and 
staff were allowed to refuse. After tasting the water, several of the 
residents said that the water tasted funny and they didn't want to finish 
it. Roberta told them, "Drink it. We don't have anywhere to pour it 
out so you have to drink it." The residents did drink it; no one 
challenged the staff even though the bus was still stationary and the 
staff could have poured the water out on the ground. I was sitting 
beside Dawn again for the ride back to the center and she was one of 
the ones who was complaining about the taste of the water. She 
pinched her nose and drank the last little bit of the water, after trying 
to hand the still half-filled cup to Mike who had given her the water. 
He refused to take it and told her to drink it. She looked at me and 
said, "What are you gonna do?" Then she drank the water. [pol, 355-
375] 

----~ .~.-- ------ -------
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Though several elders tried to refuse the water, as they were not thirsty, their 

caregivers did not permit this. If this were the only occurrence when the caregivers 

did not respond positively to the elders' requests, it could be explained, in part, by 

caregivers' concerns for elders' potential dehydration -- given the environment of a 

hot August day in the southwestern United States. Yet when elders continued to 

complain and tied their refusal to the bad taste of the water, their caregivers continued 

to insist they drink the water. 

Obviously, in the prior example the assumption that strength resides in 

numbers was demonstrated to be false. Although it would be premature to state "the" 

reason for this occurrence, it is useful to consider potential explanations. Elders' 

acquiescence could have been rooted in their past history with their caregivers which 

led them to believe no amount of complaining would alter their caregivers' decisions. 

Elders' acquiescence could as easily have arisen from past history and their 

knowledge (or beliefs) that the costs of exerting their agency would be outweighed by 

the repercussions. Or, as Dawn said to the researcher when she was asked what she 

usually did when someone was asking her to do something that she really did not 

want to do, "You just do it. What else can you do?" [pol, 379-380] 

Dependency work can rightly be thought of as agency in action (be it visible 

or invisible), since dependency work involved active application of cognitive or 

physical powers which enabled elders to bring about satisfactory results in care 

relationships. Simply, an elder's instrumental dependency work is actions informed by 
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choices that result in insights. The sections on visible and invisible agency provided 

examples of elders' actions which were informed by choices, i.e., demands to go 

home, napping on the couch, drinking water. The following section illustrates how 

elders' actions which were informed by choices resulted in insights which informed 

elders' understanding of their care relationships. 

Insight 

While the dependency work arose from an individual level, it was the 

processes and characteristics of the interpersonal and structural levels which informed 

it. A large portion of elders' dependency work involved using their past or current 

experiences to inform their understanding of, and activities within, current or future 

care relationships. Elders gained insight, an ability to see and understand clearly the 

inner nature of their caregivers and care relationships, as a result of interactions with 

other individuals in a variety of settings. One elder's experience beautifully illustrated 

this process. This woman was in a hospital when her encounter with the "stone faced 

elephant" occurred. 

At night, a great big nurse came in. I called her the stone faced 
elephant. A stone faced elephant could do as well as she did. I wasn't 
supposed to get up to the bathroom. They gave me a bedpan that 1 
kept on my table. 1 did pretty well with it. 1 would use it, take it out 
and put it on the table. One night 1 thought it hadn't been emptied. 1 
got up to go on the bedside commode. I slid down to the floor -- 1 
yelled and my roommate yelled. Finally the stone faced elephant came 
in and she let me finish falling. My ankle got hurt. 1 asked her to 
check it and she said it was okay. 1 called her back once and she 
wouldn't do anything for it. She said it was fine. Before the doctor 
came in that morning though, she came back in and said, 'I did come 

-- ----------------------



in and ask you, didn't I?' I told her, 'Well, yes you did.' The doctor 
had it x-rayed and I hadn't broken anything. But it really hurt. I was 
scared to death of that woman. [103-3, 225-247] 
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The elder perceived this nurse had not attended to her immediate and emergent needs. 

Subsequent to that incident, the elder had the following experience with that same 

nurse. 

. .. I had an IV in my right arm and it was hard to keep in and get in. 
This one nurse came in and knew she couldn't do it, the stone faced 
elephant person. When someone never smiles, I think they hate their 
job. Otherwise, why would you look like that? Well, the IV was out 
and I knew it and I had just hated to tell her. She was real nice that 
night though. She called a woman from another floor who was 
especially good at getting them in. That was the nicest thing she did 
for me. [103-3, 627-638] 

The previous example clearly illustrates how one elder's insight into a caregiver 

developed during a brief, but memorable, encounter. The elder's initial encounter 

with this caregiver framed the elder's subsequent encounters with her. The elder's 

willingness to seek further care from the "stone faced elephant" was severely 

curtailed, even to the point that she could have sustained complications when her IV 

infIltrated and she was fearful of calling in the nurse. The elder went on to describe 

how she felt about further interactions with that nurse. 

. .. I was real sick the time the stone faced elephant was there. She was 
so unkind and ugly. I didn't want to be nice to her. Even if I said 
something nice to her, she would have said something ugly to me .... (I 
asked her how it affected her care when a nurse was on that she didn't 
particularly care for) Well, you won't press your button if you think 
she's gonna come in. You're not gonna tell somebody like that if you 
need something, you know they'll say something nasty back to you. 
You'll tell people like that what you have to have, versus the people 



who are nice and you'll tell them what you need or want to have. [103-
3, 651-655, 660-670] 

The elder who experienced the care of the stone faced elephant used her initial 
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negative and frightening experience as a backdrop when she was faced with a need to 

call that nurse in for a different reason. The elder's story was powerful, as she clearly 

described her willingness to suffer as opposed to asking the nurse to come in and 

check on her. 

One aspect of their caregivers which elders attended to were discrepancies 

between caregivers' actions and verbalizations. Elders were able to pick up on subtle 

aspects of their caregivers which demonstrated disparity between what caregivers 

spoke and how caregivers did. This example, from the adult day care, highlighted an 

elder's sensitivity to mismatching cues. 

Christine asked for coffee at 9:07 a.m. The nursing assistant told her, 
"We don't serve coffee after 9:00. I'm sorry." As Julie was saying this 
to Christine, she was walking away from her, with her back to her, 
going to the kitchen to do something. Christine looked after her for a 
couple of seconds and then said to her, "I can see that. You look really 
downhearted." Christine snickered afterwards and glanced towards me. 
[po2, 60-70] 

There was absolutely nothing in the caregiver's behavior which even remotely 

coincided with her expressed sorrow. 

When behaviors and verbalizations were perceived to be discrepant, elders 

were at a loss to know what to focus on to guide them in their care relationships. 

Often, elders focused on past experiences with others to help them choose a course of 
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action in a new and uncertain situation. An example from the adult day care 

exemplified how an elder's past history with a caregiver served to inform her in a 

different interaction with the same caregiver. The elder had enough experience with 

this caregiver and this setting to know that the choice purportedly offered her by this 

caregiver in this situation was not a truthful presentation, in that if she responded 

negatively to the caregiver's request, "he would have just argued with me until I said 

okay or just laughed and walked away to do it the way he wanted to" [p014]. 

At 2:25, when he was readying a group of residents to go home on one 
of the trams he called to Christine, who was standing halfway across 
the room from him. Apparently Christine was planning on going home 
on the frrst load of residents. Mike asked her "Will you wait until the 
next load?" Christine looked at him with a look that appeared to feign 
surprise and said "Oh, you're ASKING me?" to which Mike replied, 
"No. Will you please wait until I come back from taking these people 
home?" Christine's question to him, as Mike came and stood beside 
her, was "Oh, you're gonna ask me now, are yoU?" Mike again 
repeated his question and Christine walked away from him to go sit in 
a chair, mumbling to no one in particular "They're gonna ask me now 
but it doesn't matter anyway. I'll be sitting here till they decide they're 
ready for me to go anyway. II She sat down in a chair, away from the 
rest of the group. [po14, 992-1014] 

As described in this section, elders' dependency work was actions performed 

by elders and informed by choices. Whether resulting in a visible or more invisible 

exhibition of elders' agency, it was clear elders gained insight from their care 

experiences and subsequently used their insight to inform other care interactions. The 

prior section was useful for revealing some of the complexity of elders' general 
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dependency work. The following section includes information on the three facets of 

elders' dependency work. 

Dependency Work 

There were three facets of dependency work. The first referred to elders' 

personal considerations, those issues which concerned themselves, the second 

involved managing concerns related to other individuals, and the third focused on 

managing obligations, which originated interpersonally or structurally. The 

organization of the facets of dependency work is outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1. Facets of Elders' Dependency Work 

DEPENDENCY WORK 

Personal Considerations self-care preferences 
integrating extras 
covering 

Considerations of Others asking 
considering other's abilities 
expressing gratitude 

Managing Obligations balancing the exchange 
expectations of self 
expectations of others 

The following sections highlight the three facets of dependency work. For the reader's 

convenience the definitions of key terms used in this section are in the narrative as 

well as in Appendix F. Supporting data are presented in the narrative with additional 

examples of data in Appendix G. 
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Personal Considerations 

In this category of dependency work, elders were faced with managing a 

myriad of concerns and considerations on an individual level. Even though the effects 

of these concerns were felt on an individual level, many of the concerns related to 

interpersonal or structural processes and characteristics. The primary personal 

considerations included (1) self-care preferences, (2) integrating additional people or 

settings into one's life, and (3) covering. In this section, each of these is described. 

Self-care preferences. Self-care preferences were desires to do for self without 

assistance from others or with only the assistance an elder deemed necessary. 

Expressions of self-care preference had an historical component, a pattern (seemingly 

a life-long pattern of independence for some elders) which they were reluctant to 

relinquish. Some elders verbalized their desires for self-care directly, as the following 

examples highlight. 

She would do more, more for me if I wanted her to, but I don't. I feel 
like as long as I can do the things that are necessary for myself, I'd 
rather do it myself than to ask someone else to do it. [101-1, 281-285] 

Well, I'm independent enough that I don't want people around ali day. 
[104-1, 543-544] 

[In this example, the elders are talking among themselves] 
It's more fun to be on the other side of the fence, isn't it? 
You bet ya. 
It sure is, you're right. Being able to do for yourself and for somebody 
else. [fg, 1633-1639] 



Identical in the ultimate desire but different in the form of expression were 

those verbalizations which revealed elders' dislike of asking others for assistance. 

I just wish that I didn't have to ask for help of any kind. [101-1, 912-
914] 

I'm getting along with it, ah, people help me if I need their help, but I 
don't like to help, or ask for help. So, I've been getting by with some 
help. [102-1, 42-46] 

Similarly, elders indicated their self-care preferences through actions which 
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demonstrated their desires to continue relying on themselves rather than others, as the 

following data excerpts illustrated. 

I can take care of my teeth and wash my face and that sort of thing. 
[104-1, 127-129] 

Robert finished his coughing within 30 seconds and then tried to take 
another medication. He dropped this medication. I was looking away 
and caught this happening out of the corner of my eye and didn't say 
anything so I could see how Robert handled it. Robert bent forward a 
little and looked around his chair but apparently didn't see anything. He 
didn't ask anyone to find his medication for him either. [po13, 353-
363] 

Even though self-care preferences were identified on an individual, intra-

personal level, the effects of these preferences affected an elder's interpersonal 

relationships, since a desire for self-reliance affected whether, or if, an elder would 

integrate others in her or his care. Elders' preferences for self-care sometimes led 

them to alter their routines, patterns, or environments to accommodate these 

preferences. The following examples illustrate this occurrence. 



He (the physician) let me come home after hearing that I didn't have 
steps. He said, "Let your neighbors carry in your groceries." But I 
would carry them in one by one instead of asking the neighbors. [103-
3, 356-360] 

I asked her if she has had a residential aide help her with anything. She 
laughed and then said, "Do you know how I keep from having to have 
a residential aide? I installed another shower handle to hold onto and 
then my shower thing is hand held, so I can get allover me. So I don't 
need a residential aide yet." [107-1, 326-332] 

Integrating extras. When elders sought care, it was with the realization that 
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other individuals would enter into their lives, whether on a time limited basis or for 

the remainder of their lives. In certain cases, as when elders sought care from specific 

caregivers or institutions, an additional setting became part of their lives. Whether the 

addition of another person or another setting was brief or permanent was, quite often, 

irrelevant. The very fact that new people and different sets of rules and structures had 

to be incorporated into their lives brought forth specific issues which elders managed 

through their dependency work. Figuring out how to integrate another person or 

setting into one's life were crucial dependency work issues for an elder as s/he 

planned to integrate other care sources. Some of the more crucial issues were (1) how 

to meet "my" needs, (2) how to fit "my" schedule, (3) how to let people know when 

something is not meeting "my" standards or "my" expectations, and (4) finding out 

other people's expectations for "me." The phrase "integrating extras" denoted the 

issues and problems related to incorporating additional individuals or care settings into 

the elder's life. 



Integrating people. Integrating an extra individual into one's life presented a 

unique set of issues. One general issue related to the cost of additional help. One 

elder described how she tried to do as much as possible for herself because of the 

expense of hiring someone to come in and help her. 

And I could type letters and get things like that done, you know, so 
that I didn't have to work with this woman that comes in to help me. 
And, of course, I have to pay her by the hour and I used to try and get 
all I could done, ah, because it's rather costly. [106-1, 321-327] 

In addition to the monetary cost of integrating another caregiver into one's life, for 
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some elders there was a psychological cost. One woman, who had a residential aide 

who helped her with her showers, described how "it's hard to be denuded. I don't 

like that too well" [pol, 204-205]. Other individuals' stories revealed the difficulty 

associated with having other people around during certain times, because of what the 

individuals would do. This woman described her experiences with one caregiver. 

I have the tuck in program. She's a wonderful Christian lady and she's, 
ah, she's, ah, a graduate of, ah, 2 colleges. UCLA for one and then 
back east in Wheaton College. But she talks, she talks, she talks until I 
could just tell her. Like last night, I have trouble, as I told you, I have 
terrible trouble sleeping. So I was trying to get some. Ah, she's a 
lovely person. But I can't understand why she talks so much .... But 
my helper was here and I was really tired and I finally just had to tell 
her, after I got so exasperated, I just said to her, "I can't concentrate 
with all that chattering." And she said, nOh, I'm sorry." And she 
stopped talking then. [104-1, 1123-1133, 1140-1145] 

While no elders related any difficulties finding appropriate people to calIon 

for assistance, most expressed general concerns about people taking over, people not 

knowing what to do, and waiting. Issues of people taking over included caregivers 
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doing for an elder without seeking the elder's permission and people making changes 

in an elder's environment either without the elder's knowledge (such as arranging for 

attendance at the adult day care) or against the elder's expressed wishes (Le., an aide 

changing the thermostat setting when the elder specifically asked her not to). One 

woman described her experiences with an individual who helped her on occasion. 

She just seems to enjoy doing things like that but she wants to do them 
her way. I mean, at her time and when she does them. Ah, she seems 
to be the kind of person that every day is planned for a particular 
person and for a particular errand or, and, I'm not that way. It doesn't 
make any difference to me. [101-1, 1006-1014] 

Problems arose, or were anticipated, when an individual assisting an elder did 

not know the elder's specific situation. One woman explained her reluctance to 

include other individuals in her care in terms of safety. 

And lots of times you are better off doing things yourself, because you 
know how you can do them safely, and the best, to the best advantage. 
[106-1, 928-931] 

It made additional work for elders if they had to tell individuals who were assisting 

them just how their assistance could be provided most effectively. In some cases, 

unclear communication between elders and caregivers resulted in delayed care or 

problematic care relationships. An example from the center illustrated an episode of 

unclear communication. 

She started pulling on her pants leg and looked at me and asked, II Are 
you with her or what?" She was indicating Vicki. I told her that I was 
there for everyone. She said, "I need some help here. I need to get this 
up. II I thought she meant the foot of the reclining chair, so I bent down 



beside her and started to move her walker out a little ways. She said, 
"No. I need my hose pulled up on this leg. II [po9, 159-168] 

When additional individuals came into elders' lives for the purpose of 

providing assistance, there was not only the chance that communication would be 

problematic, there also arose an opportunity for mismatched timing. In the cases 
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where elders were seeking care from others, it was generally the elders who were at 

the pleasure of their caregivers' schedules. Therefore, a great deal of elders' 

dependency work was spent in waiting and arranging their schedules to accommodate 

other people. Even though elders were often able to appreciate others' explanations 

for why they must wait, at some point these explanations became irrelevant and elders 

"just want to get on with [their] lives" [po8]. One woman, who needed assistance 

with a wheelchair to go from her apartment to the dining room for meals, described 

her understanding of the situation and how, at some point, "enough was enough. II 

I waited quite a little while today because it seems like there's more 
and more people having to do the same thing I'm doing. You have to 
share and I have to take a tum. These halls are real, distances are real 
great around here so I have to go quite a ways to get somebody to 
bring them up in the chair. And I don't make that much effort. So, 
for myself, today I did have to wait about 20 minutes. I asked the 
waitress if she would get Jay, the maitre 'd to come and get me and 
roll me up. And my man was right there to bring me back up. [104-1, 
569-582] 

Other elders echoed their experiences of waiting on others for assistance. Particularly 

when elders required assistance from one of the facility's staff, they discovered it was 
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their schedules which were modified to meet the needs of their caregivers, and not the 

reverse. 

And I had to take them at 6:30 in the morning. Now that isn't my 
choice of time to get up, but I understood, they only had the same 
ones, they had regular people at 7 and for me, temporary, they didn't 
need to figure out a time that Mrs. Wakefield could be later. I, there's 
no reason why I couldn't be up and let them in. [fg, 1199-1207] 

Even though individuals could relate what to them were acceptable reasons for delays 

and mismatched timing, they still were required to manage the uncertainty of not 

knowing when something would happen or the certainty of knowing their lives had to 

be rearranged to accommodate others. Hence, the dependency work continued. 

Integrating settings. In many respects, issues involved with adding an 

additional care setting into one's life paralleled those issues which arose when 

additional people were brought into one's life. Integrating an additional setting, 

however, involved other structures which were, generally, less open to change and 

adaptation to individual schedules. The primary issues which arose when integrating a 

different setting into an elder's life were those associated with the environment and 

changes in routines. 

When elders went into different environments they often discovered the 

environments had uncertainty associated with them. For example, having no regular, 

permanently assigned seating at the adult day care was touted by staff as a way to 

ensure no cliques or small groups would form which could exclude others. To the 

elder participants, however, the absence of routine assigned seating meant they had to 
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look at the name cards on all the tables to find their name and, perhaps even more 

important to some, they were not permitted to sit with individuals of their preference. 

One woman's experience highlighted this point dramatically. 

Janice was quiet during lunch. Once when Julie was walking past, 
Janice stopped her to talk with her. Janice looked at her hands and 
pointed to her fingernails and her rings. Janice is unable to speak a 
complete sentence most of the time. She tries hard to verbalize what 
she is trying to say, but often is unable to convey just what she wants 
and often becomes quite frustrated with her attempts. Julie said, 
IIJanice, what are you trying to say? I can't understand you. You don't 
like your soup? Just eat your meal. It'll be okay. II While Julie was 
saying each sentence to her Janice was trying to get across her point, 
but was unable to articulate her thoughts. In between the lunch courses 
(soup to entree to dessert) Janice walked over to Roger, who was 
sitting at the oblong table eating his lunch. Janice tried to talk with him 
but again wasn't very successful. Roger said such things to her as, 
IIIt'1l be okay. We're taking care of everything. It's all right. II Again, 
Janice was unsuccessful. She returned to her seat at our table. Sandy 
was going between the tables and Janice reached out to her to stop her 
and try and convey her point. Somehow, amazingly, Sandy was able to 
determine what was troubling Janice. Apparently Janice was distressed 
because her II group II was at a different table and she wasn't sitting with 
them. Sandy said to her, IIThat's right. We don't have the same people 
sit together at the meals every day so you can meet new people and 
make new friends. II She then asked Janice to resume eating. Janice did 
so. [po7, 54-90] 

For this woman, who had what appeared to be moderate dementia, the changes and 

uncertainty in her environment were troublesome. 

For other individuals, the greatest problems associated with a different 

environment were the new individuals that came with the environment. Particularly 

problematic, if elders entered a hospital or care center, were their roommates. When 

elders described their roommates, it was never with a positive view. Rather, they 
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described the negative experiences of being placed in a room with another individual 

who they perceived was, quite often, demented. Many issues arose when elders were 

placed in a room with someone who was demented. These included the needs to 

protect one's belongings, one's safety, or (in some cases) the demented roommate. In 

the following example, having a demented roommate meant the elder had to remain 

alert to make certain her belongings were not tampered with. 

I was a little handicapped because the lady with whom I was rooming, 
ah, was far enough along in one of the elderly dementias that she didn't 
know what was hers. So I had to be careful about looking after my own 
things. And I suppose that this is what one might encounter anytime 
that you're in the hospital or in a care center, that the person you were 
with actually limits some of the things that you're able to manage for 
yourself. I tend to be a little bit of a slob myself, and leave my 
toothbrush and my toothpaste and my soap and things like that out 
where they're convenient. And if I had done that I wouldn't have had 
them to use. [fg, 113-129] 

In other cases, some elders felt they had to remain on guard to assure their own 

safety. One elder had just such a memorable experience with one roommate. 

And she was so mean to me. They wanted to move me out of that room 
because she was so mean to me. She didn't want my commode chair in 
the room at all. After I was finally able to start getting up, she'd take 
her cane and push my walker out of my reach; sometimes she would 
get up and push my walker way out of the way. She complained of 
people being in the room all night and said to the nurses that I had 
visitors in my room having a party all night. They knew that wasn't 
true .... You know, it's dangerous to have people in with people who 
have Alzheimer's. She could have taken her cane and hit me in the 
head with it during the night. [103-3, 564-576, 591-595] 

Still other elders described how they felt a sense of responsibility to look out for their 

roommates and intercede on their roommates' behalf when caregivers were not 
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attending to them. Elders could never be certain, on admission to the hospital or care 

center, what type of roommate they would have, hence what was required was an 

immediate assessment of their situation with strategies developed to fit the specific 

circumstances. The dependency work, therefore, continued. 

The second primary issue which arose when integrating an additional setting 

into an elder's life concerned changes in the elder's routines. When individuals 

entered different environments, most often they "adapted" themselves to the routine of 

those environments. Rarely were environments modified to fit the needs and 

expectations of those who entered them. Some elders described their experiences in 

the care center and hospital, relating how staff routines for assessing vital signs and 

toileting were followed, whether or not they fit with the elders' schedules. One 

woman's experience follows. 

One thing I didn't like too well was that they came in during the night 
to wake you up and make you go to the bathroom. Even if you didn't 
need to go they'd make you get up and go. I suppose they were trying 
to train people so they wouldn't wet the bed, but I didn't need to do 
that. And, when they would come in to check on you at night they'd 
generally come in pairs, so they were also loud. [polO, 905-915] 

Once in an environment for any length of time, however, elders seemed to grow used 

to the patterns and timing of that setting. Yet they could never be certain their newly 

established routines were permanent. Even in Metro Adult Day Center, activities did 

not always start at their scheduled times and people did not always sit at their 

(unofficially) assigned places in the living area. The lack of predictability, which 
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contributed to elders' uncertainty, was high in all environments. Particularly 

problematic were those environments where large numbers of individuals came 

together in one place or where an organization "had its rules" [po3] that were known 

to and modifiable by its employees but not the elders they were assisting. 

Covering. Just as there was some information elders wanted their caregivers to 

know in order for their care encounters to be meaningful and address issues of 

concern, likewise, there was certain information some elders desired to keep from 

their caregivers or other individuals. Covering was a term that reflected this personal 

consideration. Covering was characterized by the elder camouflaging aspects of 

her/his life or beliefs to receive the level of care s/he desired or to maintain her/his 

relationships with others. One caregiver related a story about an elder who was 

interviewed for this research. As background information, the caregiver told of her 

perception that the elder thought she (the caregiver) was trying to get the elder moved 

out of her apartment and into the care center permanently. 

She said that the residential aides only do bathing Mondays through 
Fridays, in the mornings. Over the weekend, this particular woman had 
fallen. The residential aide came in on Monday and saw a spot of blood 
on the floor and asked if she had fallen. The resident denied it, saying 
that she had had a nosebleed. Then, when the residential aide was 
assisting her with her bathing, she noticed a big bruise on the resident's 
hip. The residential aide told the resident, "I think you fell this 
weekend," and the resident put her finger to her lips and said, "Mum's 
the word." [m3, 266-279] 

Since, in this case, the caregiver knew about the incident, the attempt at covering was 

not successful. 
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Four individuals described instances of covering, similar to the prior example, 

which appeared directed at continuing to receive the level of care they desired. The 

same number related stories of covering that appeared to assist them to maintain 

relationships. One woman recounted her anger about arrangements made for her by 

one of her caregivers, repeatedly describing the following incident to the researcher. 

Yet, when questioned, she had never talked to her caregiver about the issue, which 

stood out as pivotal in her life. Her explanation was, "I didn't want to upset anyone. " 

I do know that I was angry at my brother for arranging things and not 
telling me. He just told me I was supposed to show up on a Monday 
morning. He knew I was wanting to change volunteer jobs and that I 
was thinking of coming over here to volunteer. And I showed up on 
Monday thinking I was a volunteer. But I wasn't at all. And it took me 
a while to realize it. [po12, 173-182] 

Other elders described similar situations where they had not told caregivers their true 

feelings about their care or care settings. One elder explained her decision in the 

following manner. 

And I have never discussed it with the doctor who recommended her. I 
don't believe in that sort of thing. Maybe I should. But, ah, the doctors 
here don't seem to like to discuss another doctor .... And, ah, I had 
never discussed it with my own doctor. Ah, I don't think he'd like it! I 
mean, I don't think HE would like the fact that I'm downing another 
doctor. He's a fine doctor too .... But I think if I started to tell him 
what I really thought I think he'd say, "Enough. I don't want to hear 
any more." I think he would. And I think he should hear the whole 
thing. That's what I think. [interviewer'S question -- But you've, 
you've never really tried to talk to him about it in detail?] No. If he 
doesn't want to hear it I'm not gonna force him to hear it. [109-1, 114-
119, 174-178, 759-767] 
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Even though covering was enacted on a personal level and had effects for the 

individual who was covering, actually performing the covering required elders to 

consider their interpersonal relationships and the structures within which they found 

themselves. The tension accompanying choices to reveal or to cover was related to 

care and interaction implications. Elders considered the ramifications of expressing 

their dissatisfaction or preferences and, in many cases, chose to conceal their true 

feelings and experiences. 

Summary. Managing personal considerations was stressful for elders, as they 

attempted to process information rapidly to respond to fluctuating individual, 

interpersonal, and structural processes and characteristics. Mentally managing 

considerations related to self-care preferences, integrating extras, and covering was 

challenging, yet elders did this and more. The next section, considerations of others, 

delineates the second facet of elders' dependency work. 

Considerations of Others 

While personal considerations reflected elders' attempts to manage individual 

and structural level issues primarily, considerations of others related fundamentally to 

managing concerns of an interpersonal nature. The primary considerations of others 

were (1) asking, (2) others' abilities, and (3) expressing gratitude. Each of these 

considerations is described in the following section. 

Asking. For most elders, a primary concern was not asking too much of their 

caregivers. One rationale offered by elders as an explanation for being selective in 



their requests was to protect themselves from being ignored or turned down. 

Observations at the adult day care documented how elders' requests and questions 

were sometimes ignored. 

Susan's office window blind was up, this was putting light into the 
place where the movie was being shown and all the rest of the lights in 
the center were off at that time. Early on in the movie Sandy asked if 
people wanted Susan's blind shut or if it was okay up. Cheryl said it 
was fme. Karen commented, "I'd like it shut, but it's okay the way it 
is." Sandy didn't make any attempt to tell Susan to shut the blind and 
the blind stayed up ... it was ... approximately 20-30 minutes into the 
movie that Susan shut her blind. [po13, 1069-1082] 

Christine asked the LPN if she was supposed to take any more 
medication before she went home. While she was asking the LPN this, 
the LPN was talking to one of the nursing assistants. She continued to 
talk to the nursing assistant while Christine repeated her question. 
When it was apparent to Christine that Roberta was not listening to her, 
she looked over at me and said, "Just sit down and shut up I guess." 
As she said this, she grimaced. [pol, 405-415] 

Elders mentally filed away instances where their caregivers ignored their requests. 

This mental dossier was then resurrected as elders had other interactions with their 

caregivers. Three elders noted that being ignored by one's caregivers may occur if 

one is perceived as being too demanding or too dependent since, "people stay away 

from you if they find you're too dependent" [106-1, 663-665]. 

More often, elders carefully considered their potential requests, evaluating 

them in terms of how much they would be imposing on others if they asked for 

particular types of assistance. Looking out for one's family, friends, or the greater 
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good of all as opposed to the good of oneself, were themes described by informants. 
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Those elders with family (primarily children) talked about their decisions to move into 

a continuing care retirement center to allow their family members to "have their own 

life" [polO, 850-851]. Some elders were particularly cognizant of the demands placed 

on residents of continuing care retirement communities when residents' friends 

expected too much assistance from them. 

Well, you can't expect to carry your life on the same as you did 
before. And you can't expect to go whining around to people, 'cause 
they get awfully tired of it. I mow we had one woman up here, you 
mow, and she had the same thing, about 20 of us have macular. And 
she just made a nuisance of herself, you mow, she was just everything, 
"Well, I mow who my friends are. I just, I'm really learning who my 
friends are." Well, what is she expecting of her friends, you mow, too 
much. So, ah, I think there's that side to it too. [106-1, 2249-2262] 

Two informants described their conscious efforts to use business connections, or hired 

helpers, instead of allowing friends to assist them. One woman described her decision 

to use paid helpers and her friends' responses. 

I asked her if she had any friends around, either living in Paradise 
West or in the area, who helped her with things. She replied, "I don't 
like to impose on people. I'm very careful to use business connections. 
I'm very careful on that. Sometimes I'm too careful. Like, my friends 
will say, 'Why don't you call me to have me do that?' and I'll tell 
them, 'I don't want to impose on you. '" 

Using paid help, instead of calling on one's friends, however, was sometimes 

problematic. The prior example highlighted how friends wanted to help this woman, 

yet she preferred to use her paid helpers ("business connections"). One informant 

described her efforts to make sure to accept help from friends occasionally as, "if you 

will accept their help once in awhile, they like that. That makes them feel good. And 
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it should, because they're being nice" [106-1, 666-669]. This woman went on to 

relate a story of an interaction with her neighbor which demonstrated the desire of he! 

neighbor to help her and the elder's plans for future care interactions. 

Well, I truly don't calion them much. I, ah, I, I, I'm trying to think. I 
have a wonderful neighbor next door and, and I know, they mean it. 
They do mean it. But, as I say, there's a limit. Ah, now, she, and I 
think she got a little, I felt it, I just felt it that she got a little annoyed 
with me because I never did ask her for any help. You see, I never 
asked her for anything. And, so, one day I had a pair of slacks, they 
needed a new hem in it. Well, I was able to fix the hem up to the point 
of turning it up and I just basted it loosely, you know. And I wanted 
her, what was it I wanted her to do? It was something else. I didn't 
even want her, I basted it loosely and I was going to. Oh, I know. I 
had marked the hem then and I wanted her to cut it off even. See, I 
couldn't, I was trying to think why she had, did it at all. So I gave it to 
her. I had even marked it with, I had put a piece of cardboard on it and 
marked it you know. But I couldn't cut it. So I took it over to her and I 
asked her, I said, "Now you always said you wanted to do something 
for me. Would you cut these 2 legs?" I said, "They are all fixed and 
just cut them and give them back to me." And I was gonna hem them 
myself. Because I could do that. It would take me a long time, but I 
could do it. And, ah, so, well she sent them back all done. And she 
was so tickled, you know, and she said, "Well, I just told you that I 
wanted to do things for you. And I'm just not gonna ask ya anymore. " 
She's very frank, you know, when she, "I'm just not gonna ask you. If 
you won't ask me I can't do it for you." So, ah, now someday I'll have 
another little job that I'll take over (laugh), you know, because she 
really means it and she wants to help me and, ah, you know, you can, 
you can tell. [106-1, 712-754] 

For some elders, weighing whether they crossed the line and became too much 

of an imposition on friends, family, or caregivers was important. Equally important to 

some elders was to make certain to ask enough of those people who wanted to help so 

they would feel useful. Making a judgment about this was difficult because asking too 
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much apparently alienated caregivers while not asking enough had a similar alienating 

effect. 

Others' abilities. In considering others' abilities, elders accumulated 

information about the physical and mental abilities of their caregivers which affected 

(1) whether caregivers could perform certain activities or (2) whether the elders 

should ask them to perform certain activities (whether or not the caregivers were 

physically or mentally capable of performing these activities or would suffer as a 

result). The stores of knowledge elders drew upon to make their determinations were 

accumulated over time as a result of interactions with individuals (not necessarily the 

particular individual whom the elder might have been needing to make a decision 

about asking for assistance from). 

One elder described an encounter with a friend who drove her to see another 

person. She used information gained from this experience in making her decision to 

not ask that friend for any other assistance. The elder, in relating this story, was quite 

distressed, feeling as if she may have caused her friend more problems than she 

expected. Even though her friend wanted to assist her, the elder perceived the friend's 

difficulty and felt badly about asking for her assistance. The elder's stressful feelings 

were compounded as she also thought she could have done for herself much of what 

her friend did for her. 

Well, like yesterday. But I'll never do that again. I just thought it was. 
asking too much. Ah, she, the trouble is they want to do so much for 
you and I could have managed very well on my own if they'd have 

-----------------------



just, if they just would let me do it, but they want to do it for me. I 
have a walker that I use and, ah, my cane isn't enough for me 
anymore. And I think it's my Parkinson's rather than my hip, because 
my hip is healed up quite well. But, ah, I made arrangements to have 
this friend, while she, since she was making a trip to the doctor take 
me up to myoId neighborhood, which is just north here a couple of 
blocks. And, ah, she got out of the car, opened up, got my, ah, walker 
out and everything that I could have done myself and let her just sit 
there in the car. Because she had a back problem that she was going to 
the doctor's to see about. And I preferred to do it myself. But she just 
insisted. (laugh) And so that kind of upset me, to think that I was 
taking up her time and her energy that she needed herself and so I, that 
taught me something right there, I thought, well, I'll find some way to 
get transportation without calling on my friends. So I hope I don't have 
to do it again. (laugh) ... Well, I, in going out yesterday. I'm sure I 
won't ask, though this friend seems to be the kind of person that wants 
to do these things for you. But I can see the difficulty that she has and 
I just hesitate to and I, I don't think I'll ever ask her to do me a favor 
like that again. [101-1, 570-599, 982-988] 
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Another elder was sensitive to older adults' physical limitations. She believed 

in older adults' propensity for developing hernias and back problems and was 

concerned about allowing older individuals to assist her. 

They could hurt themselves and then they would, they would forever 
blame us, don't you know? Just, not really, but subconsciously they'd 
know where that happened. [106-1, 1266-1270] 

Protecting their caregivers from blaming the elders when something went awry 

was only one part of the equation. Just as important, some elders took"a reflexive 

position and protected their caregivers from blaming themselves if something 

happened to the elders. One woman described her reluctance to calIon friends in the 

following manner. Although this elder had never had any problems similar to what 

she described, she believed it was a possibility if she depended on her friends. 



I quit driving and sold my car. But, I don't want to depend on friends. 
They feel like they're responsible for me. If I'd fall, they'd feel like 
they're responsible. So, I very seldom depend on them. [103-1, 103-
107] 
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Another woman described how "there are plenty of people that I would never ask for 

help from because, ah, I would lmow they'd either go to pieces or, I think you should 

be very careful" [106-1, 1307-1311]. 

A final aspect elders considered when they evaluated others' abilities were the 

extrinsic influences which arose outside the immediate care relationship between 

elders and caregivers, and could affect care provision. In relation to their families, 

most elders described how distance and other family responsibilities prevented family 

members from being more involved in day to day care. Competing responsibilities of 

staff in the hospital or care setting were similarly considered, as exemplified in the 

following excerpt. 

... of course mine was an unusual, I mean, with 7 people in emergency 
you couldn't expect to be tended to right away. And I didn't complain. 
I mean, I wasn't dying. (laugh) But you hate to wait 4 hours for a 
room. [fg, 454-459] 

Expressing gratitude. Most elders made sure they demonstrated appreciation 

and thanked their caregivers. Expressions of gratitude were plentiful in the adult day 

care and most elders interviewed shared some of the different ways they had 

expressed their appreciation to their caregivers. As a group, elders did not identify 

any ~ means of indicating thanks to caregivers as the most appropriate. One man 

stated, "I thank people when they do things for me. And, of course, that's the best 
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thing you can do anyway" [102-1, 174-176]. Another elder described how, for friends 

who help her, "I always thank them and generally have a little gift of some kind to 

give them" [101-1, 688-690]. Still another elder, "took people to brunch who had 

been so nice to J!le during that time" [103-3, 498-500]. 

In some instances, certain elders felt mere words were insufficient to express 

their gratitude to caregivers. Even the woman who said thank you and had a gift for 

her friends was at a loss about what more she could do to show her appreciation. At 

some point, however, some elders felt as if they went above and beyond what was 

necessary in giving thanks. One elder's experience highlighted this aspect. 

I would love to have a friend that enjoys to get out and go places. I 
had one and we'd go places together. She'd never let me pay for any 
gas or anything and I felt indebted to her all the time. She'd say, 'I'd 
love to have so and so, but I can't afford it.' She wouldn't take 
anything from me for gas, so I would buy her whatever she said she'd 
like to have but couldn't afford. That got expensive. [103-1, 199-208] 

The elder's cost to express her gratitude, in this case, was prohibitive in relation to 

what she received. 

Summary. Managing considerations of others was, perhaps, even more 

complex than managing personal considerations. Entering into the frame of reference 

in managing considerations of others were additional individuals. Not only did elders 

need to manage the uncertainty related to their individual, intra-personal issues and 

concerns, the addition of other individuals brought with it interpersonal and relational 
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issues and concerns. One additional facet of elders' dependency work remains to be 

described in the following section. 

Managing Obligations 

It was within the category of managing obligations that elders most clearly 

integrated individual, interpersonal, and structural information. Managing obligations 

reflected the work elders engaged in as they acted on and evaluated their beliefs and 

judgments of their, or their caregivers, sense of duty within care relationships. The 

integration of the three levels of information (individual, interpersonal, structural) was 

required since elders were making judgments about themselves individually and their 

relationships with caregivers interpersonally, from a backdrop of experiences and 

information gleaned from social encounters. Balancing the exchange, expectations of 

self, and expectations of others were the three key issues of managing obligations. 

Balancing the exchange. Elders in care relationships generally wanted to view 

themselves, and have others think of them, as contributing to the development and 

maintenance of the relationships in which they were participants. Balancing the 

exchange was defined as elders' activities and judgments directed toward maintaining, 

as much as possible, reciprocal relationships with their caregivers. Elders engaged in 

a variety of strategies aimed at balancing the exchange. Balancing the exchange was 

similar, in some respects, to expressing gratitude, however, balancing the exchange 

went beyond a mere thank you to actually giving something back to a caregiver. 

- . __ .-_. _ .. - ---_._-_._-----
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For something to count as balancing the exchange an elder had to perceive it 

as being helpful, useful, or desirable to her/his caregiver. How an elder determined 

whether a strategy met one of these criteria is unclear. It appeared that what elders 

valued themselves, or what elders were actually able to contribute, may have been 

judged an adequate contribution to the balancing scales. 

Physical activities were one means used by elders to assist their caregivers. 

Rearranging chairs, passing out or collecting exercise equipment, and preparing or 

cleaning up snack or lunch tables were tangible contributions of elders. Responding to 

caregiver requests for help, in terms of facilitating group activities, was another way 

for elders to provide concrete assistance. While the physical activities noted were 

engaged in by a variety of individuals, a somewhat select group of elders responded 

to caregiver requests for help. A simple explanation for this was that anyone could 

take the initiative and rearrange the environment, while responding to caregiver 

requests implied a caregiver picked someone out for her/his special skills or abilities 

that were useful to the caregiver in a specific situation. Numerous examples of these 

physical contributions and responses to caregiver requests were recorded in the 

participant observation fieldnotes, and can be found in Appendix G. 

While several elders in the adult day care participated in the physical 

activities, most elders interviewed provided examples of different strategies they used 

to maintain reciprocal relationships. Some additional ways in which elders 

demonstrated they were looking out for their caregivers included offering advice to a 

-- ------ -------- - --- . --_._.- _._-_._----------------_._-----
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caregiver on how to be a good father or giving a residential aide "a little push to 

make her decision" [103-1,259-260] to go on to school or getting a caregiver an 

additional job. One elder described her recent efforts to call the dining room staff by 

their names as, "I think they like to have their name called, you know" [106-1, 579-

580], even though, when she was not so disabled, "I didn't bother calling their names 

or learning their names. Now I'm very meticulous about it, you see" [106-1, 583-

585]. One gentleman described his method of balancing the exchange, which provided 

a serendipitous benefit -- in his view, he was taken care of better than other patients. 

Later on in our conversation he went back to his experiences at the care 
center. "They were all so nice. I love people and love to be nice to 
them. They like to do things for me." When I asked him if it was a bit 
of reciprocity at work he said "Yes, that's the way it is. It's so much 
easier to take care of somebody who says hi and looks cheerful than 
somebody like some of these people over there who are so grouchy. " 
[110-1, 210-220] 

Expectations of self. Self expectations were the actual, and sometimes ideal, 

beliefs elders held about their responsibilities within care relationships. Self 

expectations translated into "shoulds," ways elders should conduct themselves in care 

relationships. Responsibilities for having a proper attitude and prescriptions for 

planning for and maintaining care relationships were two self expectations described 

by elders. 

Some elders spoke about maintaining a proper attitude in the course of 

everyday life. Changes in mental attitudes were required as elders experienced a 
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slowing down and decreased physical functioning. One woman, in particular, spoke 

about her attitude throughout the interview. 

Well, I have to be content. That's what the Bible tells us. Be content 
wherein you find yourself. [104-1, 751-754] 

But you have to adjust to these things. And I think life is just full of 
changes. [104-1, 1028-1030] 

I guess you just have to learn to accept those things. [104-1, 1054-
1055] 

Since she was unable to change what was happening to her physical body, her 

strategy was to revise how she thought about those changes. 

Having a proper attitude was, likewise, important for participants of care 

relationships. Proper attitudes translated, quite literally, into means for achieving 

more help or assistance. Focus group elders offered the following observation: 

"Attitude makes a whole lot of difference," in that, "to keep a sort of a happy attitude 

if you can is apt to get you more help. Absolutely!" [fg, 1825-1826, 1809-1813]. 

Other useful attitudes identified were (1) being patient, content, accepting, and 

outgoing, (2) appreciating what one had, and (3) not complaining all the time. 

Elders also described self expectations related to planning for care 

relationships. One expectation was that people should plan for their future care 

relationships. Some elders had definite ideas about how early this preplanning should 

start. The focus group elders engaged in a lively dialogue on this subject. 

(#1) We can put an age limit. When you get to be 70 (#2) 39 (#1) 
okay, 39, you should go over and take care of all these things along, 



the things you have to take care of to make it easy for the people that 
are going to help you as much as they can. (#3) I made arrangements 
for my funeral, now I'd better take care of this! (laugh) [fg, 868-880] 
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Acknowledging that an elder would need some type of care from others at some time 

was necessary, as was the second step of acting on this knowledge. Particularly, 

elders were expected to become aware of available resources. One elder described her 

encounters with others which demonstrated their lack of knowledge about available 

resources and her belief that individuals should have some knowledge of the variety of 

resources they could use. 

That goes along with understanding what is available and what, not, not 
timewise but what is available. I spoke with someone, but I think some 
people are completely unaware of the help that comes from Lisa. The 
guidance. I'm talking now about the guidance and counseling that 
comes about, what it is. Because I haven't been doing enough of it, I'm 
also on the committee for the Paradise West, for the Metro Adult Day 
Center. But, there's a lot of people that don't understand that those 
things are available. And they just won't ask. I know there's an 
experience we have up on my floor, the person didn't know there were 
wheelchairs available. Well there are. Well, maybe you eventually have 
to rent your own, but there is help. And, ah, the answer was "Oh, I 
didn't know we could get wheelchairs." Well I mean, it's there, they 
see it all the time, but it just didn't hit them until it was needed. And I 
don't know how, we've mentioned that there are these counseling 
things. But I still think there's some people that aren't putting it to 
them. [fg, 1742-1767] 

Having the proper attitude and preplanning for care relationships, although 

necessary, were, in many respects, the two easiest self expectations to manage, since 

they were enacted on an individual level. Yet, even with the best attitude toward a 

situation and the maximum preplanning which could be done, as one elder stated, 

--- -------- ------------- ---
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"there comes times that I can't do it on my own and then, then you have to turn to 

somebody else" [101-1, 731-733]. Elders described several expectations of themselves 

that focused on their responsibilities for initiating their care relationships. One elder 

described how he sometimes needed "to use my very special words" [102-1, 463-464] 

to get caregivers to do what he deemed necessary. Stating expectations or needs 

firmly and with authority worked for some other elders but, as one elder pointed out: 

well, sometimes you just have to be nasty, (laugh) and, ah, it is too bad 
if that has to happen. [fg, 743-745] 

Elders also described a variety of self-expectations related to maintaining care 

relationships with caregivers. At a basic level, some elders believed it was necessary 

to "get along with" [102] their caregivers. The following excerpt highlights an elder's 

belief in the importance of making her caregiver feel good. 

And I try to make them feel good too. I'd remember the names of the 
nurses. They would feel like I was looking forward to them coming. 
They were more pleasant to me than those who didn't pay them any 
attention. One time when Elaine was there I told her that I wanted her 
to meet one of the nurses, Jan. I introduced her to Jan and they were 
both so pleased. I like people and I'm a people person. [103-3, 640-
650] 

Once in a care relationship, one elder described the importance of going at her 

caregiver's speed since "the girls (residential aides) get upset with me" because "I'm 

so slow getting around in the morning" [po2, 11-12]. Another elder described an 

opposite situation, "my girl just couldn't get around this morning and I didn't want to 

hurry her. Some of them (her paid helpers) just don't move as fast as I'd like to 
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move" [po13, 1103-1106]. This elder's self-expectation was "to take it (her care) at 

whatever speed they go and try not to show it upsets me" [po13, 1112-1113]. In the 

adult day care it was apparent elders believed they should respond to their caregivers' 

directives; whether, among others, to drink water an elder did not want to drink, or 

to sit where a caregiver indicated when an elder wanted to sit elsewhere. 

Expectations of others. Expectations of others were the actual, and sometimes 

ideal, beliefs elders held about the responsibilities of others within care relationships. 

Expectations of others translated into "oughts;" how caregivers ought to act and 

conduct themselves in care relationships. Elders recognized caregivers were 

sometimes constrained by other individuals (Le., family or other patients) or by 

structural conditions (such as a lack of staff and proper equipment or the need to 

follow rules and regulations). Even though elders articulated explanations for specific 

situations in which caregivers were unable to attend to them in the manner in which 

elders desired, elders held clear ideas about the actions and attitudes they expected of 

their caregivers. 

First and foremost, elders expected their caregivers to be prompt. 

But you put your light on for the nurse to come and you could wait 10 
minutes before they got to you. That has never been my experience 
before. Well, I think we expect promptness. As John has mentioned, 
that, ah, you know, particularly if you're a bed patient and you NEED 
help, you need it right then. (laugh) 
That's right. 
And, ah, it is distressing to have to wait. rfg, 469-476] 
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Caregivers were also expected to "look out for" [po9] elders, by keeping track of 

things such as medications or the need for shopping, which elders could forget. 

Overwhelmingly, however, elders expected their caregivers to (1) include them in 

decisions, (2) keep them informed, (3) respond to their requests, and (4) perform 

activities in the manner, or within the time frame, which the elders preferred. 

Elders expected there were certain situations in which they could not be active 

participants in decision making surrounding provision of their care. The following 

excerpt highlighted an elder's experiences, on multiple hospitalizations, when nurses 

made decisions for her. This elder did not generally expect to be included as a 

participant in her care decisions. 

I just figured they knew a darn site better than me what I needed. So I 
just let them do it. Besides that, most of the time when I'm in the 
hospital I'm unconscious and don't know anything anyway. [107-1, 
130-135] 

However, given an elder's perceived ability to participate in decision making, elders 

expected their caregivers to include them in decisions surrounding their care. One 

woman expressed her anger about her brother and sister-in-law making decisions 

about her life without her input, when she perceived she could have been an active 

participant. 

And then they came [her brother and sister-in-law] and went around 
and talked to everybody who had anything to do with me. ... I kinda 
resented their taking off and talking to everybody in the place when I 
didn't think it was necessary and most of the other people they talked 
to about me probably didn't think it was necessary. I was volunteering 

--------------------



that day and they could have told me what they were doing or invited 
me to go with them. [105-2, 13-16, 103-111] 
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Elders expected their caregivers to keep them informed about the progression 

of their treatments or their hospital stay. One woman, who felt she was receiving care 

by virtue of caregivers attending to her husband, described her expectations for 

periodic reports on her husband's treatment while he was a patient in an emergency 

room. 

The one thing I was wishing for a little more was that periodically they 
would come to the caregiver, or the one who took them to the hospital, 
and give some sort of report. So that you knew the doctors have come, 
for me it was the doctors have seen your husband they have called the 
doctor. But even that sort of information, at one time it seemed like I 
waited a long time. Well, I know that minutes seem like hours when 
you're anxious. Ah, but that's the sort of things that I would expect, at 
least a periodic check on what was happening. [fg, 527-540] 

A second facet of expectations surrounding being kept informed were elders' 

expectations they should be informed about the operative rules in different settings 

and circumstances. Without prompting, two elders spontaneously described their lack 

of understanding about the care center's function in the facility where they resided. 

One woman's uncertainty was apparent in the following passage and, by identifying 

her uncertainty about the care center, this woman indicated her expectations that she 

should be kept informed about the function of the facility. 

I finally got into the care center at 3 pm. I thought, up to that time, 
that the care center was for people who live here, to use when they 
needed it, and not that it was going to be run as a regular nursing 
home. [103-3, 473-478] 
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Caregivers were expected to do what elders requested of them. Elders' 

requests, which they described, were not above and beyond what individuals would 

normally expect. Helping elders to shower, fix their hair, and do their laundry were 

some basic activities of daily living with which elders expected their caregivers to 

help. Toileting was another activity of daily living about which elders held specific 

beliefs for how caregivers ought to assist them, as the following example of one 

woman's experiences in the care center demonstrated. 

You know in the night a lot of times they'll come in and I would have 
preferred going into the restroom but to them it was a lot easier just to 
pull off the diaper and put a fresh one on. And, to me that, those 
things are wasteful. (laugh) I just can't get used to it. [101-1, 804-810] 

In addition to doing what elders requested, elders also expected their 

caregivers to perform activities in a timely manner. One elder described her wait for 

a medication in the hospital. 

Ah, the only (laugh) adverse criticism is that you need a pill, you're in 
pain, you need a pill and the nurse comes right away and she says "I'll 
be right back." And maybe you wait 20 minutes, you wait a long time. 
They're busy, you know. But you don't think about that when you're in 
pain. You don't think about how busy the other guy is, you're thinking 
about yourself. [109-1, 660-668] 

The prior example showed how, even though an elder was able to identify a reason 

for the delay in her medication, the delay was unacceptable. One elder identified how 

she was able to assure her caregivers' schedules would accommodate hers -- she hired 

them. 



[field note] She had nursing assistants for 7 weeks, around the clock, 
when she came home. Some of the things that they helped her with 
were getting in and out of the shower and assisting her with learning to 
walk again. [Elder] III was determined that I would walk again. 
Sometimes we would go walking up and down the corridors at 11 or 12 
at night. We made it fit my schedule. They were working for me, so it 
wasn't difficult to do things for my schedule. That was something that 
you could never do in the care center. They can't change their routines 
to accommodate you. II [107-1, 240-253] 

Interestingly, in essence caregivers were hired when elders went into hospitals, 

continuing care retirement communities, care centers, and other such facilities, as 

there was an exchange of money for services rendered. But it was only this one 

woman who articulated an experience of caregivers altering their schedules to meet 

her requirements. 
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Sum man'. Managing obligations was, in many respects, the most difficult of 

the three facets of dependency work. Elders were required to simultaneously manage 

issues and concerns related to individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and 

characteristics. The fact that caregivers were expected to live up to elders' 

expectations of them, without being told what these were, significantly increased the 

complexity of this facet of elders' dependency work. Given the description of the 

three facets of elders' dependency work, the conclusion of this chapter offers an 

example of dependency work in action. 

Dependency Work in Action 

Elders' dependency work was complicated, multi-faceted, and effortful. 

Because of the complexity of elders' dependency work there were multiple 
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opportunities for breakdown, which caused elders great angst since, with a 

breakdown, they realized their efforts and steps in their delicate dance of dependency 

with others went awry. Elders' feelings of inner distress were compounded by their 

perceptions of distress in others which, they perceived, occurred as a result of their 

mis-steps. 

One woman's experience, in particular, highlighted the complexity of 

dependency work. Her story reflected how she considered, and experienced the 

interactions of, individual, interpersonal and structural processes and characteristics 

when attending to her dependency work. Early in the interview she described how she 

(who was almost blind from macular degeneration) and her husband (who had 

Parkinson's disease) used to work together to put his wheelchair on their golf cart. 

You see, we put his wheelchair on the golf cart. And, I have these 
bungy cords that I fasten it on with. And we go off to dinner. And 
then, now we used to, for 2 years, the 2 of us together could lift that 
down and help ourselves completely and never get any help, even up 
there (at the dining room). [106-1, 999-1006] 

She went on to talk about their general experiences with individuals offering to assist 

them with his wheelchair, and her general reaction to those offers of assistance. 

I've had wonderful experiences with people in Amesville coming over. 
And it's mainly women. Little old ladies, you know, come over to help 
us lift that wheelchair on and off. They see, ah, I suppose, ah, it's sort 
of a pathetic picture (laugh) of this crippled man and this blind woman 
trying to lift a wheelchair. You see. It is (laugh). I know it is, because 
people come over and they want to help you, you know. And, ah, 
sometimes they don't lrnow I'm blind until they get there and then, "Oh 
my!" And then they want to do everything. Well, of course, ah, I just 
tell them, "Now we've been doing this for months and months. And 

------------" .. _---"--



don't worry about it. We're perfectly able to do it." That was whr.n we 
did it all the time. [106-1, 1136-1153] 

Later in the interview, the elder related a story which reflected a perceived 

breakdown in her dependency work. As she talked about her experience she clearly 

identified the point at which the difficulty in the care interaction occurred. 
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I know just the other day I had an instance, where were we? We were 
somewhere. And we had to lift that wheelchair up. Oh, we had to go in 
(to the physician's office) and they were all, it was past the time they 
had any service (van service which takes people to and from their 
appointments) from here. So we hadn't been able to take the van in, 
which they would help ya, and we had to come back from Hillcrest 
alone. And we had to lift the wheelchair up on the (golf cart), well, I 
knew for that one time we could do it if we exerted ourself. Which we 
were trying to do. And immediately a man came up and just as he 
came up a, no, a woman came up first. And I could tell she was a little 
old woman, you know, perhaps about like me. And1she had come up to 
help. And I said, to her, I said, "Oh no!" I said, "You're too old!" She 
was going to, you know. And in order to not get her to lift that cart, I 
didn't want her to lift it at all 'cause I could tell she was old. She was 
even a little stooped over, you know. And I said, "Oh no! You're too 
old!" And I didn't mean it, you know, I was trying to get her to stop 
quickly. Because then this man came up and I said, I said, "Oh, I'm 
sorry. I don't mean you're too old. But you should not be lifting things 
like this, you know." And then, then I felt I had refused her terribly, 
don't you see? But I was trying to hurry and say it so she wouldn't lift 
it. And, ah, I don't know whether I hurt her feelings or not. And, 
'cause she said to the man, "She told me I was too old." Now I don't 
know whether she was hurt, you know. But anyway, I said, "No, no I 
didn't mean it that way. I just meant it that you shouldn't, you should 
not offer to lift a thing this heavy." So, see, I make the same mistakes 
that other people make. [106-1, 1439-1480] 

The elder attempted to protect her unsolicited caregiver from physical problems she 

anticipated might occur as a result of the caregiver's assistance. The elder felt her 

attempt to protect her caregiver was in vain, since she was only able to protect the 
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caregiver from potential physical problems but not the internal distress she perceived 

she had caused by her "terrible refusal." As a result of her experience, the elder made 

plans to make certain a similar experience did not happen in the future. 

I do think a person that is on the receiving end has to learn how to 
receive gracefully so that you don't hurt. I, I felt in that case I could 
easily have hurt her feelings, you know. 'Cause some people would be 
very sensitive about being called old. It wouldn't bother me, but, ah, it 
wasn't, (laugh) I'll have to dream up something to say in a hurry that I 
don't make a mistake like that again. [106-1, 1484-1493] 

The researcher's question to her was, "How would I know it as an outside person 

observing if you were to receive something gracefully?" The elder's response showed 

her insight regarding how to "refuse" others' help in ways that were not alienating to 

them. 

Well, I would thank you without saying to you something wrong, like 
"You're too old." That, that was wrong, you see. And I knew it the 
minute it came out but I was trying to keep her from lifting it and I 
didn't know just exactly what she was doing 'cause I couldn't see, you 
see. And so I said that. Well, that's an instance of what not to say. 
And, ah, instance I usually tell them, ah, if I don't want them to do it, 
I'll say, "Well, you're so veO' kind for coming over here." But, I said, 
"We've been doing this for 2 years and we're strong and" you know, I 
go on at great length 'cause I don't want them to feel like I'm repulsing 
them. Because I think if they go to the trouble of coming over, which 
many people do, I think most of the time maybe I say the right thing. 
But that time I didn't. (laugh) And, ah, so that's how things can 
happen. [106-1, 1505-1525] 

Summary 

The care seeking process elders engaged in was comprised of multiple phases 

and stages which contributed to its complexity. Input received and information 
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compiled by elders over the course of their care interactions were used by elders to 

assist them in planning their courses of action in current and future care seeking. 

While complex in its own right, the effort elders gave to care seeking was 

small in comparison to efforts they gave to their dependency work. Care seeking was 

bounded by specific care occasions and care interactions on, primarily, an 

interpersonal level, but elders' dependency work reflected their work of living. This 

chapter concludes with an elder's description of the extent to which her life had been 

affected by her dependency. Chapter six will then present an integration of the 

fmdings with the larger body of literature and its significance for nursing. 

You see, my time is occupied (laugh) trying to, trying to live. And, ah, 
so, there are those adjustments, I would call them adjustments that you 
have to make if you're going to cope with it at all. ... Somehow things 
do work out. But, ah, to say they get easier, is far from the truth. They 
get harder. Because it's harder this year for me to even get around .... 
It's so tremendous a frustration that I don't even think of it as a 
frustration. I mean, ah, I can't explain it. ... But I don't sit around 
saying I'm frustrated, I don't think. But I know life is one huge 
mountain of frustration. I mean, I think it's so big that you can't, you 
can't, ah, you just can't talk about it you know .... It's hard to know 
what is the worst part. (laugh) I don't know. Because it's, it's a lot. 
You see, it's from the time you open your eyes in the morning until 
you close them at night. That's, your frustration never stops. And I 
think that's what gets ya .... I can't sit and cry about it. Sometimes I 
wish I could. I wish I could just sit down and, you know, you get to 
the end of your tether some days and I wish sometimes I could just sit 
down and get a little release from it. But you can't. That's the worst 
part of it. Its omnipresence, you know. It never ceases. [106-1, 133-
137, 215-219, 479-481, 497-502, 508-514, 2420-2428] 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The fmdings, presented in Chapter 5, reveal the complexity of elders' care 

seeking. Elders, in this research, sought care from others and, once involved in care 

relationships, engaged actively in dependency work. Within this chapter, the 

interpretations of findings and their integration with the literature is presented. 

Implications for nursing theory, nursing research, and nursing practice are also 

discussed. 

Overview 

In order to receive assistance with meeting their care needs, elders seek care 

from others. The care seeking process, set forth in Chapter 5, consists of two phases 

and four stages. Care eliciting, the first phase in the care seeking process, includes 

two stages which elders go through as they attempt to evoke assistance from others. 

The first stage in the care seeking process, initiating, begins when elders make an 

initial determination that the assistance of others is, or may be, required. Within the 

initiating stage, elders consider their preferences in terms of desires for independence 

and the origination of care initiation. Beliefs about appropriate caregivers and 

potential contingencies which elders or their caregivers may face are also considered 

in the initiating stage. Elders may remain in the initiating stage for a period of time 

or, with an emergent situation such as a fall or a stroke, may be moved abruptly to 

the next stage in the care seeking process. Alerting is the second stage of the initiating 



phase. In the alerting stage elders make it known to others they require help or 

assistance. Signifying a need for care to others may occur through verbal or 

nonverbal means. Statements, complaints, queries, expressions of preferences, and 

directives are examples of verbal alerting strategies. Nonverbal alerting takes place 

through physical body movements or volitional noises. Once elders have made it 

known to others they need some form of care, the second phase in the care seeking 

process commences. 
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Care negotiating is the second phase in the care seeking process. This phase 

represents the give-and-take of participants in care relationships which forms an 

understanding among the participants for the enactment of care. Negotiating, the first 

stage in the care negotiating phase, is the third stage of the care seeking process. 

Within the negotiating stage the give and take around issues of care receipt and care 

provision are primary. The content of the negotiations, the historical components of 

relationships, and doing (by self, with others, or others doing for) are significant 

characteristics of the negotiating stage. Finally, the last stage in the care seeking 

process, evaluating, is the periodic appraisal elders engage in to determine whether 

their care relationships should be continued, altered, or disbanded. The evaluating 

stage is comprised of elders' feelings about their care settings, caregivers, and care. 

The care seeking process is dynamic and complex, with stages that are highly 

interactive. Depiction of the care seeking process as a series of discrete and sequential 

stages implies elders could learn the stages and the most effective way to elicit and 
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negotiate care and apply this to any situation. Although this untested assumption may 

prove to be true, there is a primary effector of elders' care seeking which is not 

readily apparent from the linear presentation of the care seeking process. Within care 

relationships a great deal of effort and energy is invested in initiating, maintaining, 

and evaluating these relationships. The term dependency work captures the essence of 

the physical and cognitive activities engaged in by elders. 

Elders' dependency work is evidenced by actions which are informed by 

choices. Insight arises from elders' dependency work, as a result of the learning 

which occurs as elders engage in their dependency work over time. Dependency work 

may be visible or relatively invisible, both variants are expressions of elders' agency. 

Individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and characteristics affect, and are 

affected by, elders' dependency work. 

Dependency work consists of three facets. Personal considerations are one of 

these facets, wherein elders manage concerns of a primarily individual, intra-personal 

nature. One personal consideration is self-care preferences; desires of elders to do for 

themselves without others' assistance or with only the assistance deemed necessary by 

the elders. Issues and problems related to incorporating additional individuals or care 

settings into elders' lives make up the second personal consideration, integrating 

extras. The final personal consideration, covering, involves elders camouflaging 

aspects of their lives or beliefs to (1) receive the level of care they desire or (2) 

maintain their relationships with others. 

-------------------
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Considerations of others is a second facet of elders' dependency work. For this 

facet, elders' attention shifts from an individual level to managing concerns of an 

interpersonal nature. Three considerations are primary in this level. The first 

consideration is asking, which is best described as a balancing act -- not asking too 

much of caregivers to avoid alienating them and making certain to ask enough of 

caregivers to similarly avoid alienating them. Considering others' abilities is the 

second consideration of others. In attending to this consideration, elders accumulate 

information about their caregivers' mental and physical abilities that affects elders' 

decisions about whether specific caregivers could perform certain activities and 

whether elders should ask caregivers to perform activities. Expressing gratitude, the 

final consideration of others, reflects elders' concerns about making certain they 

demonstrate thanks and appreciation to their caregivers. 

The final facet of elders' dependency work is managing obligations. 

Individual, interpersonal, and structural processes and characteristics are all operative 

in this facet, where elders are focused on the beliefs and judgments surrounding their, 

or their caregivers', proper sense of duty within care relationships. One of the 

considerations of this facet, balancing the exchange, reflects the activities and 

judgments of elders directed toward maintaining reciprocal relationships. Expectations 

of self, the actual and someti~es ideal beliefs about one's responsibilities within care 

relationships, are another consideration in managing obligations. Finally, elders hold 
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expectations of others which reflect elders' actual and sometimes ideal beliefs about 

their caregivers' responsibilities within care relationships. 

The care seeking process is informed by elders' dependency work and is able 

to progress relatively smoothly because of elders' dependency work. While the care 

seeking process itself is highly complex, with interactive stages, the effort required to 

navigate the stages of the care seeking process pales in comparison to the energy 

elders invest in their dependency work. Elders' dependency work is complex, 

complicated, and multi-faceted. A great deal of learning is required, as elders face 

recurrent situations and make determinations related to issues such as what their roles 

are in care relationships, what others' roles are within care relationships, how they 

and their caregivers should enact these roles, and what to do when their care 

relationships are not progressing as desired. Given this brief overview, the next 

section focuses on a discussion of the findings and their integration with the literature. 

Linkage with the Literature 

It is useful to examine what is known about help seeking to situate what has 

been described about the care seeking process and elders' dependency work. Great 

quantities of research address why people do, or do not, engage in health related 

behaviors. Research from the perspective of the Health Belief Model (Becker & 

Maiman, 1975; Rosenstock, 1990), for example, attempts to explain an individual's 

willingness to engage in health related behaviors (one of which is to seek assistance 

with problems which are too complex for personal management). Another set of 

- -_ .. _-_._.- .. _._---_ ... _------------
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research from the perspective of the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 

1980; Fishbein, 1980) attempts to explain the relationship between intentions to 

engage in a behavior and actual engagement in the behavior. Triandis' theory of 

behavior (Triandis, 1977, 1980) has provided the framework for a newly developed 

theory of care-seeking behavior (Lauver, 1992). The theory of care-seeking behavior 

hypothesizes that psychosocial variables interact with facilitating conditions to 

influence an individual's probability of engaging in health behavior. 

Seeking help or advice from informal or formal supports is one type of health 

related behavior examined in the research undertaken from these perspectives, 

although it is generally the last stage in the process. The research has primarily 

focused on antecedents to an individual's care seeking and stops short of explaining 

where individuals go for assistance, why they choose particular sources of help, and 

what occurs once a helping interaction ensues. 

Other volumes of literature address the reasons individuals do (or do not) ask 

others for assistance, taking up at the last stage in the prior research. Laboratory 

research on help seeking has focused on such areas as (I) embarrassment of the help 

seeker (Miller & McFarland, 1987, 1990), (2) feelings of inadequacy of the help 

seeker (Morris & Rosen, 1973), (3) physical attractiveness of the helper (Stokes & 

Bickrnan, 1974), (4) visibility of the help seeking request (Shapiro, 1978), and (5) 

relationship of the help seeker and helper (Shapiro, 1980). Rates of help seeking are 

variable in laboratory research, but most studies find the probability of seeking help is 
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low (DePaulo, 1982; Nadler, 1986). Field studies of help seeking generally reveal a 

high level of help seeking, with individuals preferring informal, rather than formal, 

sources of help (Brown, 1978; Dooley & Catalano, 1984; Neighbors & Jackson, 

1984; Veroff, Kulka, & Douvan, 1981; Wilcox & Birkel, 1983; Young, Giles, & 

Plantz, 1982). Research on help seeking begins where the earlier research focused on 

engagement in health related behaviors ends; attempting to explain why an individual 

seeks help from a specific other. 

A fmal set of research focuses on help recipient's reactions to aid. In this 

research, help seeking is conceptualized as consisting of the aid, the helper, and the 

needy individual, involving both costs and rewards (Nadler, Mayseless, Peri & 

Chemerinski, 1985; Nadler, Shapiro, & Ben-Itzhak, 1982). Recipients' reactions to 

help have been studied, using four major theoretical frameworks to categorize 

reactions to help: (1) equity theories, (2) reactance theories, (3) attribution theories, 

and (4) threat to self-esteem theory (Fisher, Nadler, Witcher-Alagna, 1982). Equity 

theories have been useful for examining help recipients' evaluations of reciprocity and 

feelings of indebtedness. Conceptualizing recipients' reactions to help via reactance 

theories has led to examining differences in reactions based on help offered versus 

help requested. Attribution theory research has focused on understanding the helper's 

behavior, recipient's behavior, and the situation. Research grounded in threat to self

esteem theory has focused on examining threatening or supportive consequences of 

aid. The different theories have been useful in explaining different aspects of 
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recipients' reactions to help, however, no single theory is useful for describing all, or 

even most, recipients' reactions to help across different contexts. 

As the dissertation progressed and the researcher returned to the plethora of 

literature which purported to explain care seeking behavior, it became apparent the 

research conducted to date by the other researchers had little applicability to the 

dissertation research. Research concerning why people engage in health related 

behaviors and why individuals ask others for assistance is only aimed at the beginning 

stage of elders' care seeking process. Alternately, research focused on explaining 

recipients' reactions to aid is a mere portion of the final stage of elders' care seeking 

process. Missing from most, if not all, prior research is an understanding of what 

occurs in the interim, from the initiation to the completion of the care seeking 

process. 

Returning to the literature reviewed in chapters one and three of this 

dissertation was similarly unproductive for informing the major research finding: 

Elder's dependency work. While useful for sensitizing the researcher to processes and 

characteristics operative at individual, interpersonal, and structural levels, the 

literature reviewed was silent with respect to the work elders engage in as a 

consequence of their care seeking and dependency. 

Elders' care seeking process involves elders seeking care, or help, from other 

individuals. Yet, given the findings of this research, it is much too simplistic to define 

elders' care seeking in terms of the prior help seeking research, as comprised merely 
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of the care, the caregiver, and the care recipient. Too much occurs between the point 

an individual starts considering whether s/he needs another's help and the point the 

individual evaluates the care s/he received. 

Even so, elders' care seeking process is simplistic when compared with elders' 

dependency work. The care seeking process may be conceptualized as a distinct event 

in an elder's life, but an elder's dependency work defines her/his life. Dependency 

work is so pervasive precisely because it is an elder's everyday life work, once s/he 

starts requiring any sort of regular care from others. In contrast to people who have 

intermittent care needs met during discrete care occasions, an elder requiring regular 

care is immersed in her/his care relationships. 

The everyday life work of care recipients, their dependency work, permeates 

all areas of their lives. Care recipients' interactions with others who act as caregivers 

are complex, since past interactions must be considered in light of the current context 

and future needs they can project. Additionally, past, present, and future care 

experiences and care preferences must be evaluated intrapersonally, against a 

backdrop of interpersonal and structural facilitators and constraints. Truly, the 

assumption human life is an obvious, natural, and simple phenomenon must be 

replaced with the alternate assumption that ordinary human life is "a problematic, 

complex process in need of exploration and explanation" (Caughey, 1983, p. 222). 

Bowers' (1987) research on the everyday life work of family caregivers who 

were providing care to aging parents substantiates the complexity of everyday life. 



Her research uncovered a heretofore unappreciated dimension of family caregiving 

that required significant energy and effort on the part of caregivers to carry out: 
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Protective caregiving. The purpose of protective caregiving was to protect the parent 

(care recipient) from the consequences of that which was not or could not be 

prevented. An important aspect of protective caregiving was the caregiver's frequent 

attempts to protect the parent from an awareness s/he was being taken care of. A 

complimentary aspect emerged from elders' dependency work in this research: 

Protective care receiving. 

Protective care receiving, unlike protective caregiving, has a dual focus. 

Protective care receiving may be defined as efforts of an elder to defend her/himself 

from problems associated with receiving care and shielding others from difficulties 

they could experience as caregivers. The protection, therefore, extends intrapersonally 

and interpersonally. Elders' covering, an integral aspect of elders' personal 

considerations in their dependency work, reflects protective care receiving on an 

intrapersonal level. Altering patterns of behavior so care will not be withdrawn or 

made more restrictive are key concerns for care recipients as they make decisions to 

cover. Alternately, elders' concerns for potential contingencies their caregivers may 

face and their considerations of others' abilities reflect protective care receiving on an 

interpersonal level. An elder makes judgments about the physical or psychological 

problems her/his caregiver could experience as a result of participating in a care 

relationship. Whether considering a caregiver's other responsibilities and 



commitments or judging a caregiver's mental and physical capacities, an elder 

manages vast quantities of information (assumed or known) in protecting her/his 

caregivers. 
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In summary, the care seeking process used by elders to elicit and negotiate 

care with others and elders' dependency work, directed toward managing concerns 

and issues associated with initiating, maintaining, and evaluating care relationships, is 

complex. This dissertation research extends the focus of prior help seeking research, 

by providing some understanding of what occurs in the interim between recognizing a 

need for help and evaluating help which is received. Elders are faced with a need to 

set in motion a course of actions, guided by choices they evaluate against past 

experiences, current situations, and future expectations. The learning that occurs as a 

result of elders' attentiveness to the process results in insights which inform their 

understanding of the past, their actions in the present, and their plans for the future. 

The next section of this chapter situates the findings in relation to the theoretical 

framework. 

Linkage with the Theoretical Framework 

Not surprisingly, since symbolic interactionism and life span development 

undergirded the research as the theoretical perspectives, research findings were 

congruent with these two perspectives. The research also demonstrated the 

appropriateness of using symbolic interactionism and life span development as 

theoretical perspectives informing in-context investigations of complex human 
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phenomena. This section highlights some of the key linkages between the findings and 

symbolic interactionism and life span development. 

Some primary principles of symbolic interactionism include (1) the power of 

social forces, which act to shape the self via communication, (2) the interdependence 

of the individual and society, (3) the capability for self-reflection and evaluation, (4) 

the negotiation of social reality in the course of social interaction, and (5) the 

importance of meaning in interpreting situations and constructing courses of action 

(Blumer, 1969; Fine, 1990; Mead, 1934; Stryker, 1983). Elders, as care recipients, 

engaged in care seeking and dependency work, and sought care by using their past 

experiences to inform them in current care occasions. An elder was a care recipient 

when another individual stood in the role of caregiver. A caregiver did not have to be 

physically present for an elder to make judgments about her/his projected course of 

action however, since elders were able to creatively take the role of the other (the 

projected caregiver) in planning their actions. Taking the role of the other was 

similarly important for elders when protecting themselves from perceived unwanted 

care or shielding their caregivers from imagined consequences of care provision. The 

history of interactions, developed over time with a range of caregivers, increased 

elders' insight about the possibilities and potentialities of their care relationships. 

Thoughts about the potentials seemed to be as important as the actualities elders 

experienced in their relationships, particularly when elders engaged in their protective 

care receiving. 
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The principles of life span development were equally informative for the 

research. Some primary principles of life span development include (1) individuals as 

producers and products of their development, (2) plasticity, (3) development as 

multiply-determined, (4) the need for conflict to generate energy for continued 

development, and (5) change as multidimensional and probabilistic (Danish, 1981; 

Featherman, 1983; Lerner, 1986; Reed, 1983, 1985; Sugarman, 1990). As care 

recipients, elders were in open interactions with their environment (specifically their 

caregivers and care settings) to initiate, maintain, and evaluate their care 

relationships. Elders, in this study, demonstrated their plasticity through their 

resilience in seeking care and doing dependency work. Even though they were faced 

with repetitive win-lose situations (with the elders as the losers much of the time) they 

continued to persevere, using each conflict as a drawing board for patterning future 

interactions. Certainly the interactiveness of the individual, interpersonal, and 

structural processes and characteristics was apparent in elders' dependency work. 

Information gained from a variety of sources, over a range of time and experiences, 

contributed to elders' development as care recipients. 

At a more general level, however, this research linked with the integrated 

theoretical perspective through its findings about dependency. Dependency is 

perceived in the popular and scientific literature as a, primarily, negative way of 

relating to others (Le., being co-dependent or "overly" dependent or "hooked on" 

something). The preferred mode of relationships with others is independence. Yet to 
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think that an individual can be independent of everyone or everything is to miss the 

subtle dependencies which all humans experience in their daily lives. Individuals, 

indeed all forms of life, are dependent upon something or someone else as a natural 

matter. Indeed, as individuals become less dependent on others they become more 

dependent on themselves. Humans, at a basic level, are all dependent on air, shelter, 

food, and water for their very survival. Other dependencies are not so apparently 

vital, perhaps, to an individual's survival, yet they exist nonetheless. Memmi's (1984) 

work on dependence and subjugation, providing and dominance states this premise 

quite simply . 

... the proper answer to the question "Who is dependent" is 
"Everyone" -- everyone in his or her own way, of course, to a different 
degree, on one or several objects, and in a manner that is dynamic and 
variable according to the circumstances. (pp. 12-13) 

The generally accepted and widely held view of elders as care recipients serves 

to locate them in a dependent position, responding to others as care is provided to 

them. This view effectively strips elders of any agentive abilities. This dissertation 

research suggests the need for a more active view of care recipients. Individuals who 

receive care from others are not merely in a passive role, with their caregivers in the 

only active role. Rather, both individuals (or all participants) in a care relationship 

play active parts in the initiation, maintenance, and evaluation of care. 

As a phrase describing elder's work in care relationships, the delicate dance of 

dependency captures the complexity inherent in interpersonal relationships directed 
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toward accomplishing care. Dances are complex, since at least two individuals must 

move in rhythm with each other and with the music to complete the dance. Elders 

must anticipate their caregivers' moves and perceive their caregivers' thoughts and 

feelings to remain attentive to their caregivers' needs and abilities. Lustbader (1991) 

describes this complexity of care recipient-caregiver interactions in the following 

manner. 

With society providing fewer and fewer rules to guide those who give 
and receive care, the burden of choice is often more wearying than the 
tasks themselves. How much assistance to expect and how much to give 
have become private negotiations rather than culturally prescribed 
actions. (p. xi) 

Private negotiations are more complex than culturally prescribed actions, since there 

exist a myriad of possibilities for what these more private negotiations could contain. 

Culturally prescribed actions, being at a more global level, are more general and thus 

make for easy generalizations. To paraphrase Kierkegaard (1938): It is far more 

difficult to describe the private negotiations than to write about the culturally 

prescribed actions for expecting and giving care, and more difficult to describe one 

single dance of dependency than to describe the dancers. "The more limited the 

material, the more difficult the task" (Kierkegaard, 1938, p. 147). 

This section has situated the findings with respect to the theoretical 

perspectives of symbolic interactionism and life span development, which framed the 

research. The next sections describe the implications of the research for nursing 

theory, nursing research, and nursing practice. 
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Implications for Nursing Theory 

While all nursing theories describe care recipients in some manner (remaining 

true to nursing's espoused metaparadigm) most theories do not describe the activities 

engaged in by care recipients. Most theories reflect a picture of an active care 

recipient who desires to return to a state of health, yet there is little description of 

care recipient's activities. The description of care recipients in nursing theories could 

be critiqued from several points, but most compelling is the theories' lack of focus on 

care recipients' work and activities as related to their interactions with their 

caregivers. 

Appreciating elders' care seeking and dependency work may expand the 

nursing profession's perspective about the interaction of individual, interpersonal, and 

structural influences on those who receive and provide nursing care. Issues ignored in 

the past may come to the fore as nurses contemplate these interactions and their 

effects on care recipients' dependency work. Three such issues include (1) the 

pervasive influence on outcomes at the expense of process, (2) the tendency of health 

care providers to do for instead of doing with care recipients, and (3) a focus on 

decrements and declines versus care recipients' potentialities and strengths. 

The benefit of learning about and understanding elders' care seeking and 

dependency work is in the potential it holds for providing new insights about the work 

of managing dependency. Definitions of nursing focus on nurses as assisting others, 

essentially becoming part of the context within which individuals (as care recipients) 

~~ ----- ---- .~----~--.--~---
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are embedded. Nurses work with others who seek care and who are dependent on 

them in some manner for support, information, and technical care, among other 

things. Continued refinement and development of the perspectives of care recipients 

may help nurses to appreciate dependency and develop middle range theories directed 

to fostering dependency work, instead of premature and hasty theories promoting 

independence. 

Implications for Nursing Research 

This research is an example of the value of multiple fieldwork methods in 

addressing issues relevant to nursing. Interview data contributed to the identification, 

formulation, and explication of the care seeking process, while the participant 

observation component highlighted the dependency work engaged in by elders. Trying 

to tease out the dependency work without actually observing it in action would have 

been difficult, as it was the intersection of the researcher, the elders, and the context 

that showcased this aspect. It was simultaneously seeing dependency work in action 

and hearing about it that heightened the researcher's sensitivity to the work engaged 

in by care recipients. Similarly, trying to specify the care seeking process without 

asking specific questions of informants would have taken much more time. Research 

resources (the time and energy of researcher and informants) would have been used 

incorrectly if it were not for using both types of inquiries. Caughey (1983) lends 

support to a combined participant observation-interview method. 



· .. observation without interviewing leads at best to a partial 
understanding ... it is only through persistent systematic questioning 
that one can hope to penetrate the meaning of another cultural system . 
... Most fieldworkers feel that participant observation is also necessary. 
One not only wants to hear about the scenes of a group's life, one 
wants to observe them extensively first hand. Learning "how to do it" 
not only greatly deepens one's insight, it also raises all kinds of issues 
for further questioning. (p. 235) 

There is little nursing research incorporating a participant observation 
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approach, even though nurses are ideally situated to develop this approach more fully 

in all its dimensions, from full participant to full observer. Particularly when used 

judiciously in conjunction with interviews, participant observation is extremely useful 

for elaborating and clarifying unknown (or little known) phenomena. Not all situations 

or phenomena of concern to nursing are amenable to quantitative research. 

Additionally, not all phenomena of interest to nursing have even been explicated. 

Nurses' ongoing interactions with care recipients provide opportunities to more fully 

understand care, care seeking, care provision, and care receipt. These in-context 

studies of human problems may contribute to nurses' understanding of the work of 

care recipients. 

Everyday life, the intersection of care recipient and nurse, may be best 

understood through incorporation of multiple fieldwork methods. Fieldwork confronts 

the researcher with people who live realities which, often, are quite different from 

those previously conceptualized. The complexity of elders' care seeking and the 

multifaceted nature of their dependency work would likely not have emerged if an s 



priori conceptualization of a "typical patient" were to have guided the research. 

Caughey (1983) cautions researchers to attend to individual's reality, saying: 

... whatever else it may involve, a humanistic orientation to everyday 
life should include attention to the people whose everyday life is 
studied, that is, to a portrayal of how particular individuals live out 
their lives (p. 239). 

This sentiment is echoed by Feyerabend (1987) who encourages participation in the 

lives of people by those who seek to understand them. 

An abstract discussion of the lives of people I do not know and with 
whose situation I am not familiar is not only a waste of time, it is also 
inhumane and impertinent (p. 305). 

Nurses, perhaps, should focus more on the particularities grounded in experiences 

with care recipients and be cautious about moving too quickly to the abstract. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

Even though care as ~ central focus of nursing (Leininger, 1984, Watson, 
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1988) is a process occurring between the care recipient and caregiver and focused on 

the care recipient, nurses have little information on the care recipients' perspectives of 

their care relationships. A great deal of information exists regarding (1) theoretical . 

views of care and caring, (2) characteristics, attitudes, and behaviors of carers which 

are identified as caring or associated with care, and (3) the role of the carer. As 

described in some research, care recipients value instrumental nursing behaviors 

above expressive behaviors (Brown, 1986, Cronin & Harrison, 1988). This may 

actually be related to a hierarchy of care as perceived by the care recipient, where 
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there must be an acceptable level of competent technical care before the more 

expressive, supportive, or nurturing behaviors are valued. Nurses certainly' need to 

know what care recipients value of nurses and nurses' behaviors. Similarly, or 

perhaps more importantly at this stage in our research, when we have at least a 

modicum of information about what care recipients value, nurses need to know more 

from the perspective of the care recipients about how they act to affect their care 

relationships, whether initiating, maintaining, or evaluating these relationships. 

Nurses provide care to others who are in a dependent role. Nurses are, 

likewise, dependent on others, for without someone in the role of a "patient" there is 

no need for a nurse. Nursing is, therefore, at its most basic level, a relational 

discipline (Chinn & Kramer, 1991; Munhall, 1982; Stevens, 1979). Nursing is i.' 

relationship with another individual (or group). The essence of nursing is 

demonstrated by the engaged action of the nurse with the other. A nurse's engaged 

action is signified by the nurse's authenticity and "thereness" (Stevens, 1979), 

working collaboratively with the other. Information gained from this research may 

help nurses to enhance these relationships as a result of a more thorough 

understanding of the other's perspective of her/his care relationships. 

Finally, further problems in living may be identified through informed 

observations of clinical phenomena. Nurses have studied "patient satisfaction" with 

care, focusing on what care recipients think of what nurses do. This dissertation 

research may sensitize nurses to the complimentary aspect of elders' care seeking and 

-------------------------
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dependency work, through fostering a focus on what care recipients do in their care 

relationships. Taking a research perspective which has not been much explored to date 

may assist nurses as they attempt to maximize their views of care relationships, in all 

their complexities. 

Recommendations 

Even though a great deal of information was gained about elders' care seeking 

and elders' dependency work, this study is merely an initial step in identifying care 

seeking strategies and dependency work issues and concerns. It is expected further 

research will be conducted, expanding the findings and leading to a more formal 

theory of care seeking and dependency work. Several questions for further study have 

been identified. 

1. How is it that individuals learn the rules of care relationships and the roles 

of care recipients? Can these rules and roles be taught? Would elders benefit if they 

could? 

2. What are the differences in the care seeking process when elders have an 

immediate need to seek care (as with a stroke or a fall) compared to a more gradual 

assumption of a care recipient role (such as chronic lung or heart disease)? Is there 

any difference in elders' dependency work in these instances? 

3. What differences exist in elders' care seeking or elders' dependency work 

across different care settings (Le., home, hospice, nursing home, adult day care, 



respite care, hospital) or with different caregivers (i.e., formal, paid caregivers or 

informal caregivers such as family, friends, neighbors)? 
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4. What similarities or differences exist among other individuals seeking care 

in other settings (Le., child day care, schools, prisons)? 

5. What differences in care seeking or dependency work occur when an elder 

knows (or believes) s/he will be able to regain independence as compared to realizing 

s/he will be in a care recipient role indefinitely or forever? 

6. How do early life patterns, processes, or experiences facilitate or impede an 

elder's assumption of a care recipient role, her/his care seeking, or dependency work? 

7. Do care recipients have specific responsibilities within care relationships? 

8. When is authority invoked (called forth) by care recipients? 

9. Are there some individuals who do not seek care but by virtue of their 

health condition(s) there is a de facto assumption that others are expected to offer 

assistance? 

10. Might dependency be an integral developmental task, fostering an 

individual's resiliency, plasticity, and transcendence? 

11. Do some individuals look forward to, and actively seek, a care recipient or 

dependent role? 

This dissertation research has provided several questions for future research on 

issues of concern to care recipients and nurses. It is recommended further research 

efforts be directed to explicating more fully the processes of dependency. 
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Conclusion 

This qualitative research aimed to uncover something "That's Interesting" 

(Davis, 1971) about elders who are care recipients. In so doing, the oft-unspoken (but 

real) assumption of older adults as passive care recipients was challenged. Elders, in 

this research, invested significant time and energy in their care seeking. Elders' 

dependency work required-an even more intense investment of physical and cognitive 

activities on the part of care recipients. Truly, the elders' voices in this research 

resounded with the efforts of their work. Even the more physically and cognitively 

challenged elders actively initiated, maintained, and evaluated their care relationships. 

The truthfulness of this research will be judged by its readers if they are able 

to say "This has been my personal and professional experience," or "This holds true 

in my setting as I look at it through different eyes." The usefulness of the research 

findings will be judged by their future application to practice, research, and theory. 

Changing the current moralistic judgments of the purpose and place of dependency in 

life may be difficult, but the endeavor is worthwhile. This dissertation has offered a 

different view of elders as care recipients and certainly raised more questions than it 

answered. Another question, raised by Memmi (1984), seems fitting to consider in 

closing. 

Above and beyond what is possible and desirable, the fact remains that 
no one can ever be totally independent. That is the truth and the reality 
of the human condition. Its specificity is undeniable; its importance, 
which varies with the individual, is indisputable for all human beings, 
and probably for animals. We should ask ourselves not whether we can 



avoid being dependent, but how to be dependent. (pp. 149, 151; 
emphasis in original) 
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APPENDIX C 

INITIAL ORIENTING . QUESTIONS 



Initial Orienting Questions 

The following questions served as a guiding framework for the first few interviews 
conducted with elders. They were refined and revised, in keeping with the 
progression of information about the research questions. 

A. Seeking Care from Others 

1. How do you let others know you want something from them? 

2 .. Who are the people who do things for you? What does each person do? 
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3. Are there things which make it easier or harder to seek care from others? 

B. Negotiating Care with Others 

1. Could you tell me a story about a time when the person helping you had 
one idea for your care and you wanted something different? How did 
you handle this? . 

2. Do some people seem to have different ideas than you of what care means? 
If so, how does that affect your care? 

3. Are there ever any negative effects f~om working with someone to get care? 

C. Receiving Care 

1. What is it like to have someone help you? 

2. Can you tell me about a time when someone thought they had given you 
care and you didn't think so? 

D. Demographic Information 

1. age 8. living arrangements (by self, with others) 
2. gender 9. residence (apartment, home) 
3. marital status 10. length of time resided in facility 
4. ethnic background 11. why this facility 
5. education 12. length of time in Arizona 
6. religious preference 13. current/past health problems 
7. prior occupation 14. current/past caregivers 
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APPENDIXD 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS IN THE CARE SEEKING PROCESS 



Definition of Terms in the Care Seeking Process 

Care Seeking Process - the sequence of activities that take place when an elder is 
attempting to engage help or assistance from another individual 

I. Care Eliciting Phase - the first division of the care seeking process in which an 
elder makes a decision to initiate a call for care and then actually alerts another 
individual to this call 
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I. A. Initiating Stage - the frrst period in the care seeking process, when an elder 
makes a determination that the assistance of another individual is required or may be 
required in the future 

I. A. 1. Preferences - desires and expectations which an elder considers as slhe 
makes a decision to initiate care 

I. A. 1. a. desires for independence - preferences an elder holds in terms of how 
self-reliant slhe expects to be 

I. A. 1. b. expectations for origination of care initiation - preferences an elder 
holds, or experiences of elders, related to the manner in which care is originated (by 
the elder, by the caregiver, or by another) 

I. A. 2. Beliefs - the tacit understandings an elder has which affect who is asked to 
provide care and what may occur that could affect the elder's care 

I. A. 2. a. appropriate caregivers - an individual identified by an elder as proper to 
request a specific type of care from 

I. A. 2. b. potential contingencies - the unexpected occurrences of care and care 
relationships which an elder identifies and, to the extent possible, plans for 

I. B. Alerting Stage - the second period in the care seeking process, when an elder 
makes it known to another individual slhe requires help or assistance 

I. B. 1. Verbal - audible strategies used to alert others to an elder's need for help or 
assistance 

I. B. 2. Nonverbal - movements and volitional noises an elder uses to alert others to 
herlhis need for help or assistance 



ll. Care Negotiating Phase - the second division of the care seeking process in 
which an elder engages in a give and take with her/his caregiver and appraises the 
need for continuing care 
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ll. A. Negotiating Stage - the third period in the care seeking process, where the 
concern shifts to a give and take of individuals in the care relationship around issues 
related to accomplishing care 

ll. A. 1. Content - information and activities an elder allows to enter into her/his 
care negotiations 

ll. A. 2. History - the prior interactions and negotiations between an elder and 
another individual which serve as a frame for current negotiations 

ll. A. 3. Doing - the actual accomplishment of care by an elder alone, or an elder 
working with another individual, or another individual alone 

ll. B. Evaluating Stage - the fourth period in the care seeking process, in which an 
elder engages in periodic appraisal to determine whether there is a need for further 
negotiations around issues of continuing, altering, or disbanding the care relationship 

ll. B. 1. Feelings about care settings - evaluative judgments about the locations 
where care is sought 

ll. B. 2. Feelings about caregivers - evaluative judgments about the individuals who 
are perceived to provide care 

ll. B. 3. Feelings about care - evaluative judgments about the help or assistance 
which is received 
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Additional Data Examples for the Care Seeking Process 

Phase 1: Care Eliciting 

Stage 1: Initiating 

Characteristic: Preferences: Desires for Independence 

One of the things she has frequently misplaced is her keys to get into the building and 
into the apartment. She told me that Julie said to her since she couldn't keep her keys 
without losing them that she (Julie) was going to keep them for her. She says, "I 
don't know what to do, because she isn't here all the time and what happens when I 
need them and Julie isn't here?" She told me that she had to call the security guard 
just the other day when she needed something. [p03-3, 64-75] 

I'm independent enough that I don't want people around all day. [104-1, 543-544] 

Sarah was in her wheelchair and moving slowly to get into the back row, positioned 
for the activity. She told me, "I think I want to be right in there." I asked her, 
"Would you like to go there yourself, or would you like me to push you there?" She 
said to me, "I'd prefer you push me." [po4-4, 65-71] 

They give me all my medicine .... They're the ones who decide when I need to go to 
the doctor and the dentist. They have all my records over there and have read 
them .... I need to go to the doctor now to have my toe checked [points to little toe on 
left foot]. I told them once and we had an appointment, but then it was cancelled 
because she [one of the staff at Metro Adult Day Center] decided it was the shoes I 
was wearing. Then it bothered me again and we made another appointment, but it's 
been cancelled. I wish I could just make my own appointments. [105-1, 264-277] 

I don't really need their help and assistance. I'm very self-dependent. Always have 
been. I don't, I could live without it. [106-1, 629-632] 

"It does, because I never had to ask people for things, don't you know. And I think 
that is just one of my traits which sometimes I carry to extremes, you know. And, ah, 
I should probably modify that a little. Although I feel that I just want to get on by 
myself, that's just something I want, I've always wanted it all my life. I didn't even, I 
guess maybe I'm too independent. I think maybe I am." [106-1-21,802-811] 

I think that's best for them, as long as they have the money to afford it, it's better for 
them to be living on their own than in the care center. [po9, 604-607] 
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[The elder's wife] said that one of the main reasons they decided to move into a place 
like Paradise West is "we didn't want our children to have to take care of us." The 
elder added to that, saying, "we decided to do something for ourselves." [110-1, 49-
55] 

I go to the bathroom quite often during the day. I always have. But, they would keep 
my siderails up so I couldn't get out of bed without them coming in to let down the 
rails. I think it was at the direction of the nurse in charge that they did that. I could 
walk by myself, there wasn't any need to have them to help me. Because when I went 
over there from the hospital I could walk with my walker. But they thought they had 
to be there with me when I got up. But she came in and told me they had to leave 
those things up .... Well, I wet the bed a few times. I couldn't help it. I go to the 
bathroom so often and when I couldn't go when I needed to there wasn't anything 
else I could do. [polO, 918-930, 932-936] 

Characteristic: Preferences: Origination of Care 

Elder originates call for care 

Well, I don't like to brag. But, I, ah, I can't think of what I did one day over there I 
showed them how to do something in bed. And I don't recall what I did. But I had a 
couple of nurses there and I thought I'd show them how to do this thing that they had 
me squeal when I got done. And I showed them how to do it and they did it my way 
and from that time on they did it my way. . .. [And what made you decide to show 
them how to do it your way?] I just hurt too much. That's the only thing I can think 
of right now .... The only thing I say is I told them how to do this job that they're 
well trained to do on me, told them how to do it better. And they did accept it. 
From that time on they did it my way. [102-1, 649-658, 665-669, 693-697] 

Well, I was sitting in my chair and it was getting time to go to bed and I was thinking 
that there wasn't any way that I was going to be able to walk across the room and get 
my night gown and get ready for bed. I called the care center and someone answered. 
[103-3, 418-425] 

She was dissatisfied with her position as evidenced by her directions to staff and other 
residents of "Get that chair out of the way" and "I can't see from here" and "What do 
you expect me to do? I absolutely cannot tell what she's doing" and "No, slide it over 
there. No, more than that." Her verbalizations are generally short and to the point, 
sounding very authoritative. [po6, 281-291] 



For my trust officer and financial officer, I'll just call them and set up an 
appointment. [107-1, 120-122] 
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I guess the doctor had reached the end of his rope with me and, ah, he didn't know 
what to do. So, no, no, he gave up. That was it. He gave up. He wasn't doing 
anything. And I thought something has to be done. He's not initiative at all. But I 
thought, well I'm gonna do something. I'm gonna try to work this out. So I called the 
hospital. And asked them if they had, if they could suggest anything for a person who 
was terribly depressed. I was ready to jump off the balcony. (laugh) Not really, but I 
was very depressed. And, and, and in pain. In pain. Real physical pain. And they 
said well yes we do have someone over here. We have a, what do they call it, 
support systems. I think that's what they call it. And, ah, why don't you come over 
and try a class for a few days and see if you think it's good. Ah, and I did. And I 
thought for me it was terrible. I mean, it wasn't anything. It was for, well, I just 
didn't like it. But I talked to, I think her name was Edene. She said, or, no, I said to 
her, "don't you think I can take care of this myself, that I can cure this myself?" She 
said, looked me straight in the face and said, "No." She said, "I think you ought to 
go out to, ah, the hospital in Stewart. II [l09-1, 258-286] 

I asked him if he'd rather ask for help or if someone sees that he needs something 
would he rather they come over and help without being asked. His first response was 
"I never hesitate to ask anybody to do anything for me. II When I clarified the question 
again, he responded, "Well, this morning at Kiwanis I was having a hell of a time 
getting my coat on. There was a man standing close and I asked him 'Would you 
mind helping me here?' and he said 'Certainly!' and came right over and helped me. 
I've finally learned if I can't do it there's no sense making myself mad over it." [110-
1, 235-249] 

I guess I fell out of bed. At least that's what they tell me must have happened. I have 
a very high bed, an old bed with a big frame. I remember being on the floor and I 
crawled around until I could find the pull cord and I pulled it. [polO, 863-869] 

Caregiver asks if elder needs something 

One resident, Sarah, has a drooling problem. She carries napkins with her all the time 
so that she will have something to use to dry up her drool. She was sitting towards 
the back of the room, waiting on exercising to start. One of the nursing assistants 
walked by her and said to her, "They're all wet here. I'll get you some dry ones. II 
[po2-2, 46-54] 
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11 years ago she began having a lot of trouble walking. This was pointed out to her 
by a friend who recommended she use a cane. [103-1, 57-60] 

And so, at that time when I had the stroke Lisa said, "You really oughtn't to try to go 
home alone, be alone there." And that's how I got the residential aide, through her. I 
couldn't get along without my residential aide. [104-1, 174-179] 

I go to Hillcrest. They call me when it's time for a checkup. [105-1, 49-50] 

Church is a problem. It's Southland Methodist, the farthest one north in Amesville. 
Since I gave away my car I haven't been able to find any other transportation. I hate 
to give up that membership. My husband and I and the 2 friends we knew belonged to 
that church. There's no bus to take people there. The buses that run around here to 
take people to church take them to the closest church. The last time I was at church 
was when my brother and sister-in-law came in. The church had really grown. It was 
packed solid and there were so many new people I didn't feel so comfortable. They 
have 3 preachers and 3 services on Sundays now. There is a lady who lives here on 
the 2nd floor who goes to that church. I sometimes eat with her in the dining room, 
but other than that I haven't socialized with her. She belongs to Southland also and a 
couple of times she's called and I've gone with her. [105-2, 67-88] 

So I decided, well, and they had been at me up there, "Oh Mrs. White, don't do that. 
We'll come out and help you." You know, I mean, they're very willing to help me. 
And I said, "Well, it's allright." I started letting them do it occasionally. But now I 
let them lift it all the time. [106-1, 1011-1018] 

Roberta walked up to Patrick who was sitting in the reclining chair nearest Roberta's 
office, just beside Karen. Patrick was sleeping, as is typical for him when he is not 
involved in something. Roberta leaned down beside him, placing her hand on his 
shoulder and said to him, "Patrick, whenever you're ready you can come into my 
office and I'll go ahead and change that dressing before the news starts." [po9-9, 133-
143] 

Others alert caregivers that elder needs something 

A man, Mr. Ferrell, found me and was very concerned. He asked me, "Isn't there 
someone I can call for you?" Well, he called up front and they sent 2 aides down. 
[103-3, 385-389] 

And she didn't know what to do so she called 911. (laugh) Paramedics and the fire 
department came. I said, 'Where's the nurse?' They said, 'Well, we were called to do 

...... _----------------



this.' She had alerted them, knowing that I needed help .... Then she called from 
Boston and told me why this had, had to be. She had done this on her own. I 
appreciated that. [104-1, 52-57, 72-75] 
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My friend happened to be here from Denver. And he said, "I think we ought to look 
about an apartment." [104-1, 393-395] 

Robert and Lois were sitting with some other individuals during lunch, at a 
neighboring table. Robert said something to Lois that I couldn't hear. She got up and 
went up to the kitchen area and, apparently, asked for a plate of food for Robert. At 
that point in time Robert only had soup while the others at the table each had a plate 
of food. She went back to the table empty-handed, to sit by Robert. [po7, 91-100] 

Marsha asked to have 2 pieces of toast, some oatmeal and no coffee. The NA said, 
"No coffee? What would you like to have to drink then, some water?" The NA 
started giong back into the kitchen while Marsha was trying to articulate what she 
wanted to drink. Gary commented to the NA as she was walking past him, "Hot 
chocolate." The NA asked Marsha if she'd like some hot chocolate to drink and 
Marsha replied, "Yes please. But only half a cup." [po13, 111-122] 

Prior to the start of exercise Roberta returned to her office and Sandy said to her, 
"Linda needs to talk to you. She's got something wrong with her ear." Roberta 
walked up to Linda and asked (her about her ear). [po13, 614-619] 

He then picked up his coat and started trying to put it on, but he had difficulty putting 
it on because of his physical condition. Cheryl saw Robert struggling to get his coat 
on and she called loudly to Mike, who was picking up some dirty dishes from the 
snack tables, "Help him." As she said this she looked at Robert, nodded her head 
toward him and pointed to him. [po14, 547-555] 

Caregivers originate care without a call from the elder 

[Interviewer's question] "So it sounds like what you keep telling me is that it's easier 
just to have it done and get it done? You'd just as leave" [interrupted by elder] 
"That's exactly the way I feel about it." [Interviewer'S followup] "You'd just as leave 
not have to ask for something? If somebody sees you need it, do it?" [Elder] "And 
you bite your tongue just a little bit and keep your mouth shut and get it done. That's 
my philosophy." [102-1, 837-849] 

"------- ------
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The security guard, Kenneth, was there when the ambulance brought me to my 
apartment. He heard me tell the ambulance people that I hadn't had anything to eat 
since breakfast. So he brought me a tray. [103-3, 412-417] 

They called an ambulance for me and I went to the hospital. [103-3, 550-551] 

This spring my brother, a physician, and his wife, a classmate of mine from nursing 
school came to tow. They come to visit me from time to time. When they came, 
Brenda [his wife] said, "Give me the keys to the car." They go and talk to everyone 
here and find out how I'm doing and if I'm telling the truth about things. When they 
come through the door, Brenda says, "Give me the car keys" and he says, "where's 
the key to this and that?" They insisted I move in here [to this apartment]. [105-1, 89-
101] 

As Roberta collected these items and turned her back to walk away from Karen to the 
trash can, she turned back toward Karen and said, "Are those the Turns you were 
supposed to take?" Roberta took them back to Karen, laid them on the table, and 
Karen picked them up and put them in her mouth and began chewing. [po 6 , 136-143] 

When he came in and sat down at the table, Robert was sitting back from the table 
more than was comfortable. Mike saw him and said to him, "Pick up your feet. Pick 
up your feet Robert." Mike immediately began scooting Robert into the table, without 
asking him if he wanted scooted up to the table and without making certain Robert's 
feet were off the floor. [po8-8, 73-81] 

She described to me how "my family were all here for my birthday last spring. And 
when they were here they arranged for me to have people come in to help me and for 
me to come over here." [po14, 1051-1055] 

Characteristic: Beliefs: ARRroRriate Caregivers 

I have, I have friends, ah, from Denver. They have a winter home down here in 
Stewart. And when they're here they do lots of little things for me. He's a trustee of 
anything I have. He worked with Eastern Bank. So I, I don't have to do too much 
heavy thinking. [104-1, 329-336] 

During the activity Sarah started to look around (she was sitting in the back row in 
her wheelchair). She saw Julie and said to her, "Julie, I need to go to the restroom." 
Julie took her and stayed in the bathroom with her. [po4, 169-174] 
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I'd like to know more about treasury notes and treasury bills and that sort of thing, 
the differences between them. I know something about all of them, but I would like to 
have someone. Just like if you're studying for a class that's what I would like. But, 
ah, the residential aides are not competent enough to do that and I'd have to hire 
someone on my own, you know. And I don't really have the time to do it. (laugh) So 
I remain semi-ignorant on that, you see. So, ah, that I would like more. Because I 
would like to study up a little more. . .. Now it would be different if I couldn't afford 
it, you see. I can afford to hire someone to do that. [106-1,418-431, 764-766] 

When I have something to carry from my car to my apartment I'll ask the houseman 
to carry it for me. That's part of his job, he gets paid for doing things like that. So I 
use that. [107-1, 185-189] 

After she was finished with her pizza Marsha sat back from the table in her 
wheelchair, as opposed to sitting forward in her wheelchair like she did during the 
meal, holding her hands up to the sides. She looked at me and said, "My hands are a 
mess. They're sticky." I asked her if she wanted me to go into the bathroom and get 
her a moist paper towel to wipe them with and she shook her head and replied, "No." 
I then asked if she wanted me to take her into the bathroom so she could wash them 
and she said, "I'm okay for now." It was several minutes later that Susan came over 
to Marsha to push her wheelchair toward the door so they could go for the afternoon 
activity. Marsha told her, "My hands needs washed." Susan offered to go and get her 
a moist towel from the bathroom so she could wash her hands off and Marsha 
accepted her offer. [po12, 519-539] 

Characteristic: Beliefs: Potential Contingencies 

I had made it quite clear when I first came in here that I didn't want to ever be put in 
the care center. I arranged and specified all the details that if something were to 
happen to me I'd prefer to be taken care of in my own apartment by private nurses 
around the clock. And when I was ready to come home, [after fracturing her pelvis] 
Becky and Linda had taken care of getting my room set up for me to come home to. 
They even thought of something I hadn't, an electric hospital bed. I didn't have to 
think about anything. I just left it in their hands. [107-1-22, 84-97] 

[Interviewer asked] What if I were walking through the parking lot and happened to 
see you struggling with getting groceries out of the car, and I were to come over to 
offer to help you with them. What would you do? [Elder replied] I wouldn't be 
struggling. I plan so that won't happen. And if you did just see me carrying 
something and offered to help me, well, I'd tell you, "No thank you. I can manage." 
[107-1, 175-185] 

----- ---------- --------
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I hope I don't have to stay here overnight. It wouldn't be very comfortable. I suppose 
I could call my daughter, but she has to work until 5:00. But she could take me home 
after that. [polO, 1198-1204] 

Property: Progression 

[Elder] ... maybe the time I fell out on the balcony and broke my hip. . .. Ah, I was 
able to call out. [l01-1, 40-42, 46] 

A year ago I fell, on a Friday afternoon. I had surgery on Saturday morning. [103-1, 
10-11] . 

I got up to go on the bedside commode. I slid down to the floor. I yelled and my 
roommate yelled. [103-3, 233-235] 

... last couple of weeks, 3 weeks I guess, I had a fall in the kitchen. I was getting 
some, it's rather difficult to keep my balance. And, ah, I went down. So for 45 
minutes I kept pressing the button [104-1, 44-49] 

10 years ago, just after moving to Arizona, I was in a car with my husband and we 
were hit by someone. I was in the hospital with my husband in the bed beside me. 
[lOS-I, 3-7] 

She described how this summer she had internal bleeding. She had gone down to 
breakfast and had gone back up to her room and had thrown up, rather severely. 
Later that morning she started throwing up blood. She threw up a towel full of 
blood. After doing that she put on her call button (a device which rings into the 
nurses' station in the care center) and a nurse came up. She showed the nurse what 
had happened and the nurse said that she needed to go to the emergency room by 
emergency squad. [107-1, 59-71] 

[This story was related by a wife of one of the elders. The elder was sitting with us at 
the time and agreed with the story] "One of our granddaughters is a doctor. She was 
visiting us while she was a resident and we were walking somewhere, before we had 
moved in here. We had to go across the road. There was a divider in the middle of 
the road and we had made it across to there. There was traffic coming in the other 
direction. The car closest to us stopped and motioned us across. I hate for them to do 
that because you don't know what that other lane of traffic is going to do. So we just 
stood there and motioned him on. But he waved us across so we went across to the 
second lane of traffic. We looked up and saw a car coming fast down the lane, and 
we ran across to the other side of the road. Well, it was another time that Lewis 
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didn't pick up his feet and he fell as he was going onto the curb. So here he was 
laying in the road and our granddaughter said to him 'Grandpa, you lay there until I 
check you out and make sure you're okay.' You can't get up right away until you're 
checked out because if you walk on a bone that's cracked you might cause more 
problems. Of course, she didn't explain that to us but she went right to work and 
started feeling around on his head and his arms and then proceeded to go to his legs. I 
can only imagine what it must have looked like to people who were driving along. Me 
standing there watching him as he was. laying on the ground with a young girl poking 
him allover. She finished and then got him up and we stood alongside the road. Then 
the traffic started going again." [108-1, 554-590] 

[Elder's wife relating story, elder present and agreeing with recounting] He woke up 
in the morning and was real dizzy. I called Becky (the nurse practitioner who used to 
be at the facility) and they fmally got hold of her and she came over. He had some 
medication for dizziness and she suggested he take a dose of his medicine. It was near 
our 50th wedding anniversary and we were getting ready to go to California and see 
the children. He was in the closet getting his clothes ready to take his shower. I 
walked in and he was just standing there and said, "I can't move. " I laid him on the 
floor and called Becky. There wasn't any answer so I called the nurses and 2 of them 
came. [110-1, 163-178] 

Stage 2: Alerting 

Verbal 

[Interviewer] How do you, if you need something from your wife, how do you let her 
know that you need something? [Elder] Hey boss! (laugh) [Interviewer] Is it always 
by asking? Do you ever have, is there any other way you can let someone know when 
you need something? [Elder] I can't think of any other way of saying it but, "Hey 
you." But not really, not that way, in those words. I don't call her that. (laugh) No 
way! [102-1, 102-115] 

Finally I yelled and told them to take me home, that I'll be allright. [103-3, 209-211] 

She sat down and got her sweater to put on. She said to Mike, "I need my sweater 
on." [po5, 100-102] 

Well, I can't think of any other way to do it. I guess that's because I'm more or less 
that kind of person. I have, I think I have to say what I want if I want something. I 
don't know. Ah, I try to, ah, I don't think I'm as diplomatic at that as some people 

--- ------------- -------.--



are. And, but I find people very willing to help if you ask. And more than willing. 
[106-1, 917-928] 

He smoked CONSTANTLY. And I mean, I had to ask him, please don't smoke 
anymore. [109-1, 322-324] 
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Well, this morning at Kiwanis I was having a hell of a time getting my coat on. There 
was a man standing close and I asked him, "Would you mind helping me here?" And 
he said, "Certainly," and came right over and helped me. [110-1, 242-247] 

Nonverbal 

Robert was directed by one of the NAs to sit at our table and have something to 
drink. He said that he wanted to get home. The NA told him he needed to wait as the 
LPN had some medicine for him that he needed to get before he went home. He sat 
down for about a minute and then got up and went to the LPN's office. She told him 
she would bring his medicine out "in a minute" and told him to return to his seat. He 
did as she asked and within 2-3 minutes he received his medication and left. [pol, 
391-405] 

During most of breakfast she was moving around in her chair and sighing, as if she 
was bored or uncomfortable. I asked her if anything was wrong and she replied that 
she hurts very badly. [po3-3, 31-35] 

Julie brought her medication up to her, along with a small cup of water, and Lynette 
took her medicine. Later in the activity, Lynette began coughing, as if she was 
choking. I looked at her at the same time that she looked at me. She raised her 
eyebrows, but didn't say anything. She continued to cough and I noticed that her 
water was finished. [po4, 129-138] 

Robert took a medication and then choked, coughing loudly and lifting his leg as if he 
was straining to cough and expel something. This was while he was in his chair. 
[po5, 225-229] 

During exercises, Karen got up and Julie asked her, "What are you doing? Where are 
you going?" Julie had to callout to her across the room and over top of the exercise 
tape. Karen said, "I need my sweater." Julie said to her, "We'll get it for you after 
while. " When Karen continued to stand up, although she was not making any 
movement to go and get her sweater, Julie called to Mike, who was in the kitchen. 
"Mike. Mike. Can you get Karen's sweater?" [po5, 345-356] 
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Robert finished his soup and then got up from the table and walked toward the outside 
door .... As Robert walked toward the door, Julie asked him, "Robert. Aren't you 
going to eat anything else?" Robert said no and indicated he wanted to go home. 
[polO, 720-722, 734-738] 
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Phase 2: Care Negotiating 

Stage 3: Negotiating 

Characteristic: Content of Negotiations 

Well, now wait a minute, we had a, we have a, ah, she made a reservation for us for 
a place over in the Pacific Ocean. A lovely place to go to, but, ah, she had to drive. I 
can't drive now. And, ah, it would have been a, excuse me, a helluva drive for her. 
In this one car and one position. 400 and some miles. And, ah, I told her and she 
backed out. But, ah, she didn't like it, but, and, ah, we lost money because part of 
the policy of the place that she had arrangements made, but it wasn't that bad. So I 
said that to her. [102-2, 431-443] 

[Interviewer] Did you ever let them know how uncomfortable it was for you or how 
much it hurt? [Elder] Sure, oh yeah. [Interviewer] Did you? Other than just grunting? 
I mean, did you tell them? [Elder] Oh yeah, sure. Oh yeah. They knew what I was 
talking about. (laugh) Yeah. [Interviewer] And did that affect what they did in any 
way? [Elder] No, they kept on doing it. (laugh) [Interviewer] So, they didn't make it 
shorter and they didn't make it less painful? [Elder] No, no, they did the very same 
thing over and over again. And now I can walk. That's the outcome. [102-1, 586-
608] 

Anne charges $7 an hour. The number of hours she works per week varies, 
depending on what needs done. She shortens slacks and does laundry. "If I ask her to 
do something, she'll do it. She just doesn't take hold of doing things that I'd like her 
to." (like cleaning) [103-1, 163-169] 

I had a nice nurse the next. day, but I didn't care too much for her. She had me get up 
that day, but she put my chair back in the comer so I couldn't see anything. I put my 
button on after 20 minutes and asked to go back to bed. She said she'd hoped I could 
stay up half an hour and I said I couldn't sit up in the comer like that, I'd rather go 
to bed. Another nurse came in and she said, "What's wrong with her?" The other 
nurse said, "Oh, she had a para." That's the way they referred to it, a para. The 
nurse said, "Good grief. I have my heart surgery patients and serious surgeries up 
walking the same day." I said, "I guess my surgery wasn't serious." And she said, 
"Well, any surgery is serious." [103-3, 123-140] 

And, ah, at night I have this Morning and Evening Program program. And so I have 
a lady that comes at 9. She does just the reverse, getting me ready for bed. But, 
sometimes I'm not ready either to go at 9. Very seldom am I. And so she stays until 



about 10 and gets some things done. There's bound to be little things come up that 
you can't do by yourself. [104-1, 11-19] 
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Shower 3 times a week. My skin is very dry so I don't want it more often. And then, 
she'll, we'll work something, whatever I want to wear for the day. I get dressed, I 
have to stay that way, you know, all day. Until I get it off at night. And, ah, then she 
always gets me a little drink of something so I'll have that here. And she's a jewel. I 
have a washer and dryer, so she puts my personal things in that. And they do have 
the laundry that's available you know. I always use that. Once every 2 weeks she 
changes my bed. Just do the things I would do myself if I was living here alone, if I 
was able. [104-1, 83-98] 

it just won't work. It's got to be this way and let me show you. And in my fumbling 
way I tried to show them in hitching the, the wheelchair onto the golfcart it's gotta be 
hitched on in a certain way which I had found through experience, you know. And I 
tried to tell them as much as I can, if I have to. And there are times when you have 
to, you know, you have to do things a certain way. [106-1, 1224-1233] 

Susan, Julie, Sandy, and Roberta started gathering up the women to go on the field 
trip. Julie walked over to where Jane was sitting on the couch, reading the 
newspaper, and told Jane, "Come on Jane. We're going out for awhile," to which 
Jane replied, "I think I'll stay here." At which point Julie said to her, "You can't stay 
here," to which Jane responded, "Oh. So I have to go whether I want to or not." Jane 
said this as she was getting up from the couch to go into the uncarpeted area of the 
center. Julie did not respond to her. [p012, 678-691] 

Characteristic: History 

[Interviewer] Do you ever, before people start taking like tape or something off your 
arm do you ever say, "Be careful how you do that," or do you ever say anything to 
them? [Elder] Well, yeah, I guess I have. Rita and I, we know each other pretty well. 
And she knows that she has problems with me. She does it, wheeech, and it's 
finished. Even though I got lots of hair. And it just comes·out sometimes. [102-1, 
823-834] 

When the elder and Anne go shopping together, Anne would often tell her, "You 
should get this. You should have this." [Elder] At first I would buy it. Now I just tell 
her I don't think I want it right now. [103-1, 146-150] 

That Sunday I was up walking around after the surgery and Monday I couldn't walk 
at all. Just like that. Dr. Gregory wanted Dr. Phillips to check me. He worked around 

-----_._ ... _--_._-- ------.. ----
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on my legs and said there was no spasm. But he didn't do anything to help me walk. 
They sent me home on Tuesday, even though I couldn't walk. Elaine walked in about 
lunchtime. I kept suffering and couldn't walk. The pain was running down the inside 
of my right leg. Dr. Phillips had said he wanted to talk to Elaine when she came in; 
he said it wouldn't cost her a thing, but of course it did. Dr. Phillips told her there 
was nothing wrong with me, "Your mother is just lonely, depressed, and wants you 
there all the time." Well, Elaine knew I was going to 3-4 bridge luncheons a week 
and the telephone in my apartment was ringing all the time. Elaine came home from 
talking to Dr. Phillips and said, "There's nothing to do but to take you to Philadelphia 
and get some good doctors." [103-3, 295-319] 

[Interviewer] Those, the couple of friends that help you out in doing shopping, do 
they live here or? [Elder] Yes, they do live here. And they always come at a certain 
time so I can always, I'm here and the door open, unlocked rather, and they just 
come in. [104-1, 317-324] 

So, ah, I, I do think maybe in the near future they're going to have to maybe give us 
a little more time. Because we, we haven't asked for much from them. And, but I 
mean, they're willing if we ask. But there again I guess we'll have to ask because 
they're used to us being independent. (laugh) So, I think that can happen with your 
family. They're so used to you just doing for yourself, you know, always that, ah, 
and of course that's rather the way I'd want it. Because now if we ask they'll know 
that we need help. [106-1, 899-911] 

A chair was to the left of Julie at the front of the room -- it had Karen's pillow on it. 
When Karen came out of the bathroom, after approximately 5 minutes, she started 
walking toward Julie. Julie glanced at Karen, then grabbed the chair that was beside 
her and shoved it to her right side -- closer to where Karen was. [po8, 159-167] 

Characteristic: Doing 

Doing for self 

They asked me if someone could come and take me home to my apartment. Well, 
there wasn't anyone and Paradise West's transportation was closed down for the 
night. So I had to call another ambulance to bring me home. [103-3, 404-409] 

I can't get my hose (referring to panty hose that she wears). You can't walk up Big 
Street. They (referring to staff at the adult day care) have a fit! It's too hot now 
anyway, even if I could. I did it once, before it got so hot. I went to Russell's and 
then got some hose at the dress shop and came back. I went over the next day and 
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told them (at the adult day care) and they didn't like it one bit! They started 
screaming, saying, "You can't do that! Don't you know that people get killed walking 
on Big Street?" [105-1, 238-249] 

Ah, we've had, I've had wonderful experiences with people in Amesville coming 
over. And it's mainly women. Little old ladies, you know, come over to help us lift 
that wheelchair on and off. They see, ah, I suppose, ah, it's sort of a pathetic picture 
(laugh) of this crippled man and this blind woman trying to lift a wheelchair. You 
see. It is (laugh). I know it is, because people come over and they want to help you, 
you know. And, ah, sometimes they don't lrnow I'm blind until they get there and 
then, "Oh my!" And then they want to do everything. Well, of course, ah, I just tell 
them, "Now we've been doing this for months and months. And don't worry about it. 
We're perfectly able to do it." [106-1, 1135-1152] 

At one point in time during breakfast Karen was sitting sideways to the table where 
her breakfast was. Roberta said to her, "Karen, you need to tum around and sit up at 
the table and eat your breakfast." Apparently Karen made some comment at this point 
in time, as Roberta responded, "You can slide yourself up to the table. You can do 
that." [po8, 41-49] 

Doing with others 

Well, he called up front and they sent 2 aides down. The 2 aides came and helped me 
up to walk. [103-3, 388-391] 

As I arrived and was walking into the center, I came upon a woman who was getting 
groceries out of the trunk of her car. I was still 2 cars from her when she looked 
directly at me and said, "Good morning!" I stopped to talk with her. ... As we were 
talking, she was getting some plastic bags of groceries out of the back of her car. I 
asked, "Would you like me to help you with those?" Without saying yes, she kept 
moving the bags around so she could more easily reach her wheeled cart that was also 
in the trunk and underneath her grocery bags. She did move to the side, so I reached 
into the trunk and picked up a plastic grocery bag with a gallon of milk in it and 
helped to arrange the other bags so the cart was readily accessible. With her lifting 
one end of the cart and myself the other end, we got it out of the trunk. I put my end 
on the ground and she held onto the handle and then got it into its proper alignment to 
put groceries in. I set the milk into the bottom and she set the remainder of her 
groceries on top. [po6-6, 1-6, 40-59] 

Roger stood behind her and got her walker to the side of her chair. Tim knew she 
wanted to move to another table and started scooting her chair, saying, "Here. We'll 
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push her over there." Roger asked him to let her get up and move, "to get her 
muscles working" and Tim responded "Oh, okay. That's fine." Nancy always carries 
her purse with her and Roger asked if he could carry that while she moved. She said 
yes and commented that he looked very attractive carrying her purse. [poll, 30-42] 

Olhers doing for 

But my friends, do you know what they did? I had, I have these wonderful friends. 
Two couples and an extra single lady. And they moved me from the garden home 
here. And, I, they told me to go and stay with my friend. (laugh) So I didn't have 
any work to do at all. [104-1, 398-405] 

I wanted to volunteer at Metro Adult Day Center. But my brother and his wife went 
there and came back and told me, "We've signed you up to go there." I went over to 
Metro Adult Day Center and talked to them, and told them I wanted to volunteer, but 
it didn't make any difference after my brother and his wife had signed me up. [105-1, 
179-186] 

Stage 4: Evaluating 

Feelings about Care Settings 

"This is an excellent place." This statement was made by 1 resident and agreed to 
rapidly by 2 other residents. [po2, 5-7] 

They're so wonderful here; just do anything, everything for you. [103-1, 109-110] 

[Discussion with elder of another facility similar to Paradise West] It's more 
expensive there, you get 3 meals a day. The inside of the building is lovely, but the 
outside looks like a prison. That's what they said when it was first being built and I 
can't stop thinking about that whenever I see it. [My comment was that I wouldn't 
necessarily want to live in a prison.] The inside of the place is like a beautiful resort 
hotel and I wouldn't want to live all the time in a place like that either. [103-3, 59-
72] 

So I feel very fortunate to be, to be here. And, ah, where there's friends. Of course, 
I stay in. But they also have the buses to take you to doctors and they're very very 
good about that. [104-1, 305-310] 

Then, when I go to Metro Adult Day Center for 5 days a week, you're 
incommunicado. You're off by yourself. [105-2, 184-187] 
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But there are a lot of, I think it's the people around you that make your satisfaction. 
And there's an awful lot of nice people around here. [106-1, 547-550] 

When I asked why she didn't want to go into the care center, even for a time limited 
period of rehabilitation, she said, "It's too depressing. Why go in there and be 
depressed if it's not necessary?" [107-1, 99-103] 

[Elder] Well, of course NOBODY wants to go in the health center. That's what he 
(her husband) DREADS. [Interviewer] Really? And why, why is that? Why is that? 
[Elder] Well, because all these people are DYING around you and they're, they sit 
there with their mouths open and they're, oh. [l09-1, 983-989] 

When I asked if they had looked at any other places before deciding on Paradise 
West, Tim and Vicki both indicated they had. But, as Tim stated, "There just wasn't 
any other place that had the same things as this place. It had the most for the money. 
Other places had different meal plans and different types of places to live, but I just 
liked this one better. This isn't anything like what you hear about some of these 
places. You hear about some of them that people go into them and they're forgotten. 
But here, we have lots of things to do. There's always someone you can be with. You 
don't have to be alone. You CAN be alone if you want to, but you can always find 
somebody to be with. II [po9, 93-110] 

[In terms of his satisfaction with the care center] I spent 5 weeks in there after my 
stroke. This place is phenomenal. I really mean it. Everyone in here who has had 
service in the care center, they can't believe how considerate and good the people are 
who work there. I've never heard a cross word from any of them and they never 
hurry you. [110-1, 202-210] 

In relation to Metro Adult Day Center and Paradise West, Karen said, "They give us 
good care here. At least I think they do. I'm well satisfied with it. And all the staff at 
Paradise West are nice. You never hear a cross word from any of them. II As she said 
this she turned in her chair and looked into the activities' director office where Susan 
was standing talking to a new staff member. Karen continued, "No, everyone is good. 
I think they'd get rid of them, fire them, if they didn't have a good attitude. II ... 

During a lull in the conversation she said again, "They are all good to me" and then 
looked again at where Susan was standing and said, "Well, most of them are good. 
But sometimes some of them do get a little upset. II [po14, 42-53, 79-84] 
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Feelings about Caregivers 

Why don't I call my wife? Ah, she's my best helper. On all questions of all types 
and, ah, I'm just happy as the devil that I got her. She's my second wife. [102-1, 19-
26] 

She is disappointed in the doctor who specializes in neuropathy. "He's very serious." 
She tried to joke with him and it "didn't go over too well. I didn't get many of my 
questions answered. He was in and out all the time. He probably thought my 
questions were silly questions." One of her questions was whether the type of pain 
she was having was simply to be expected with old age or as a result of the 
neuropathy. [103-1, 36-46] 

The one that comes 3 days a week does some things that just surprise me. I made up 
my mind that I didn't think I'd like her too well. And I usually don't do that. But I 
take liquid medication because of my ulcerated esophagus; 4 different medicines. I 
said to her that I didn't know how to measure all these. She went out and got me a 
little cup and marked it with black to show me where to measure them. I thought I 
might like her after that. But today, as she was helping me walk, she was 5-6 feet 
ahead of me. She'll say, "Watch your step." But she should be beside me to help me. 
[103-1, 236-250] 

I have a CPA to manage my money. She's a German girl. She's the best thing that's 
ever happened to me. She's delightful. [105-1, 117-120] 

When my brother and sister-in-law did those things when they came, they didn't tell 
me where they'd been, who they'd talked to, and what they'd talked about. I wasn't 
really mad, kind a disgusted. I kinda resented their taking off and talking to everybody 
in the place when I didn't think it was necessary and most of the other people they 
talked to about me probably didn't think it was necessary. I was volunteering that day 
and they could have told me what they were doing or invited me to go with them. 
[105-2, 99-111] 

That Donna (apparently the head nurse in the care center) really loves all people; 
those of us who live here and need her, as well as the people who work for her. 
When I'm feeling down I go down there and get an allotment of hugs. [po6, 35-40] 

He [the elder] commented on at least 3 separate occasions, "She's the most wonderful 
wife, but." When he ended his sentence with "but" he would then go on to say 
something that was relatively incomprehensible. Barb mentioned on the 2nd and 3rd 

-_._ .. _--_._ .. _--- ----
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occasion that he always says "but" when he talks about her being a good wife. [108-
1, 673-681] 

No, I haven't had any, ah, I haven't had any, truthfully, any unpleasant experience 
except that one awful one with this nose. And of course I'll, I'll never, it just seems 
to me I'll never forgive her for it because she could have given me more anesthetic, 
ah, but she didn't anyway. That's all past. [109-1, 669-676] 

In a third incident where his wife interceded on his behalf, Chris described this one. 
"I had cancer of the vocal cords and the people where we were then wanted to give 
me some kind of crazy treatment and my wife rescued me. [110-1, 292-298] 

Feelings about Care 

But, anyway, why, I'm getting along with it, ah, people help me if I need their help, 
but I don't like to help, or ask for help. So, I've been getting by with some help .... 
[Interviewer] Can you think of some reasons why you don't like to ask for help? 
[Elder] I can't think of the reason, you know, but at least it's a big no. Don't do it. 
[102-1,42-46, 129-133] 

The main thing that bothers me is this terrible esophagus problem. I hate having a 
tray sent to my room to eat. I have to have it for so long. . .. I either don't go to 
places or I don't eat once I'm there. I've always been active and now I'm not able to 
eat and I can't go to luncheons and eat like I'd like to. [103-1, 287-290, 103-2, 50-
55] 

I really couldn't be here without that help. It means, living this way or being in a 
nursing home. I came from Colorado and I know there's nothing like Paradise West 
up there. And, ah, so if I was up there I'd probably be in a nursing home in the 
condition I'm in. [104-1, 108-114] 

[Interviewer] What I'm trying to get at is, ah, I'm trying to find out whether there are 
negative sides to receiving help or assistance. [Elder] Oh no, especially when you get 
into my shape. I think you welcome it all. It isn't, isn't premium living. Let's put it 
that way. I, I think I do have a strong faith and that helps too. [104-1, 527-535] 

Now some people would and, ah, I can't sit and cry about it. Sometimes I wish I 
could. I wish I could just sit down and, you know, you get to the end of your tether 
some days and I wish sometimes I could just sit down and get a little release from it. 
But you can't. That's the worst part of it. Its omnipresence, you know. It never 
ceases. [106-1, 2420-2428] 
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Once in awhile I get to feeling sorry for myself. Once in awhile. But not very often. 
Not very often. Because I realize my age. The thing, of course, that I just love doing 
was travelling and sports, skiing, horseback riding. All the sports, tennis, everything. 
And then, and gradually of course that simmered down. And then when all this 
happened I realized right then and there that that was it. That had to be cut off. And 
that was terrible, terrible. Ah, it was a blow. [109-1, 487-498] 

[Interviewer] How is it to be placed on the receiving end? [Elder] Well it's tough at 
frrst. It's awful. It's just terrible. Ah, you mean the do nothing end? [Interviewer] 
Urn hm. [Elder] Terrible. Terrible. And you've got to, ah, you have to figure out 
something. [109-1, 1097-1102] 

We then talked a bit about feelings about receiving care and he told me, "this stroke 
killed me. I get so distressed and so down. ... Once every other week I wish I were 
dead. But my granddaughter said for me to stay alive until she gets married." [110-1, 
311-314, 322-325] 
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APPENDIX F 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN DEPENDENCY WORK 



Definition of Terms Used In Dependency Work 

DEPENDENCY WORK - the physical and cognitive activities of care recipients 
directed toward initiating, maintaining, and evaluating care relationships 
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Personal Considerations -the individual, intra-personal concerns and issues an elder 
considers in her/his care relationships 

self-care preferences - desire of an elder to do for self without assistance 
from others or with only the assistance s/he deems necessary 

integrating extras - issues or problems related to incorporating additional 
individuals or care settings into an elder's life 

covering - the elder camouflaging aspects of her/his life or beliefs in order to 
receive the level of care desired or to maintain relationships with others 

Other Considerations - the concerns and issues of an interpersonal nature an elder 
considers in her/his care relationships 

asking enough - an elder's belief that s/he must ask a caregiver for help or 
assistance from time to time so the caregiver will feel useful 

not asking too much - an elder's belief that s/he must be cautious and not ask 
a caregiver to do too much or too often to prevent alienating the caregiver 

others' abilities - an elder recognizing a caregiver's physical and mental 
abilities, using these to inform her/his decisions about whether caregivers could 
perform certain activities or whether s/he should ask the caregiver (abilities 
notwithstanding) 

expressing gratitude - an elder making certain to demonstrate appreciation 
and thanks to her/his caregiver 

Managing Obligations - the work an elder engages in as s/he acts on and evaluates 
her/his beliefs and judgments of her/his, or the caregiver's, sense of duty within care 
relationships 

balancing the exchange - activities and judgments of an elder directed toward 
maintaining a reciprocal relationship with her/his caregiver 



expectations of self - an elder's actual, and sometimes ideal, beliefs about 
her/his responsibilities within a care relationship 
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expectations of others - an elder's actual, and sometimes ideal, beliefs about a 
caregiver's responsibilities within a care relationship 
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APPENDIX G 

ADDmONAL DATA EXAMPLES FOR ELDERS' DEPENDENCY WORK 
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Additional Data Examples for Elders' Dependency Work 

PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Self-care preferences 

I could ask her. She'd do more shopping for me. She'd do lots, many things I guess 
in that respect. But I haven't needed it. As much as I can I try to do things for 
myself. [101-1, 302-306] 

I try to do on my own the things that I can, YOli know, during the day. [104-1,486-
488] 

I could never be too independent .... I like to solve my own problems. [106-1, 822, 
2071] 

Because up to that time I was able to do for myself and for others. And, ah, just 
lately that I've had to depend on people to do for me. And I don't like it. [101-1, 
717-721] 

In fact, I think I probably could make use of the people around here a lot more than I 
do. I know some people just, I would think just wear our little head nurse out that's 
down there in the clinic, that looks after people day in and day out. And, ah, I just 
don't go down that often. I just feel like it's an intrusion. There's people that need it 
worse than I do, so unless I really need it I don't go down. [101-1, 1622-1631] 

They take real good care of us here. And, ah, sometimes the things they would like to 
do for us I don't care to have done for us, you know. I don't really care to have done 
for us, as long as I can do them. [106-1, 825-830] 

Robert took his napkin and tried to wipe up some of the sneezing aftermath that had 
gotten on the table. [po5, 434-436] 

Getting your hair done gives you a big boost doesn't it? 
And as soon as I could stand over in the care center I was able to wash my own. But 
you know, when you can't even stand at the sink to do it, it's pretty sad. [fg, 1694-
1700] 

Ah, and ah, I, I am, this year I'm getting worse. I, I'm, it's very difficult. I used to 
be able to identify things. I couldn't see them, but I could, the shape. But now I'm 
getting so shape and size, I, I'm no good at it anymore. And so that means that's 
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taken another swatch of things out that I can't identify readily. Ah, I do my, I do our 
bookkeeping. Now that seems ridiculous. But that's something I can still do by 
having, I have a woman come in and work with me and she's very good, ah, for me. 
[106-1, 191-203] 

Integrating Extras 

Integrating extra peqple 

She told me that Julie said to her since she couldn't keep her keys without loosing 
them that she [Julie] was going to keep them for her. She says, III don't know what 
to do, because she isn't here all the time and what happens when I need them and 
Julie isn't here?1I She told me that she had to call the security guard just the other 
day when she needed something and he told her that it wasn't a good idea to let Julie 
have her keys, lIyou need some keys of your own ll he told her. [po3, 67-78] 

She had been helping as a volunteer in the main building and had wanted to come 
to the center to volunteer there. IIBut, II she says, II After he left I found myself 
moved into one of the apartments and I was over here getting help, instead of 
helping them. II [po3, 500-506] 

Lynette came in later and sat down beside me. Roger had gone to get her this 
morning -- generally it's Julie that gets her. She said, III was really surprised to see 
Roger come to my door. I just wonder, though is something wrong with Julie? She 
always comes to get me. II [po6, 94-lO1] 

She said, III was afraid I wouldn't see you anymore. I thought you said last week that 
it was your last time here. II I told her I would still be coming back frequently. She 
said, III'm glad. II [po8, 139-143] 

She said she was glad to see me and had missed me last week. [po9, 24-25] 

I walked over to sit on the couch beside Vicki. Vicki said, III missed you. lI [p09, 45-
47] . 

He then started trying to get money out of his money clip. He was having 
problems releasing the money from the clip. Julie said, "Here Robert. Can I get that 
for you?" Robert said, "No. I'll get it." I commented that I had never used a 
money clip and Robert's looked quite fancy. Julie said she hadn't used one either 
and then said, "Here Robert. Let me do that for you." She was standing directly 
in front of Robert as he was sitting on the couch. Julie was quite imposing, at 
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least for me who was sitting beside Robert. As she made her statement, she reached 
down to get the money clip from Robert. he continued to try and get the money 
out, not giving the clip to her. I commented, " It looks like it's hard to get the money 
out of that." Julie again said, "Robert. I'll do that," and reached down and took 
the clip from Robert. She struggled with it for three to five seconds to get the money 
out. It appeared to be quite tight. She then counted out the $3.00 she needed and 
then put the remaining money back into the clip and handed it to Robert. [polO, 128-
153] 

No, I don't even know where my decorations are. When he moved me into this new 
apartment my brother packed away my decorations. To find them I'd have to go into 
the storage and try and find them. I just don't think it's worth it. I can't get into the 
spirit. [po12, 52-58] 

In regards to the NA and breakfast - each resident at the table I was at (Robert, 
Marsha, Gary, Matilda) had to ask her for milk for their oatmeal. Each of them also 
had to ask her for the brown sugar for the oatmeal. She brought each item as it was 
requested, but seemed unable to anticipate requests before they were articulated. She 
didn't bring the milk to Marsha as quickly as Marsha was ready for it, so Marsha 
reached over toward the other side of the table. [po13, 272-283] 

One time I needed something and decided to go and get it. Well, I walked up to the 
recreation center and then at the light went across Big Street to the south side and 
over to the store. I came back here the next day and told Sandy and she raised the 
roof. She started screaming, 'You can't walk up Big Street! Don't you know 
that people get shot on Big Street? People go past in cars and they take pot shots 
at people! Don't ever walk up Big Street again!' Well, I hadn't even walked on Big 
Street. I walked across it and then one block past it and walked to the store. "[po13, 
426-440] 

"Oh no. I try not to let it bother me. It's just so hard when you've been used to doing 
all your life and have always done for so many people and now you have to wait on 
someone else's schedule." I commented that several people had told me it was 
difficult to go from being a doer to a receiver and she said, "That certainly 
is true."[po13, 1116-1124] 

Roberta was walking by the table where Sarah was sitting with some other residents, 
eating breakfast. Roberta said "Sarah, you've got to use a straw. You can't drink like 
that! You have to use a straw." Then she said to Sadie (the new NA that I wrote 
about in the last set of notes) "You've always got to give her a straw. She can't drink 
out of a glass like that." Sadie said "I did give her a straw" and Sarah also 

------------------ .... -
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simultaneously said "She gave me a straw." Roberta again said "Sarah, you've always 
got to use a straw. Remember that. You can't hold your head down when you're 
drinking from a cup like that and you have to keep your head down when you 
swallow." After admonishing Sarah, Roberta walked on into the kitchen. [po14, 110-
128] 

That's what a lot of people can't understand. They say, "Oh, your voice is so good. 
You just sound great." They think because of my voice that I'm just on top of the 
world and everything's okay. But it isn't. I have lots and lots of things to contend 
with. [101-1, 122-128] 

(Interviewer question) And so, do you do anything about it then the next time it 
happens? (Elder response) The same thing that happened the last time. Just do the 
same thing. (Interviewer question) And do you say something to her? (Elder response) 
Yeah, uh huh. (Interviewer question) Such as? (Elder response) Look, I can do this 
myself now. And, ah, by that time she'll have the job done. [102-1, 909-922] 

Her carpet is stained, has been since it was laid a few years ago. "Amie is 
supposed to bring a carpet man down to look at it. She hasn't done it. She keeps 
forgetting it. "[103-1, 182-186] 

She had a different "cleaning girr' this week than usual. This different girl 
"was really, in a lot of ways, better than the one I usually have. But I wouldn't think 
of getting rid of the one I have because I'm just sure it would hurt her feelings. 
They tell us that we can have whoever we want work for us, but there are so few of 
them that I think it must hurt them when we don't ask for them back. One of 
them who was working for me once told me about how another woman had decided 
she wanted someone else to come and clean for her and didn't want her anymore. 
She told me that the administration had told her not to worry about it, that the 
woman was getting crabby about a lot of things and there just wasn't any pleasing 
her. But I know that she must have been upset about it, at least a little bit, otherwise 
she wouldn't have told me that story." [103-3, 24-44] 

Had hiatal hernia surgery a while back. "Anne was worried about it. She 
said, 'You've got to go back and have those stitches taken out.' So I called the 
nurse and she said I didn't have any external stitches." [103-1, 192-197] 

Eldora, my next door neighbor, came in to help get me some breakfast. I had to 
explain to her how the toaster worked, it was one of those where the toast has to be 
put on the right side of the toaster before it will go down. And she brought me in a 
piece of toast that looked like a lump of coal. [103-3, 442-449] 

-- - - -------_._.------ . --------
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And, ah, so, there's an, there's a lot of things, compensations, but the things that are 
the most frustrating are you can't ever count on doing something right now that you 
want to do because usually you have to wait until someone is available to read 
something to you so you can do what you want to do now. (laugh) [106-1, 182-189] 

It's easy enough to teach yourself what you need to know. So, but, you see, I can't 
do that now. That's one place I'm really stymied. Unless I hired someone and had 
them come in and just read to me. But at my time in life (laugh), it's not worth it. I 
don't think. [106-1, 467-473] 

I like to do those things if I can, for several reasons. If we can do it for ourselves, we 
can get going and get where, do what we want to. If we can't do it for ourselves, we 
have to sit and wait for them. Now, there, they go as fast as they can, but they've got 
more than us to take care of. They've got, say, 20 people every dinner time to take 
care of. Which means that if they do it for us we wait. And if we, ah, have to call 
them on the phone we wait until they can come. Now they come immediately, as far 
as their immediately can be, don't you know. I'm not blaming them at all for their, 
but I'm just the type I want to do things for myself. It's so much more 
convenient. And as long as you can, I like to. I like to do things for myself. [106-1, 
1101-1119] 

(Interviewer question) Have you ever experienced any negative effects of receiving 
help or assistance from someone? (Elder response) Not really, real negative you 
know. But that's why I try to be a little careful of receiving help. If I really want 
them to help I tell them a little story before I ask them to help, you see, if I can. 
Now you can't always do that. You know, I always, you know, try to tell them 
something so they're alerted to something that might happen if this is done or that. 
[106-1, 1241-1254] 

In the first case, the NA would go down to the dining room at Paradise West and 
charge the cost of her dinner to Mrs. R. She confronted the NA, as well as Health 
Care Locators (the agency that supplied the NA), and was told, "this is the way we 
do it in some of the nursing homes when we're taking care of people. We charge our 
meals to the person we're taking care of." Mrs. R. didn't think that was appropriate, 
so she terminated her. [107-1, 215-225] 

The second situation was the result of differences in body temperatures of Mrs. R. 
and the NA. "I'm very cold blooded and this NA who was working for me was quite 
warm blooded. She would turn the thermostat down to make it cool in there for her. I 
figured it was my apartment and I'm the one who wasn't feeling well, so I'm the one 
who needs to be comfortable. I asked her not to do it anymore and she said she 
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didn't. But I could tell by looking at the drapes that it was on, even though she denied 
it. So I had them not send her back again. 11[107-1, 225-238] 

... the only criticism they have is that I don't do enough. I mean, that I don't, that I 
pull myself out of certain groups that I was in before. [109-1, 541-544] 

... the, ah, aides are usually morning people. At least, I don't know that they stay 
very late. I guess probably you could get them late, if you wished. But, ah, I'm one 
of those people that likes to have my shower just before I go to bed. So, ah, I got 
a neighbor to come in the first night because it was bath night. [fg, 58-65] 

Integrating extra settings 

More than one resident, even those who were sitting up in the living room area 
proper, had to ask Roger to repeat what he was talking about. One of the residents 
said, III just can't hear you with all that going on in the background. II [po3, 258-263] 

... everyone moved to their assigned seats. With no assigned seats, everyone has to 
search around the 4 tables to find their names to know where to sit (another set of 
fieldnotes describes how staff determine who sits where and residents are not offered 
a choice of where they will sit for meals). Lynette started at one table and had to go 
around all 4 tables before finally finding her placecard. [po5, 744-753] 

... she said, liOn the days when I have something else to do and I can't come over 
here I just don't know what to do with myself. I'm just so used to coming over here 
and being with people that it's really hard for me to be by myself. I used to be by 
myself and I was used to it. I suppose we all need time alone from time to time. 
But, I tell you, I just don't like it now. II I asked her how weekends seemed to be and 
she replied, 1I0h, they're the hardest. Sometimes, I don't know how I'll make it 
through until I come back here. [po 6 , 106-119] 

The news was late in starting today. It started about 9:10 a.m. or 9:15 a.m., instead 
of the usual 9:00 a.m. There was no explanation given for why it was late. As far 
as I know, Roger was in the building. When he started the news and was reminded 
by residents that it was late, he said, II Yeah. A little slower pace this morning, I 
guess. II Many residents commented, either to other residents, staff, or myself that the 
news was late. [po 6 , 144-154] 

When people hear about crosswords for the day they are generally divided on this 
issue - either they really like the activity or in the words of Jennifer (the sleeper), III 
just can't stand that. II [po6, 412-417] 

~. ~~---------~-.--------
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Lynette came in with her RA at the end of crosswords with Kathy. She sat toward the 
back of the room and, turning around to look at me, said, "I'm glad I missed this." 
[po9, 732-736] 

Tim came over to the living room and sat in a reclining chair in a spot different than 
his normal seat. I'm not at all sure why he sat in a different chair and this was, 
apparently, a surprise to other people, as well. Just before the news Linda came into 
the living room and sat in Tim's usual chair, as he had chosen her chair to sit in. And 
Roger, who looked up from the paper during the news commented that it was strange 
to see Tim and Linda trading chairs. Tim smiled and nodded, while Linda said, "It's 
his fault. He's the one who started it." When Linda first saw she was going to be 
sitting in a different chair, almost all people were seated in the living room. Linda has 
two small pillows, which belong to her personally, that she puts behind her neck and 
back. She originally thought these were behind Tim and abruptly spoke to him, "I 
need my pillows. Are they behind you?" When Tim tried to hand her one 
she responded, "No. It's not that one. Mine are small." Roger tried to hand her 
a different one, which was also too large. She found them beside another 
resident and, taking them with her, walked with her walker over to where Tim 
generally sits. [polO, 157-186] 

As I walked up and stood beside him, he said, "Cindy, I really think things need 
to change a bit. My wife is in the nursing center now and I have set times to go 
and see her. When I'm over here I can't do that. It's not that I'm not capable, it's 
just that they expect me to be here. Now I don't need to be here for all of this and 
it is distressing to my wife and me both when I can't keep up with it like I'd like to. 
So I'd like to be able to go now." [polO, 361-372] 

"One thing I didn't like too well was that they came in during the night to wake you 
up and make you go to the bathroom. Even if you didn't need to go they'd make you 
get up and go. I suppose they were trying to train people so they wouldn't wet the 
bed, but I didn't need to do that. And, when they would come in to check on you 
at night they'd generally come in pairs, so they were also loud. "[polO, 905-915] 

Linda described problems at the care center with missing things. "My daughter would 
bring me some things, but she didn't bring anything too nice because it would end up 
missing so often. Things like my clothes, jewelry, and my purse. It was a problem 
because you were always in a room with another person and you couldn't lock the 
door. Even though it was your room you couldn't have your door locked. You 
couldn't even have your door closed. I always had a roommate. Sometimes I was in 
the bed farthest away from the door, but sometimes I was in the bed closest to the 
door. And that was the worst place. People just came in and out of your room. There 
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was no way to keep anything." I asked if the facility offered a safe or any place for 
her to put her things so they'd be safe. Her reply, "Oh no. They don't have anything 
like that. Oh, you do have a little space in a cabinet or something, but nothing like 
you're talking about." She went on to describe the main reason for the disappearance 
of her things after I asked whether she thought the staff or residents or who else was 
responsible for the missing items. "Oh, not the workers. It's the other people who 
live there. A lot of these people don't have their right mind. My purse came 
up missing. This one. My granddaughter got it for me a few years ago. And it came 
up missing while I was living over there. I didn't think I'd ever get it back. But a 
few months after it turned up missing they came to me and said, "You'll never 
guess what we found. We think we found your purse." And it was. I was so glad. 
And the person who took it was someone you'd never had thought would have done 
such a thing. She certainly didn't ~eed it. But I'd seen her take some other things too. 
But she's just out of her head." [polO, 937-980] 

Nancy complained of being sleepy during soup, "I've been sitting here too long and 
I'm not used to it. I'm busy all the time when I'm home." [poll, 23-26] 

the only thing I can think of down there that happened, I had a roommate. And 
I thought I swore bad, but he swore all the time he was awake. If he felt lousy 
he would start swearing and he was ridiculous. Blah, blah, blah out of his mouth. 
He was hard to get along with. I was, we had twin beds. I think I had fell or 
something. I had to be there, I was in there several months I guess. . .. I told you 
before, I think I did, I told you about my roommate. He swore terrible. Boy. And, 
for me, a boilermaker would be a tough guy, you know. No, he was something else . 
... But this buddy of mine, I don't know his name either, so I can't tell you who he 
was. He, but when they turned him over for, for getting him the bedsheets changed, 
you know, he would start to cuss them. Yeah, he had a mouth. And it was horrible. 
I, I, didn't do anything to stop it. But, as far as I was concerned it didn't hurt him, 
cause I had ignored it. But, ah, oh these nurses had a heck of a time with that guy, I 
can tell you. (laugh) Oh brother .... This guy, that was the roommate with me. I 
think he swore more words, said nasty words, than he, I mean hours of the day. I 
mean, the middle of the night. He'd wake up and have a pain and he would start 
swearing. The morning or midnight. But I overlooked him. He was my buddy. My 
roommate. But, ah, he didn't bother me too much. But I was glad when he left .... 
Ah, ah, I think I can think of with this roommate I had. That's the only thing I can 
think of. And, ah, they left me in the room, why, I was happy, happy to see him go. 
He went home. I guess he was through his operation. But I was very happy to see 
him go. [102-1,282-291,535-539, 560-571, 737-746, 793-799] 



She was supposed to go to her daughter's residence for 3-6 months after surgery. 
Her daughter's children were age 12 and 16 at the time. Her daughter had a dress 
shop and worked during the day. "The kids messed the kitchen up and I'd have 
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to get up and do things in the kitchen. We told the doctor I could do as well at my 
home here in Amesville. So, my daughter brought me home in October .... The 
doctor had wanted me to stay at Elaine's for 3 months and not do anything during that 
time. It didn't work. I would ask the kids to put their dishes in the dishwasher and 
clean up a little bit. The boy [age 16] would do some things when I asked him but 
the girl [age 12] wouldn't. She'd say, 'Mom doesn't mind.' And I'd say to her, 'But 
your mother works so hard and she keeps things nice for you.' So I'd be doing 
things around the house. I went to the doctor and said I'd be just as well off at my 
home. He was furious when he heard I was doing those things. He let me come 
home after hearing that I didn't have steps. " [103-1, 91-101; 103-3, 342-357] 

"I was in with a lady who was crazy as a bedbug sometimes. She would say to 
me, 'Pauline, the party's over. I think they want us to go home.' I would tell her 
that they didn't want us to go home, that it was okay to stay." She described how 
this roommate's agitation seemed to signal that she needed to go to the bathroom and 
she would always have to show her where the bathroom was. Her roommate would 
get out of bed, even with the bedrails up, and walk down the hall without her 
pajama bottoms on. [103-3, 509-521] 

"The last time I was in the CC (care center) it was alright. I stayed 7 weeks. During 
the first part of my stay, the first 3 weeks, I had a roommate who couldn't talk. 
The next one, for 2 weeks, couldn't stop talking." (laugh) [103-3, 525-530] 

I went to Prescott for a week with my friend, Francis. I couldn't remember if she had 
said we were to furnish our own apartment while we were up there or not. I figured 
that she would arrange for the movers to come to my place and move the furniture to 
where we needed it. But when we got there I didn't see any of my furniture. I didn't 
like it there. It was too strange. I had to try and remember where we were, why we 
were there, and what she told me we were going to do. It was too much. [105-1, 150-
162] 

And he sent me out to Mountain Summit Hospital, which was, which is no longer. 
Ah, it was a very poor hospital. Served a rotten egg one morning. [109-1, 317-320] 

I mean, they, (laugh) used to tease them, they'll waken you at 2 and 4 in the morning 
to take your blood pressure and get you awake, which is out of a sound sleep, and 
you'd just soon that they would skip it until maybe 6 in the morning (laugh) but they 
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have their regulations. They really check people. They do. I mean, under their care, 
and that's what they're supposed to do. [fg, 489-498] 

It makes it difficult for somebody like Meg that comes back from the hospital who 
have all their buttons to be put in with somebody who ... 
And as she said, somebody who wants to go through your clothes and take anything 
that happens to please them. [fg, 1305-1312] 

Well, I tell you, I don't know how to answer that but it's quite a decision to move 
into Paradise West, if you're married and living with your wife and you've 
been getting along fine for a long time. When do you come into a place like this? 
You give up an awful lot. You give up an awful lot when you come in. 
And everybody you talk to came from a great big house and they had to get rid of all 
of the things they really liked. We all have. We gave away things that we 
really cherished because we don't have the room for them. But everybody goes 
through it and everybody feels "Well, golly, I'm not the only one that did this. 
Everybody else has done it." But it is not an easy decision. If you have children they 
object to going into an old lady's home [fg, 1837-1855] 

Covering 

I, I, I'm hairy. And these So-and-so doctors, when they get me it starts here and 
goes to the tops of my feet. Every bit of the way down and I know that my hair's 
going to be pulled when you have something taken off your arm or your back. I feel 
like I'm gonna swear a little bit. But I restrain myself. I try to get along with 
people. [102-1, 813-821] 

This condition makes it problematic for her to eat. "I either don't go to places or I 
don't eat once I'm there." Problematic because, "I've always been active and 
now I'm not able to eat and I can't go to luncheons and eat like I'd like to." ... We 
chatted briefly about her mouth. She had called her dentist back for an appointment, 
but he is out all this week. She has an appointment with him next Tuesday. She is 
unsure what he will do for her, but thinks that she needs a tooth put in as a spacer. 
Her partial plate is quite loose and she feels unable to eat in public because of her 
concern that her partial plate might fall out and embarrass her. "I'm not going out 
too much right now either. Because I have to call for them to bring me a tray and if 
they see me wandering around in the main part of the building they're going to think 
that I don't need that tray." Her mouth continues to be sore and she is unable to eat 
a great many foods. [103-2, 50-55; 103-3, 1-18] 



"I never did tell Dr. Cromwell that I didn't think his intensive care was as good as 
he thought it was." [103-3, 144-146] 
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"2 years ago I broke my ankle. It was my first e~perience in the care center and 
it's changed now, so I don't want to tell you about it." I encouraged her to tell me, 
because it reflects the different experiences, both positive and negative. She 
proceeded to tell me, after admonishing me that "I wouldn't want the top people to 
know how I feel about it." [103-3, 371-380] 

She described to me how Anne picks her up a few groceries every now and then, but 
a few days ago Anne brought her 3 peaches that cost about $1.80. "60 cents a peach! 
Now who would pay that? But I didn't say anything to her. I didn't. want to 

hurt her feelings." [103-3, 610-617] 

I think the hardest thing for me to, to ah, come down to is going in a wheelchair. 
I see all my friends and they see me when I was real sturdy. And see me in a 
walker and now in that. But they accept it, I guess. You know, I always have to go 
in, be in the walker. [104-1, 1090-1096] 

And I know I have some friends, I'm very careful never to mention to them anymore 
that he has fallen. Because if I do, why, ah, they report it to the powers that be and it 
isn't that kind of a fall, you know .... But I always check and he really doesn't hurt 
himself. Well other people don't understand this, you know. And then they don't 
understand how I can get him up. [106-1, 933-938, 954-958] 

"He was shuffling a lot and had several falls, like when we would be walking he 
wouldn't pick his feet up and would fallon the curb. We went to the doctor and he 
would ask Lewis to walk across the room and Lewis would walk fine. He'd pick up 
his feet and make a conscious effort to walk right. Well, I knew he wasn't walking 
like he would do with me and I wanted to say something about it, but I didn't. I 
figured it was between those 2 [indicating the physician and Lewis]. [108-1, 280-292] 

... he wanted me to say before he would release me that I liked him. I thought, 
I'll tell him I like him if I go to hell. So, (laugh) I put my arm around his 
shoulder and I said "I like you." And with that he signed the release and away I went. 
[109-1, 332-337] 
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CONSIDERATIONS OF OTHERS 

Asking 

Not asking too much 

Anyway, I came over here expecting to volunteer. I wore my yellow jacket 
for several days, until I found out I wasn't expected to be a volunteer." I asked 
how she found that out. She replied, "Well, I think it was when I was helping 
someone walk across the room. I've done all this before and I've taught it to people. 
Yet I can't do anything because if anything would happen to the other person 
they could sue the place and if something happened to me they'd have to pay for 
my medical bills, whether I asked them to or not. When they told me I was supposed 
to be here to have things done for me instead of being a volunteer, I stopped wearing 
my volunteer jacket. [po12, 118-134] 

... it seemed to me that she didn't tum around but what there was something she was 
asking for. And she demanded so much from the care center and from anyone that 
was around that she could get help from, that I wouldn't have even dreamed of doing. 
But that's what made her happy, I guess. (laugh) And, ah, but I, that's what I can't 
understand why, why some people, uh, need so much more care than others do. I 
think a lot of it depends on the patient. [101-1, 415-426] 

Well, like yesterday. But I'll never do that again. I just thought it was asking 
too much. Ah, she, the trouble is they want to do so much for you and I could 
have managed very well on my own if they'd have just, if they just would let me do 
it, but they want to do it for me. [101-1, 570-576] 

I never sign up for trips away, afraid I'll be a lot of trouble. [103-2, 108-110] 

They have trivia over at Metro Adult Day Center and sometimes when they're busy 
they'll ask me to do that. I've been a nurse, taught nursing and was head of the 
licensing board, but that doesn't count for anything over there. I do what I can and 
try not to overstep. I try to get over that feeling of not doing much. A reason for it, 
that they're not letting me help more, is because of their license at Metro Adult Day 
Center. They might lose their license completely if I let someone fall when a staff 
member should have done it. I've reconciled myself. They've got insurance and a 
license and they could lose it. If I can do the little things, why they'll have time to do 
the other things. [105-2, 113-129] . 



Ah, but, he can't give me the help I need now. You know. And then that gets 
a frustration up between the 2 of us, because he can't help me and I have this 
tendency to think he's deliberately doing this. (laugh) And he's not. And, so, you 
know, that makes it hard. Ah, I think it makes it a hard situation here because of 
his helplessness and mine. [106-1, 328-336] 
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But if you, ah, are too, if you wait for that, you shouldn't ever wait for that when 
you're, ah, in my position. And I try not to. I try not to wait for any help. Then, if I 
need it, I always tell them, "Now if I need it, I'll ask you." And the few times that 
I've asked I've never been turned down. They were more than happy. And I think 
that's the way it has to be if you want to keep people happy waiting on you. (laugh) 
[l 06-1, 669-679] 

Well, they'll, the reason I know that is I've heard conversations around here 
of people who have been put in the position of helping other residents, you know, 
the residents either because they couldn't help it or because they could help it 
and wouldn't, you see. Your tolerance is not too much when you're, when you're in 
a place like this and, as I say it's your last years and you want to enjoy them. 
Don't you know? Your tolerance isn't so much anymore for helping other 
people constantly, daily. Then, that is out. I would say, just as little as you 
possibly could. That's what I would say, if you want to keep people, keep saying to 
you, "Now you calion me anytime you want," you just don't calion them very 
much. And if you calion them, be careful (laugh) how much you take. [106-1, 687-
706] 

Ah, I, I just don't feel that I should ask people, I don't think you should. Now it 
would be different if I couldn't afford it, you see. I can afford to hire someone to do 
that. And yet I think once in awhile someone would really like to do something for 
you. And I think that's just part of the, trying to decide, the decisions you have to 
make all the time, whether you impose on YOUf friends Of, you know, that's just 
something you have to decide. [106-1, 762-773] 

Well, I think it's just wonderful of people to come over and offer. I really, I think it's 
just wonderful. But I think people that are on the receiving end should be 
careful about taking too much, you know. [106-1, 1131-1135] 

When I said to her that she really did not seem to have had too many occasions 
to have others help her, she replied, "I sometimes think some other people are 
too demanding. They expect too much. In some cases I can see that my friends 
are too demanding. "[107-1, 266-272] 
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"Even down there, I think some of my friends just demand too much. I always try 
and complement the people working here. They have a good group of people working 
here. But some of my friends really give some of the staff in there a rough time. 
There's a new waitress and she sometimes gets things messed up. They just ride her 
something terrible. I think they just expect too much too soon. She's trying her 
hardest." [107-1, 277-287] 

Asking enough 

I sti11live in a garden home. I told them I wanted to change, to move into an 
apartment. And after a long time they offered me one but it was way back at the back 
of the place. I have a hard time walking anyway and I knew it would be too much for 
me. So I turned it down. But I guess I had bothered them enough so they felt they 
needed to offer me one. [po14, 64 - 73] 

And then my neighbor on the other side, I don't know, she stopped me one day, she 
was new. And she came and she said, "Now if you ever need a button put on 
or something like that, you let me know." And I know she means it. So maybe one of 
these days I might take one over and let her put it on. (laugh) [106-1, 754 - 762] 

Considering others' abilities 

Well, ah, I think some people could do it without me feeling that way. Now I 
have some old old friends that I have known ever since I was a child. Kansas 
City friends that live here. And she went out and chose. 2 new dresses for me. I 
haven't had any new clothes for ages. And brought them back and they needed to 
be altered a little bit. Well she could do it. And she did it, but, she does it without 
me feeling like I'm asking a favor of her or anything. It's just kind of different in 
that respect. Her husband's the same way. [101-1, 615-627] 

"My daughter [Elaine] came and stayed in my apartment while I was in the hospital. 
I had sold my car so she had to walk from Paradise West to the hospital. It was 
a bad wind most of the time and it was snowing that year at that time." [103-3, 107-
112] 

(Interviewer question) Do you have any family in the area that help you with 
anything? (Elder response) Not, not right in the area, no. Our son lives in 
Albuquerque. And he really can't get over here a lot. He's got 3 children, you know, 
and he's got a, M, an important job that takes a lot of time and he has to sit out on 
football benches and baseball benches and golf tournaments and ski tournaments. He 

--------_._-----._---_._------ . -------------
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has to go to all those. (laugh) So, his free time is pretty well taken up, if you call that 
free time. [106-1, 881-893] 

And, but now, sometimes one of the housemen isn't around, you know, one of the 
residents wants to help doing that. Well, for 2 reasons I don't want them to do it. In 
the frrst place, I don't think people our age should be lifting stuff like that. And, 
you know, the men want to be so helpful. Well, most of those men have hernias, they 
have back problems, they have all sorts of things. And, you know, these old people, 
they could develop something like that with a heavy lifting. And, so, I always tell 
them, "No, now we came here so we'd get this help. And they'll help us. Just have to 
wait a few minutes. So don't worry." And, you know, I think they're quite relieved 
to not have to lift that. But, by the same token they offer and I really don't think they 
should. I don't think they should do it. And so that kind of thing, ... Well, I just tell 
them, I said, "That's why we came here. We came here to get this help." And I said, 
"you shouldn't be lifting those things." You know, I just give them a little penny 
lecture. (Interviewer question) And how do they respond to that usually? (Elder 
response) Well, they, they seem to like it. Because they just back off. (laugh) Well, I 
don't think it's right. Think how I would feel. What if some of them got a hernia or, 
you know, it broke or something just then? That isn't the way my hernia came on, 
but just the same I know they can. And also I know that men couldn't do that, I 
know men that have just been helping their wives with the Christmas tree who 
strained their bracks, backs. And I don't want that to happen with our wheelchair. 
You know, and, ah, I think you have to, you avoid accidents if you think ahead a 
little bit. I don't want these people around here helping me. That is the main reason, 
that I think it's unsafe. [106-1, 1033-1053, 1059-1083] 

Now like Debbie up here, I didn't want her lifting the chair when some of the men 
were around and, and she said, "I'm strong." And I tell ya, she convinced me. I tell 
you, that girl, she's just so strong. And she told me all the lifting she used to do. 
She's lifted lots heavier than that. She was like in training, don't you know. And then 
so I didn't worry about that end of it for her, because she really is strong enough to 
do it. And, ah, I just don't like to have her do it because that's not part of her job, 
but she's so willing to help .... And, of course, Debbie is a lot younge~ than I 
am now. (laugh) So, I don't worry about her anymore. She's convinced me that 
she's quite capable. [106-1, 1538-1551, 1559-1563] 

... in fact it was quite a lUXUry to have her even that long, because my sister has a 
little back problem and, so, it was very helpful to have the residential aide help me in 
and out of the bathtub and so on. [fg, 30-35] 
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So they had 3 nurses for 24 people on this one wing on the 4th floor. And I don't 
know whether I should report it or not. But those 3 gals were just running their legs 
off, they were wonderful. [fg, 414-419] 

But mostly I think you fmd that they're pretty helpful. 
And then you get the answer that we have other people to take care of too, 
besides you. 
Which is true. 
Which is true. [fg, 747-756] 

Expressing gratitude 

I did place her in the location she had indicated, after telling her to pick her feet up, 
and she thanked me. [po4, 72-74] 

She thanked me after she drank some water and stopped coughing. [p04, 143-144] 

Julie parked and locked Sarah's wheelchair and then turned and walked away from 
her, without acknowledging Sarah who said to her, "Thank you Julie. II [po4, 181-185] 

He said, "You take care of me really good. I really appreciate that. II I told him "Not 
as good as some of the other people around here. II His reply was, "You do take care 
of me good. Thank you so much. II He reached out and grasped my hand and squeezed 
it while smiling very broadly. [po5, 142-149] 

She thanked me for helping her. [po9, 184-185] 

She chuckled, said thank you, and proceeded to sit down in the recliner. [polO, 193-
194] 

When Mike left the table to bring Melissa's creamer to her, Geraldine said to him, as 
he was walking away from the table, IIIf you're coming back this way you could 
bring me some too. II Mike brought Geraldine 2 creamers and she said, "Oh. Thank 
you. Now I can have 2 cups. II [poll, 81-88] 

I got it for him and he took it from me and proceeded to take it, after saying to 
me, "Thank you. II [po13, 374-377] 

Marsha smiled at her and nodded her head while closing her eyes. [po13, 649-650] 

He said thank you to me [po13, 855] 
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There she is. The world's best wife. [102-1, 177] 

She was always going to school to learn how to do something. She's in accounting 
now, makes more money. She needed a little push to make her decision and I helped 
her do it. [103-1, 256-261] 

But I do think a person that is on the receiving end has to learn how to receive 
gracefully so that you don't hurt. [106-1, 1484-1486] 

And, ah, instance I usually tell them, ah, if I don't want them to do it, I'll say, 
"Well, you're so very kind for coming over here." But, I said, "We've been doing 
this for 2 years and we're strong and" you know, I go on at great length 'cause I 
don't want them to feel like I'm repulsing them. Because I think if they go to the 
trouble of coming over, which many people do, I think most of the time maybe I say 
the right thing. [106-1, 1513-1523] 
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MANAGING OBLIGATIONS 

Balancing the exchange 

Sandy, one of the NAs, was leading the news. She was assisted by a resident who had 
owned the largest newspaper in Anchorage, Alaska for 30 years. [po2, 94-98] 

Some of the residents helped to re-arrange the chairs, one of them was Lois. [po3, 
311-312] 

Once people were sitting down for exercise, Lois went around with a box full of 
yellow bands, passing them out to the residents to exercise with. [p03, 314-317] 

... (they -- staff and also some of the residents sometimes -- put dark blue tablecloths 
and light beige napkins and silverware and placecards on the tables to get them ready 
for the lunch meal). [po3, 435-440] 

The afternoon's activity was reminiscence, led by Roger. The residents talked 
about remembering in general, being directed by a story on remembering that Roger 
read to them. They talked a bit about things they remembered from their childhoods. 
Roger asked them how to be a good father and several individuals gave him advice. 
He said to them that they always give him very good advice and he would 
be continuing to ask them as time went on. [po4, 76-86] 

When this is being done, the residents also help push chairs into the tables. [po5, 374-
375] 

Lewis still wanted to go home, even after exercise. Roger had him help staff 
get ready for snacks by passing out napkins to everyone. Lewis was being sent to one 
table and then another (a total of 4 tables) by several residents as well as by staff. 
He kept looking around when he would give a napkin to someone, as if he didn't 
know what to do next. Until someone would tell him what to do, he would just stand 
there and look around him. Staff would call to him from across the room and tell 
him another table or a specific resident needed a napkin. He stood looking around, 
until someone would actually come up to him and direct him as to what to do. After 
he was done passing out napkins, when everyone had a napkin, I said to him, 
"It's about time to sit down and have your snack now, isn't it?" He said, "I 
think they've about forgotten that for me." Mike stood at one table, Lewis was at 
another table and Mike called to him, "Lewis. Your seat's over there" (at a third 
table). [po5, 396-419] 

-- --------_._-----
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Several of them (Lois and Christine especially) picked up the dirty dishes from their 
tables and helped staff "bus" the tables. [po5, 486-489] 

Before she went in Roger's office, Lois passed out the rubber bands that are 
sometimes used during exercise. [po6, 232-235] 

Just before we started doing that, Dawn collected the rubber bands in her bucket. 
[po6, 299-301] 

No residents ever offer to help move the tables, although some of the more physically 
able ones do scoot chairs sometimes. I'm not certain if they have tried to help in the 
past and been rebuked, hence extinguishing this type of helping behavior that 
residents can do for staff. The tables are quite heavy and not many residents would 
likely be able to help much. [po6, 301-310] 

Roger put domino sets on 3 tables and staff started directing residents where to sit. At 
one table he asked Tim to be in charge to get the game going and keep it going. Tim 
agreed. [po7, 131-135] 

At 7:58 a.m. Julie sat at the table with Vicki and Dawn, talking about Julie's children 
and setting watches to the correct time. Julie sat with them approximately 5 minutes. 
[po8, 11-15] 

Just prior to exercise Lois passed out the exercise bands to everyone. [polO, 311-313] 

Dawn and Lois folded napkins and placed them at the tables. [polO, 663-664] 

Lois helped to collect the napkins and tablecloths. She was looking for where to put 
them and, as Susan was walking from the kitchen to her office, Susan said to 
her, "Lois, I've got the bag on top of the wheelchair over here." Lois deposited 
the dirty linen from lunch in the proper bag. [polO, 802-809] 

As Bobbie Jean was coming out from behind the piano, Sarah called to her and 
said, "Bobbie Jean, I like your thing." She was pointing to Bobbie Jean's Christmas 
pin that was on her blouse. Bobbie Jean said thank you [po12, 20-26] 

Lois got the bands out of the closet and took them to give each individual one prior 
to exercises. [po13, 584-587] 

-~.-.... --.-... -.---.--. ------
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Residents asked Julie if she had problems getting into work today and if her place had 
been flooded and she told them she lived above where the major part of the flooding 
occurred. [po14, 179-183] 

Lois walked over and started to get the bucket of rubber bands out of the closet. She 
looked to where Julie was and after a minute called out to Julie, "Julie, do you want 
to use the bands?" to which Julie replied yes, so Lois passed out the bands. [po14, 
393-399] 

At 11:35 Julie walked into the activity director's office and came out with some cards 
and asked Lois, in front of the rest of the residents, "Would you like to do some 
trivia Lois?" Lois said "I suppose it'll be okay," to which Julie replied, "I'll do it if 
you don't want to." Lois's reply was "No, that's okay. I'll do it." [p014, 651-659] 

"I got her a job driving some lady around." [103-1, 169-170] 

She was always going to school to learn how to do something. She's in accounting 
now, makes more money. She needed a little push to make her decision and I helped 
her do it. [103-1, 256-261] 

I asked her about the kind of help she gives others at Metro Adult Day Center. "I 
help people to walk, help people to go to the bathroom, help them in getting on and 
off the bus. Things like that. [105-2, 47-51] 

"At Metro Adult Day Center, Monday through Friday, I try to help where I can. But 
I don't volunteer my services unless it's very simple." [105-2, 90-92] 

Ah, and the only, ah, really satisfaction I get, ah, I enjoy learning the names of 
the waiters and waitresses. Now I didn't used to pay attention to that. You see, I'm 
a little more thoughtful too. Now I can call them all by name when I hear their 
voice or when they get near me. I sort of can, with this one eye I, now like I can see 
my hand there with this one eye. And if they're on that side I can see their form. And 
it's just a game with me now. It's just one of my amusements when I go up there, is 
to call the waiter or waitress by the right name. I get a big kick out of getting it right. 
(laugh) 'Cause I don't always get it right. And I think they like to have their name 
called, you know, they're working there and they get a little, most of the people, and 
I was the same way when I could see them. I didn't bother calling their names or 
learning their names. Now I'm very meticulous about it, you see. [106-1, 564-585] 



It sounds like they've started asking Lewis to help over at the center. He tells me 
now that 'I'm going to go over there because I need to do some things for them.' 
[108-1, 465-469] 

Expectations of self 
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Just prior to her arrival Sarah applied lipstick and put on her sunglasses. [po4, 209-
211] 

Toward the end of breakfast, Patrick starts going into Roberta's office, in response to 
her calling to him to ask him to come in so she could change the dressing on his feet. 
[po8, 62-66] 

She told me she has a head cold and feels stuffy, "but there's nothing that can be 
done for it. So I just stayed home from here last week. I didn't want to come over 
here, because these people are too vulnerable and I didn't want to infect anyone else. " 
[po13, 381-387] 

I have run into a couple of people that were just downright snotty. You know that 
word? Either they worked for me or they run into me on the job or something of that 
nature. But, ah, I usually get along with those people. I had no problem, or 
interference with them or them with me. So, that, ah, I do a fairly good job I think 
of being able to get people to do the work that I need to have done. And, ah, one of 
those things. [102-1, 259-269] 

It's not difficult. Ah, I have had to use my very special words. [102-1, 463-464] 

(Elder response) Now, when I'm working with this gal on these things, ah, she's 
so good about understanding and, ah, I just forget that I'm living, don't you 
know. 'Cause it's great. I get a great deal of enjoyment. I know some people may 
think that's crazy to try and do that. But, ah, that's something I can do and really 
count for something. (Interviewer question) And is that important? (Elder response) 
Oh, it's terribly important to me. That, that would be something I would 
miss terribly. (Interviewer question) But also, like, that feeling of still being able to 
do something? (Elder response) Oh, oh, my goodness yes. Oh my goodness yes. Oh, 
now, it might not be with everybody. But it is for me. Because I was always doing. 
And always, all sorts of different things. [106-1, 514-537] 

I'm, I'm learning, you know, that I can't expect any of that type of 
satisfaction anymore. [106-1, 545-547] 
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I guess the doctor had reached the end of his rope with me and, ah, he didn't know 
what to do. So, no, no, he gave up. That was it. He gave up. He wasn't doing 
anything. And I thought something has to be done. He's not initiative at all. But I 
thought, well I'm gonna do something. I'm gonna try to work this out. [109-1, 258-
265] 

"I've never had too much trouble getting people to do things for me because I'm 
an outgoing person." ... As we were concluding the interview, Chris told me "My 
dad always said there's something beautiful in every woman, and I've always tried to 
remember that. That's why the people all like me so much and will help me." [110-1, 
251-253, 340-345] 

How in charge or in control do you feel as far as when you need something 
from someone else? 
You mean as a person? (Yes) 
Well, you don't have very much control I don't believe. 
I suppose it depends some on your condition, don't you think? 
Well, that's right. 
Can you tell me a little bit more? 
Well, if someone is alert and not, ah, in a semi-coma or something, well, I 

think you're in control. But some people are beyond that stage. [fg, 713-732] 

Well, I had sort of that experience when I rang for the help to go to the bathroom and 
she started to use the bedpan and I said, "Well at the hospital they let me use the 
potty chair. Couldn't we just go to the bathroom in a wheelchair?" And I don't know 
whether she checked with anybody or not, but anyway, that's the way we did it. And, 
ah, I suppose, maybe I said it with some authority (laugh). [fg, 1007-1016] 

Someone went to the waitress and said "We need help at this table." But they were 
very firm, I mean, when they said we need help there wasn't any if and ands and 
buts, [fg, 1040-1044] 

I think people ought to know it's there. [fg, 1141-1142] 

We do see things in the dining room that could be improved and, ah, it's up to us 
to write a little note saying what it is so that it's called to people's attention. Cause if 
it isn't, something will be perpetuated that shouldn't be. But, ah, they aren't 
life threatening things in general. 
No. 
No they're not. But it can be handled properly. We have these little forms that you 
can fill out and you can put it in a little suggestion box. [fg, 1475-1488] 

- -----.----------- ._------
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They need patience. [fg, 1740] 

I think if we, ah, were telling somebody who might need care, one thing would be to 
keep your demands simple. We can't expect people to do all the things for us that we 
would have been able to do for ourselves. But, you know, get it down to the basics 
and when those are taken care of, well, maybe some of your friends can add the frills 
if necessary. But just get, get the things that are essential taken care of. [fg, 1769-
1778] 

Like with other things, some people take advantage of all the care. They really 
receive care long after they really shouldn't accept it or need it. 
That's true. 
They like having somebody make their bed and Oaugh) do the things for them that 
they really could do for themselves. 
They get used to it. 
Umhm. 
In the care center you observe people who take advantage of it and you also observe 
the people who are kind and gracious, who get things done for them without 
screaming. 
That's right. 
Well, there are individual differences just like there are in every other way. [fg, 
1780-1804] 

And you know, we have the saying, the squeaking wheel gets oiled, and that's true. 
But if it squeaks all the time you're apt to begin to ignore it. And, ah, I think to keep 
a sort of a happy attitude if you can is apt to get you more help 
absolutely 
than if you're 
Our little neighbor Gertrude is in the health center and she said "If you can't be in 
your home," she said, "this is the most wonderful place to be." And I said, 
"Well Gertrude, I bet you're such a good patient that you do get nice care." And I 
think it does work that way. 
Well, attitude makes a whole lot of difference. [fg, 1806-1826] 

As I've heard it said by other people, a lot of people here never had it so good 
and they should appreciate it, and some appreciate it more than others. [fg, 1828-
1831] 
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Expectations of others 

She was concerned that "my girl forgot me. She always comes at 2:30." [p04, 217-
219] 

She stood midways in the room and asked Lois if she could go ahead and do the 
menu for the next week. Lois replied, "You can, after I do just 2 more questions." 
[po5, 704-708] 

Tim commented, "I don't know how they keep track of all these things. They always 
seem to know just when it's time for the next dose of these pills. I don't know how 
they do it." [po9, 127-131] 

"One day we were getting ready to eat lunch and Joann wanted to go home. We were 
having something she didn't like or something. Well, we were busy and Mike 
couldn't take her home. Plus, we had to keep her here all day because her aide had 
taken Joann's husband to an appointment and wasn't going to be home. Well, she 
wanted to go home and when Mike wouldn't take her, she hit him! It had been 
raining that morning and she had an umbrella and she just hit him across the arm with 
it. [po9, 609-621] 

Just after she finished with her snack, Melissa (nasty) went into Susan's office and 
sat down to talk with Susan for a few minutes. She then came back out and went to 
the bathroom. Susan went into Roberta's office and started talking about 
something. Julie joined them. They came out of the office and went into the bathroom 
where Melissa was. Julie was putting on gloves, had a bottle of spray cleaner, 
and Roberta had 2 different styles of pads worn by individuals to prevent leakage 
of urine. When they came out of the bathroom, Melissa asked Julie, "Are you going 
to take me?" to which Julie replied, "Yes. Just let me get the key." Julie walked over 
to the bulletin board where the menu is and retrieved some keys off the peg. She and 
Melissa then left, to return after approximately 15 minutes with Melissa in a different 
outfit of clothing. [po9, 678-699] 

The resident agreed and was to change her seating after drinking her medication. No 
staff was there at the time she finished her medication. She looked around 
for someone and no one was there. Julie had put her wheelchair beside her. 
After approximately 5 minutes of being done with her medication, she put the glass in 
a straight chair beside her, looked around for someone again and then started to 
raise herself up -- apparently to transfer to her own wheelchair. [p09, 709-721] 
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A driver from the retirement home where Jane lives (in an adjoining city) drops Jane 
off and picks her up at 2:30 when the day at the center is done. This driver is usually 
quite prompt, showing up at 2:25 or 2:30 each day. Today he was not there by 2:30 
and Jane, sitting at the round table closest to the door, said, "Gee. I wonder where 
my ride is. Do you think he forgot me?" [polO, 1173-1182] 

But there's nothing they can do about me helping. Their hands are tied, they have a 
lot of rules and regulations they have to follow." [po12, 253-256] 

No, well, she does a little shopping for me, like when I run out of soaps or things for 
my bath. Why she'll pick those up for me. [101-1, 278-281] 

(Interviewer question) And then if they respond, how is it that you, what sort of 
response do they give you that then you immediately think, "Oh, I'm not gonna ask 
them to do this anymore. I'm gonna try not to ask them to do anything." What sort 
of way, how do you get the indication that you'd rather not ask them for something 
again? (Elder response) Goodness, I don't know. (laugh) (Interviewer question) Is it 
the way they respond when they say, "Yes I'll do it" or "No I won't." Or is it the 
way they act as you're asking them? Or (Elder response) Probably more the way they 
act rather than anything they would say. (Interviewer question) Uh huh. What sort of 
actions, if you needed to ask me for some help, what sort of actions on my part 
would show you that I really didn't want to do this? (Elder response) Maybe just an 
expression in your face that would indicate one way or the other. You didn't have to 
say anything. [101-1, 941-968] . 

(Interviewer question) Is there anything else you can think of about how I might 
respond to you if you asked me for some help or assistance that would either indicate, 
would indicate to you that "Gee, she really wanted to do that. And she was glad to 
do it for me. And I'll ask her again." (Elder response) I don't know. It's just your 
mannerisms and your actions and everything. I just think that, ah, you show it in 
your face. So you just kind of know. (Interviewer question) So is it by a smile or by 
looking very attentive, or? (Elder response) Uh huh. Yeah. (Interviewer question) 
That's the way I would show it in my face? (Elder response) Yeah. (Interviewer 
question) And then, how would I show it while I'm doing it? (Elder response) Gentle. 
Unhurried. I think so many have so many to look after and to think about that they 
do things hurriedly. And you wish they'd take a little more time or say a few more 
words. [101-1, 1024-1058] 

The doctor calls and I go over and if he thinks it's time why then he makes out slips 
for me that I take over to the hospital and get the job done. [101-1, 1374-1377] 

---- ------------.------.-
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(Elder response) I guess when my son was here the last couple of times he just made 
the rounds of seeing all these doctors and setting up appointments and, ah, making 
sure that I was getting the attention that I was supposed to have. (Interviewer 
question) And did you ask him to check up on that? Or he just did that himself? 
(Elder response) He just did it on his own. (Interviewer question) And then did he 
talk with you about it afterwards? (Elder response) No. No he didn't. Just all his 
own doings. Whatever he offers, why I accept. [101-1, 1584-1600] 

My wife? It's really wonderful. She can do so many things that I, I, I think 
a woman shouldn't be doing. [102-1, 769-771] 

I thought I might like her after that. But today, as she was helping me walk, she was 
5-6 feet ahead of me. She'll say, 'Watch your step.' But she should be beside me to 
help me. [103-1, 245-250] 

"The RA that comes on Monday and Tuesday is wonderful. She'll roll my hair if I 
wash it." [103-1, 251-253] 

"One of the RAs I had, who was really special, she acted like it was a pleasure to do 
what she was doing. [103-1, 266-268] 

The main thing for me, she enjoyed doing the work." [103-1, 277-278] 

"I went to one of the sections in the nursing center and only stayed 2 weeks. I had 
been in the Care Center (CC) several different times. It used to be that you had to 
beg to come home. But I still had tubes and needed dressing changes and they sent 
me home after 2 weeks. I never have understood why. And I told them I didn't 
know how I was going to take care of these things." [103-3, 155-163] 

"That's the only time they've ever put me out when I needed to stay in the CC. 
I was even on Medicare and they were paying for everything and they still didn't let 
me stay. I never have understood that. [103-3, 195-199] 

While I was in the ER, I didn't know what was wrong with me -- they just told 
me here [at Paradise West] that I needed to go to the hospital. [103-3, 215-218] 

The gynecologist checked me and said I was fine in his department but I needed to 
have a hernia repaired. I couldn't hardly believe it. I had just had that done. I 
called back Dr. Gregory and asked him for a referral. I didn't want to see him again 
because he hadn't taken care of it right the first time. But he went through his office 
nurse and they asked me to come back in and said he wouldn't charge me. So I went 
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back to him. And I told him I still wanted referred to another doctor, so he did. 
I went to the other doctor and he said I needed to have surgery and that Dr. Gregory 
would assist him with the surgery. I thought it would be that way, with him doing 
the surgery and Gregory just helping. But it was the other way around. [103-3, 276-
295] 

"I fell when I went out to get my newspaper. The girl used to leave it in the handle 
of the door, but for some reason it was in the center of the hallway. And I fell when 
I tried to pick it up. A man, Mr. Ferrell, found me and was very concerned. He 
asked me, 'Isn't there someone I can call for you?' Well, he called up front and they 
sent 2 aides down. The 2 aides came and helped me up to walk. To this day Mr. 
Ferrell thinks that was the worst thing they could have done. They brought me in and 
put me in the chair and then left. I didn't know what to do. [103-3, 381-395] 

Well, I was sitting in my chair and it was getting time to go to bed and I was thinking 
that there wasn't any way that I was going to be able to walk across the room and 
get my night gown and get ready for bed. I called the care center and 
someone answered. They must have not stayed there that long, she was very rude. 
I asked her if she could send someone to help me put on my gown. And she 
said, 'Certainly not! My girls are putting patients to bed.' I didn't know what to do. 
[103-3, 418-431] 

"If people are nice and kind, you don't mind asking them for things. The cross ones, 
you could look at her and tell she didn't want to do anything." [103-3, 623-626] 

"The ways they make you feel are important. [103-3, 639-640] 

"Nurses should be kind and sympathetic. They should show an interest in 
every person, every patient." [103-3, 656-658] 

"Personality means a whole lot with nurses. They have to be caring people. You 
have to care about others to be a good nurse." [103-3, 677-680] 

Well, showers. Shower 3 times a week. My skin is very dry so I don't want it more 
often. And then, she'll, we'll work something, whatever I want to wear for the day. 
I get dressed I have to stay that way, you know, all day. Until I get it off at night. 
And, ah, then she always gets me a little drink of something so I'll have that here. 
And she's a jewel. I have a washer and dryer, so she puts my personal things in that. 
And they do have the laundry that's available you know. I always use that. Once 
every 2 weeks she changes my bed. Just do the things I would do myself if I was 
living here alone, if I was able. [104-1, 83-98] 
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I had my teeth cleaned this last time around in my chair. This little therapist said, "I 
think I can do this." And she, she went and she swung that chair around, her chair, 
and she said, "A1lright." That was something. The frrst time she had ever done it she 
said. [104-1, 717-723] 

I'm very fortunate in being able to have these things done for me. They do your 
laundry and showers. That's one thing the residential aide does, sticks stuff in the 
washer. [104-1, 1009-1013] 

"I've never had any care from the care center. I went there when I hurt my thumb, 
but they didn't do anything. I guess it's not supposed to be for that." [105-1, 41-44] 

"I didn't realize when I started going over there that I'd be signing away my rights 
to them. [105-1, 262-264] 

I then asked her if the staff at Metro Adult Day Center did anything for her. She said, 
"Not really. I really don't need anything. They'll frequently ask me to help somebody 
get on the bus." [105-2, 56-60] 

I would have appreciated them discussing it with me first to say what they were going 
to do or to say come with us. I didn't appreciate the whole thing being cut and dried. 
[105-2, 180-184] 

"I want to be sure the person I'm approaching is someone who'll meet my needs. I 
would like somebody I can be comfortable with. Patient. Understanding of your 
position. Not in left field, them up here and me down there. [105-2, 240-245] 

Since she had been a nurse, I asked her what it takes to be a good nurse. "You have 
to like people. Be patient. Have an understanding for the other fellow's needs. Have 
to like people and be interested in people. Some people are excellent workers with 
things but aren't good with people. A nurse sees people through good, bad, 
and indifferent situations. You need to have empathy for patients as well as 
nursing knowledge. You have to like people. You have to have feeling for people to 
the point that you want to help them. You can't be impatient and irritated with 
people, even if they deserve it. You have to like people, because that's what you're 
dealing with. They come in all ages, newborns up to old people. I've seen some 
people who really shouldn't be nurses because of the way they treat people. You've 
got to have patience with the patient. At the times when people are ringing their bell 
and they've called you back to move their water glass from here to there, you've 
got to realize they're seeking help. You've got to be interested in them and willing 



to work with them, even though you want to bawl the hell out of them. I think 
if anybody smiles, that's a good idea. But they can't go around grinning like 
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a Cheshire cat, either. I've seen nurses who didn't like people -- they'd yell at 
people for putting on their bell a lot of times, but mostly what they want is 
reassurance. They've got to stay when the situation requires their services, even 
though the going home bell has rung. She's got to be part of the team." I asked her 
how she would know whether someone was part of the team. "Somebody who's off 
doing her own little job all of the time and doesn't assist with anyone else, not 
helping out with other people. She's not a part of a team. They've got to see the 
whole picture and do what they can." [105-2, 252-296] 

The only thing is, sometimes I feel that I adjust so well that people don't realize 
that I'm adjusting you see. And that, that makes it very hard. Because somehow 
you feel you want a little credit (laugh) for, you know, I mean, that's just the 
human being coming out. But then you fmd that if you, if you want credit for it, then 
you're not adjusting. So there you are. [106-1, 138-146] 

(Interviewer question) How about, are people's attitudes important at all in how they 
respond when you ask them for help or assistance? (Elder response) Well, they're, 
yes. Yes. That makes a lot of difference. Because someone who is very reluctant to 
help you, now you know how you feel after you've gone to the trouble of demeaning 
yourself to ask for help and then someone very begrudgingly doles it out. It isn't a, 
(laugh) you don't feel very happy about it and yet, people who are willing and more 
than willing to help you, you can't help but feel greatful [106-1, 1425-1438] 

Well, to offer it as if they meant it. Which I think anybody that's ever come over 
to help us, I'm sure they meant it. But, if, if, ah, if they say, "Well I don't want you 
to do this" or "please don't, you shouldn't do this" I think the best thing is to back 
off, not insist that they, not insist too much. Now maybe a little insistence, or 
you could say, "Oh no." [106-1, 1530-1538] 

I think my main theme would be that it's wonderful if people around you offer 
assistance. I don't want to belittle that. Because I, it makes you feel good, even if you 
don't need it. It just helps you. If people offer and you know they're willing to help 
you and if they can treat you as normally as they possibly can, that's wonderful. Ah, 
they can't ever treat you as a whole person again. You can't ever expect that, and you 
shouldn't. Because you're not. And you have to just sit down and tell yourself that. 
Because it's true. [106-1, 2231-2244] 

I think any handicapped person wants to be treated as normally as is possible. I think 
that's a, something that should be emphasized. Because I've noticed in some of my 
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friends that are legless or armless or something like that, they want to be a part of the 
normal scene, if they can be, you see. [106-1, 2313-2320] 

We made it fit my schedule. They were working for me, so it wasn't difficult to do 
things for my schedule. That was something that you could never do in the care 
center. They can't change their routines to accommodate you. [107-1, 248-253] 

She said she hurt a lot today, blaming it on the weather. "I hurt from the top of my 
head to the tip of my feet, all up and down my spine. My stomach's upset too." I 
asked if she had told anyone about how she felt and she said, "No. There's nothing 
they can do and nothing I can do either." [po14, 15-22] 

"They sent us baked chicken today for lunch instead of the beef tips we were 
supposed to get. Is baked chicken okay with everyone or does someone want us to try 
and get them beef tips?" As soon as Susan mentioned having chicken Cheryl said "Oh 
no. Not chicken! We get so much chicken around here that we're all going to tum 
into chickens!" She turned to someone sitting next to her and pretended to flap wings 
and said "cock-a-doodle-doo!" Susan fmished her statement at about the same time 
Cheryl finished her pantomime. Susan added on "We can probably order over some 
beef tips for people who don't want the chicken. How many people want the beef 
tips?" She looked at Cheryl and said "Cheryl, you want beef tips?" to which Cheryl 
replied, "Oh no, chicken will be okay." Susan immediately said "No, don't just say 
it's okay. We can get some beef tips if that's what you want" to which Cheryl 
replied "Well, I'd rather." Susan asked for a show of hands of those who wanted beef 
tips and counted 6 hands. She said "Thank you Lois" and then walked back toward 
the kitchen and asked one of the staff to call the kitchen and "order half a dozen 
beuf tips. No, you'd better make it a dozen." Interestingly a full complement of beef 
tips came over for lunch, as no residents received chicken, all got the 
originally scheduled beef tips. [poI4, 710-743] 

I asked him about the characteristics in people that make a difference in whether he 
asks for help; asking him if 2 people were working at the same time what might be 
different about one that he would ask for help compared to the one that he wouldn't. 
He gave me a specific example of an individual that works in the care center. "The 
head nurse of section 2 over here is one of the loveliest people. Her name is Beatrice. 
She's well grounded. She's a real nice person, always so cheerful, real kind, and 
very upbeat." [110-1, 326-339] 

(Elder response) she gave me SOME anesthetic, but not enough. And that's really 
what brought on the nervous breakdown. I've never, I didn't think a human being 
could SUFFER so much. It was so awful. (Interviewer question) And went on for 



awhile after the surgery, or? (Elder response) No, no, the minute the surgery was 
over that part was through, but by that time I was a wreck. Ah, she should have 
given me more, at least this is my opinion. She should have given me MORE, ah, 
local anesthetic. [109-1, 87-98] 
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No, I've found them quite eager to do what they can to help. Ah, it has been, in fact 
one sent me right away over to a doctor he knew. He practiced surgery for an 
ulcer. And that was taken care of right away. And he followed me, my own doctor, 
followed me right through. That of course is what I think every doctor should do, but 
I don't think they do. [109-1, 125-133] 

There WERE no personal contacts with him. I mean, ah' he never did interview me. 
[109-1, 320-322] 

Ah, the only (laugh) adverse criticism is that you need a pill, you're in pain, you 
need a pill and the nurse comes right away and she says "I'll be right back." And 
maybe you wait 20 minutes, you wait a long time. They're busy, you know. But you 
don't think about that when you're in pain. You don't think about how busy the other 
guy is, you're thinking about yourself. [109-1, 660-668] 

I think sometimes doctors don't follow through the way they might. They don't follow 
through. [109-1, 744-746] 

You don't feel that she's, ah' holding back anything. You feel that she's telling you 
the truth. And, ah' not trying to paint something that isn't so. [109-1, 842-845] 

(Elder response) They're interested in HER as a person. And, ah' I think that that is 
an important quality that a nurse should have. If, if, if she doesn't have too many 
patients. I think she can exude that without actually rubbing a person's hand or, I 
think she can express affection. You know what I mean? The right kind of 
affection. Interest! I think it's very very important. (Interviewer) And (Elder 
response) You look forward to that nurse coming. (Interviewer) Uh huh. And it 
sounds like you were touching upon this notion of being interested in somebody above 
and beyond laying in a bed with a particular health condition? (Elder response) 
Yes. (Interviewer) But that person and their life? Where that person and what else 
happens to them. (Elder) Yes. I, I think so. That's what I'm trying 
to say. (Interviewer) And that's something I haven't really heard other people talk 
about. (Elder) You haven't? (Interviewer) Being interested in somebody as sort of 
this whole person. (Elder) Oh, I think it's important. Some people are not the least bit 
interested. YOU have to find out. It's up to you, the nurse, to find out what that 
person responds, what the patient responds to or would respond to. [109-1, 880-909] 

----- ------------------.-- ---
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Well I think that would be the most natural thing in the world. You'd want a, a 
hiring person or whatever you call them, I think that's one of the most important 
things that you should look for. Aside from, they wouldn't be there if they weren't 
well qualified, looking for the job. So it's these extra things, the outside things that 
they would be, ah, it seems to me. (laugh) [109-1, 934-942] 

She snaps to the situation before it's almost developed. I mean, she knows. [109-1, 
978-979] 

"One thing is Betty that runs our clinic. I think she may be past her time. I go 
down there to have my ears taken care of. I'm a great wax producer. And she'll 
hem-haw around and say 'Why don't you go to the drug store and get such and such?' 
She'll fuss and fidget around and take a long time and you can just tell that she 
doesn't want to do anything with them. Now when Becky was down there I'd go to 
her and she'd take care of it right away. It was in and out. But, as I say, I think Betty 
may have outlived her time. I guess maybe ears aren't her thing." I asked her if it 
made a difference, having Becky who took care of it and then expecting other people 
can as well. "Oh yes. I don't know why it can't be the way it was." [109-1, 1605-
1622] 

... the, ah, residential aides, isn't that what they're called, came twice a week for 2 
112 weeks I believe. And they are really a joy. They're just great gals. And helped 
me in and out of the bathtub. And~ ah, urn, I had thought, in fact I had a hair 
appointment because you know how your hair is in the hospital, for right after I came 
home. Well, NO WAY can you go to the beauty parlor the next day which I had 
expected. And so this little residential aide said, "Oh, I can shampoo your hair." And 
she did a PROFESSIONAL job. And it just made me feel so good. But after 2 112 
weeks I suppose, she came 5 or 6 times, I think twice a week [fg, 13-28] 

... fortunately, when they came to wait on me the first time I needed to go to 
the bathroom she started to reach for the bedpan and I said, "Well, when I was 
over at the hospital they let me use the commode." ??? to the bed. So I didn't see any 
reason why I shouldn't go to the bathroom in the wheelchair. So that's what we did. 
[fg, 87-95] 

... the care that you get, of course you get your bed made (laugh). You get your, all 
your food. You really don't have very much to do for yourself. Except that you look 
after your own private needs. [fg, 109-113] 

So then, ah, he became incontinent which meant he had to go to the health care. And, 
ah, that happened almost immediately. And by then, I mean I had a bad weekend 
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with him, I mean, I had, he had the bad weekend too, but I mean I called both Linda 
and Becky, who was our nurse in our clinic then, and Monday morning they were up 
there and by Monday afternoon Rusty was in health care. Now I realize that this 
couldn't have all happened if there weren't a room. But there would have been soon, 
cause he was a resident. And then, ah, that meant he was given care then, ah, in the 
nursing home. [fg, 169-185] 

... my son lives in Southlake Villas and he came about 4:00 in the morning and took 
me over to the emergency room rather than bother the people down here who would 
have to come out and make the decision and then call the ambulance and all of that. 
[fg, 385-391] 

But I sort of expected the periodic, to hear, well, I think probably they were giving 
me a pretty good report (laugh) but it seemed like a long time between each one. [fg, 
546-550] 

... we were speaking to the point of what do you expect. Just to know what's going 
on, not the medical diagnosis. But are they seeing them. [fg, 558-562] 

One thing that irritates me when I'm a patient is conversation going on 
between doctors and nurses, as if you were a non-person. [fg, 576-579] 

Well, that happens a lot in the care center. Especially at night. (laugh) I'm a 
light sleeper and I have real good hearing. And an awful lot of the people over there 
don't hear well. And, ah, if they go to sleep, they're asleep and they're gone. But 
I would be awake and hearing all these things and, you know, you report, for instance 
one nurse will call to another, "Did so and so have a BM today?" and that sort of 
thing, which, as you say, it's like everybody else was a non-person. And, ah, it isn't 
really very thoughtful. [fg, 581-593] 

And when they're in the room you want to be the center of interest (laugh) and 
not have them just ignore you and talk among themselves. [fg, 595-598] 

You have that in the hospital too, I mean, a lot of noise. It's unfortunate, but 
that's what happens. [fg, 600-602] 

You have the same thing happen when you go sometimes to be waited on at a store 
or something like that, that the clerks are having some kind of a conversation 
while they're half waiting on you. And, well, we don't like that sort of thing. [fg, 
604-609] 

---------------.-----------
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I think one thing that annoys me very much is when they have personal telephone 
calls. I have, I know, waited in a doctor's office and you could hear this, and it went 
on and on and on and on. And it was just a personal call and you have 
an appointment. To me that's a defmite no no. [fg, 611-618] 

I was very pleased with the nurses and the aides in the hospital. They try to make 
you comfortable and they're cheerful and they encourage you. I thought they were 
great. [fg, 1234-1237] 

I mean, it was a kindly "Don't you remember" it wasn't the wrong kind. [fg, 1288-
1290] 

That brings it back to what I said, I think that our personnel director who hires 
the people looks for people who are caring. You can get very efficient people and 
very abrupt and do excellent work, but you need somebody who really cares. 
Would come back after hours and work on it. I think we have a lot of people over 
there who do that. That's why I say it takes a special type of person. 
And someone who likes elderly people. [fg, 1377-1388] 

How do you know that I really want to do something? 
I think you can see lots of things that are needed. You don't wait for the patient to 
ask, you say, "Well, can I fluff your pillow, can I get you a blanket, can I (laugh) 
That's right. 
"would you like a drink, is your water filled?" 
So, anticipation of things you might want or need? 
Sure. [fg, 1411-1428] 

I know that we have wonderful people working in the dining room who help people 
who can't see, they can't make out their menus. They seat them and help them with 
their, they're very caring people. [fg, 1434-1439] 

We were talking earlier, Mrs. Russell, I was thinking of one aide that we had 
for awhile. And she didn't last long. But one of the problems was, she thought she 
had, well, this is my interpretation, she came in and she thought she had like, I'm 
saying a time, 30 minutes with Mr. Wakefield. Well, that time came and she left 
Rusty without his halter on and threw it over the walker and something else and I just 
hollered at her. I said "You come back here." And she walked off. So I headed to the 
RN, I mean charge nurse, and I said "This can't be. He cannot be left without the 
restraint" because that was the orders. So somewhere along the line there needed 
to have been, she may have had the instructions, but she certainly didn't need the 
time one that said I'm done with Mr. Wakefield at 30 minutes and even whether he's 
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got his restraint on. That's the one that holds them. And especially to walk out when 
he can't walk and leave him out of bed without the sides up. So somewhere, I'm just 
saying, what do you expect, I think that as a caregiver I would expect them not to 
walk off until they had the person secure, whether the time was, I know they have to 
sort of plan a timing. You'd never get done. If they don't keep 'em going. But that 
girl didn't last but a month probably. [fg, 1506-1537] 

But I guess my experience has been they always came in and, I mean, when I 
was there they'd say "Mr. Wakefield, I'm so and so" and eventually many of them 
called him Rusty. But that's done down there, that's nothing different. And "I'll be 
your aide" And even though they know what they're supposed to be doing 
they'll sometimes say "What are we doing for you today?" But they know what 
they're going to be doing, but it's this conversation back and forth, because he could 
still visit with people. Some of them can't. But he could. [fg, 1561-1574] 

My observation with this lady with whom I was rooming was that the girls 
would pick out her clothes, you know, and help her dress and so on. Very 
thoughtfully. And, ah, it would not have distressed her if she didn't have things 
matching or so on, but they were good about that. And, ah, it was a case, it seemed 
to me, of initiative on their part to go ahead and do something for her in a kindly way 
that she wouldn't have been able to do herself. I mean, she wouldn't get up and say 
"It's time for me to get dressed, let's get on with it" or anything like that. She 
waited for the initiative on the other part. And, ah, this just seems to be built into 
what those people did. [fg, 1576-1592] 

------------------------
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